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INTRODUCTION 

The Teachings of S<~'lllni Vi1•clwnanda is published by the Vedanta 
::\fovement, a British organisation in England to preach the psychological 
and ethical aspects of \·edanta and to establish spiritual fellowship be
tween the East and the \Vest. The Vedanta ~Im·ement is inspired by 
the universal teachings of Swami \.iYekananda, and these teachings are 
discussed in this booklet with explanatory notes to clarify the message of 
the Swami. The S\Yami's sayings as used in this booklet are mostly 
collected from Tlze Complete IVorll.> of the .S<cami Vh•c!?ananda and Tile 
Life of Swami Vivekananda, published by the Ach·aita Ashrama, ~Iayavati, 
Almora, Himalayas. The birth centenary of Swamiji is being celebrated 
this vear in many countries of the worl•l, and this Centenarv Memorial 
Editfon deals with some of the ideas ami ideals which he };reached in 
India and the West. 

Swami Vivekananda proclaimed that " \. edanta in the highest form " 
would provide the spiritual foundation ~or a society seeking full equality 
in spiritual and social spheres. In tlus booklet an attempt has been 
made to extricate the universal message of the Swami from all meta
physical and theological i~leas an~l to present. the scientific spirituality 
which is at the core of Ius teachmgs and wluch can be beneficial and 
equally acceptable to all people, 'no matter whether they are theists, 
atheists, agnostics, sceptics, or humanists. Evidently bv " Vedanta in 
the high~st form" th~ Swami did not ~nean ~he ~chools o(monism, quali
fied morusm and duahsm, well-known m Indta, smce these schools cannot 
be universallv acceptable ; neither can any of them form the basis of an 
equalitarian ·society in whi~h p~ople with various spiritual and secular 
convictions must live. \Vlule hts presentation of monistic Vedanta and 
his interpretation of the theory of Maya is unique, the core of Vedanta 
that he has discovered is free from metaphysical and theological dogmas, 
and by dint of his genius ~e has shown h~"· '· Vedanta in the highest 
form " points to the deep~nm~ and broad~mng of the consciousness, and 
hmv the concept of the solic~anty of the umverse, with all its implications, 
provides the spiri~ual bast~ for ~ wo.rltl c~m~:m~ity see~ing con_Iplete 
spiritual and social equahty · 1 he S\\ amt s \~ ed~nta 111 tl1e htghest 
form" is for the East and the \Vest, for the capttahst world as well as 
for the communist world. 

In the historY of Vedantic thought Swami Vivekanauda occupies a 
very significant' place. The Vedantic tl~ougl~t has passed through five 
important epochs: (I) the e~och of the Upams~1ads, (2) the epoch o~ the 
Brahma-sutras in which the tdeas of the Upamshads were svstemattsecl, 
(3) the epoch of Buddhism in which \' edanta. assumed a -new ~thical 
form, (4) the epoch of the great ~ommentator~, Shankara, RamanUJ~ and 
f~Iadhva, representing three spectfic. met~phystcal standpoints, and (.:>) !he 
epoch of the post-Shankara Vedan~tc thmkers wJ10 showed great de;rotwn 
and scholarship but at the same ttme made thetr systems so comp~tca~ed 
and sophisticated that the common people c.oul\1 not derive any inspuatwn 
from them. ·with the advent of Swamt Vtvekanancla, Vedanta has 
entered into a new epoch to provide a scientific spirituality for the entire 
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,,·orld, a simple hut comprehen,;i,-e system of thought to the common 
people, and a spiritual basis for the new \\'orld conununity. In modern 
times Ram Mohan Roy, 'l'agorc, <~and hi, .:\urohindo awi Krishnamurti 
have presented certain ,-aluable aspects of Vedanta. But it is Swami 
ViYekananda who has enlivene;l Vedanta in this age and suggested its 
wonderful politico-socio-economic implications. His original ideas are 
mixed up with traditional metaphysics, and the supreme task is to 
extricate his uni,·ersal message from ali traditional ideas. 

The message of S"·ami \"ivekananda, as commonly understood, pertains 
to (1) the harmony of all faiths, (2) the synthesis of the four Yogas, (3) the 
cultural understanding between the East and the West, and (4) the 
spiritualisation of life in a comprehensive sense. These are great objec
tives, but it must be remembered that the Swami's message cannot be 
confined to these alone. His universal message is free from ali dogmas 
of metaphysics and theology and is meant for all peoples in all countries. 
It has a revolutionary aim in a spiritual and constructive sense, and all 
countries \Yith distincth·e ideologies and social aspirations should today 
become aware of it. 

The Swami stood for a Veclantic ci,·ilisation all over the world, with 
( 1) a scientific spirituality, (2) a uniform society basell on social, political 
and economic equality, (3) a spirit of re,·erence for life leading to the 
welfare of all creatures, (4) au ethical and rational way of li\"ing, 
and (5) art and culture in cli,·ersified forms but hadng an international 
and universal foundation. He fervently hoped that India would, by 
reorganising herself spiritually and socially, help to promote such a 
civilisation. 

Tlus booklet is an attempt to discuss certain important aspects of the 
Swami's message. It has two sections: the first dwelling on the Swami's 
basic ideas on \"edanta, spirituality, ethics, psychology, man's relation to 
animals, and morality invoh·ed in food ; and the second concerning the 
Swami's ideas on spiritual communism, art, and Indi_a ~n relation to the 
\Vest. The Swami said in a letter that he ,,·as a socwhst, and although 
he did not use the term " spiritual communism ", he prophesied about 
the supremacy of the proletariat throughout t~1e world and sugl?estecl the 
highest form of Vedanta as the spiritual basis of the. new society. 

The booklet is published in a spirit of cultural sernce to pay homage 
to Swamiji on the occasion of his birthday centenary, and I shall feel 
happy if it stimulates people to study comprehensi,·ely his life and 
message from e\·ery conceh·able standpoint, and to \YOrk steadily for the 
ideal he upheld before mankind. 

Batheaston Villa, Bath, England 
June 17, 196:~ 
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SECTION ONE 
VEDANTA AND ITS MESSAGE 

Vedanta 
.-\ccording to Swami Yi,·ekanancla, Vedanta is the essence of all svstems 

of spiritual thought in the East and the \Vest. From· the orthodox 
standpoint, Veda implies the four \"edas, the sacred books of India, and 
Vedanta means the knowledge in the Upanishads which are found in the 
concluding portions of the \"ec1as. The root-meaning of Veda is know
ledge--experience; and the root-meaning of Vedanta. composed of Veda 
and anta, is the end of knowlec1ge or experience. The terms \"eda and 
Vedanta are generall:y used in the sense of the four \"edas and the 
Upanishads; but the comprehensi,·e meanings gh·en to Yeda ancl \'edanta 
bY S\\·ami Vivekananda are also in full conformitY with the Indian 
ti:adition. \" edanta implies the synthesis of the spiritual and secular 
knmvledge in every epoch and seeks a synthesis of science and spirituality 
in this age. · Here are· some significant words of the S\Yami on Ve<la and 
\"edanta: 

" \'eda means the smn total of eternal truths." "All scriptures, all 
truths are \ · edas.'' " Knm\'ledge is what is meant' by the Vedas (<•£d-
to kno\\·)." ·"The" \•edas, as the Hindus saY, are eternal. \Ve nO\\' 
understand what they mean by their being eternal, i.e., that la\\'s ha,·e 
neither beginning nor end, just as Nature has neither beginning nor encl." 
" The essence of the kno·,\'leclge of the \ · edas \\·as called by the name of 
Vedanta." ··Vedanta is the rationale of all religions." "The \"edanta, 
applied to the various ethnic customs and creeds of I nclia, is Hinduism. 
The first stage, that is, nvaita, applied in the ideas of the ethnic groups 
of Europe, is Christianity ; as applied to the Semitic group. is :\Iahommed
anism. The Ad,·aita, as applied to its Yoga-perception form, is 
Buddhism." "\"edanta .... tells us that we not onlY lun·e to lh·e the 
life of all past humanity, but also the future life of hm~anity. The man 
who does the first is the educated man; the second is the jivan-mukta, 
for e\·er free." " The monistic \"eclanta is the simplest form in \\'hich 
you can put truth. To preach dualism \\·as a tremendous mistake made 
in India, and else\rhere, because people did not look at the ultimate 
principles, but only thought of the process, ,,·hich is ,·ery intricate indeed.'' 
" Freedom, physical freedom, mental freedom and spiritual freedom are 
the watchwords of the l.'panishatls ; aye, this is the one scripture in the 
world of all others, that does not talk of sah·ation, but of freedom." 

Origin of the Vedantic Ideas 
In seYeral contexts S\\'ami \'ivekanancla has mentioned the Satya Yuga, 

the age of Truth (the Golden Age), as described in the Indian epic :::\Iaha
bharata. \"edanta arose in that age when men and \\'omen, unoppressecl 
by caste, creed, property, priestcraft or kingship, enjoyed equality and 
felt spontaneously their atlinity ·\\"ith nature and life. Obseryations and 
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investigations continued in that free social atmosphere. \Ve tlnd in the 
Upanishads that mam· thinkers ohsern: I the existcnl'C of breath in all 
lives and reached the. idea of oneness of all. There arc mvthical ideas 
about the origin of ,. edanta, but the S\\ ami gives his sciet;til'ic vie\\· of 
the origin of \ · edantic ideas : 

" You can see that first these things have heen percei\·e<l ancl realised 
and then \\Titten. This world spoke to the early thinkers : birds spoke 
to them, animals spoke to them, the sun awl the moo.t spoke to them ; 
and little by little they realised things : .... not by cogitation, not by 
the force of logic, not by picking the brains of others and making a big 
book, as is the fashion in modern times, not even as I do, by taking up 
one of their writings and making a long lecture, but by patient investi
gation and discovery, they found out the truth. Its essential method 
was practice, and so it must be always.'' " The watchword and the 
essence have been preached since the days of yore, when the Vedantic 
truth was first discovered,--the solidarity of all life ... 

The Solidarity of the Universe 
The leading idea of the rpanishads, as extricated from the ideas of 

ritualism, mysticism, metaphysics and theology, is the idea of the 
solidarity of the universe. with the peace and tranquillity that accompanies 
it .. ·when Swamiji's main ideas are e:~tri~ated from the dogmas of 
philosophy,· this idea comes out very prommently and we find that it 
constitutes the main theme in the \'edantic teachings of the Swami. 
The idea of the solidarity of the uni,·erse implies the three stages of its 
unfoldment : (1) the idea of human unity. (2) ~he idea of the unity of life 
and (3) the idea of the unity of the~\\·hole umverse. The Swami's con
ceptions of ethics, art, spiritual practice, social institutions, etc. centre 
round this areat idea of Cnity. When Swamiji's works are read in a 
superficial ,~av we are lost in the details, and this idea which should 
mould our spiritual thought and action is. missed by us. He deals with 
the conception of the solidarity of the n_nn·er~e. as follows : 

" The great idea which the world ts wmtmg to receive from the 
Upanishads is the solidaritv of the unh·erse." " This universe has not 
been created bv anv extra-cosmic Cod, nor is this the \vork of am· outside 
genius. It is "self-creating, self-clissoldng, self-manifesting, one infinite 
existence." " The univer-se is inllnite in space and eternal in duration. 
I~ never had a beginning ancl it will ne\·e: have an end.'' " The ii.ctitious 
differentiation between religion and the ltfe of the world must vanish, for 
the Vedanta teaches oneness-- -one life throughout.'' ·' There is but one 
life, one world one existence. £yerything is that one, the difference is 
in degree and' not in kind." " \Vhat is there to be taught more in 
religion than the oneness of the universe and faith in one's own self? " 
" Everything that makes for oneness is truth. Love is truth and hatred 
is false, because hatred makes for multiplicity." " Everything in the 
universe is vours stretch out vour arms and embrace it ,\'ith love. If 
you ever felt you' wanted to cl~ that, you have felt God." " All are our 
fellow-passengers, our fellow-travellers-all life, plants, animals; not 
only my brother man, but my brother brute, my brother plant; not only 
my brother the good, but my brother the evil ; my brother the spiritual 
and my brother the wicked." 
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Collective Liberation 
The term Jfukti (Liberation) is a \Yell-known term in \-edanta. Swami 

\'i,-ekananda's greatest contribution to \'edanta lies in his emphasis on 
collecth·e liberation as opposed to indi\"idualliberation. The simple idea is 
that if we feel unity with all \YC cannot go forward \\·ithout taking all with 
us. If we proceed alone and achieve something great, we shall-lind that 
a great part of ourselves has been left behind and our great achievement 
has only been partial. Swamiji's conception of Sarvwnul?ti (Liberation 
for all) is dictated by the feeling of oneness which he has propounded. 
His conception of Sarvamul?ti is different from the conception of Sarva
mukti of Appaya Dikshita, a conception dictated by metaphysics and 
theology. The concept of Sarvamukti again has to be taken in a spiritual 
sense as well as in a secular sense. All should be spiritually liberated by 
lun·ing a ne\\' consciousness. and all should have secular liberation by 
obtaining all the necessary amenities of life and culture. Liberation 
consists in the full realisation of tranquillity and unity with all. Here 
are Swamiji's inspiring words about collecth-e liberation: 

" \Vel!, what avails it all to haYe onh· one's own liberation. All men 
should be taken along with oneself on that way." ·• You must liberate 
the whole universe before vou leave this hodv.... You will feel the 
whole sentient and insentie1it world as vour O\\;n self." · · Do vou think. 
so long as one ]iva (a Ji,-ing being) renuiins in bondage, you will ha,-e any 
liberation ? . . . . E,·ery Jh·a is part of yourself. . . . As you desire the 
wholehearted good of your ,,·ife and children. kno,,·ing them to be your 
own, so when a like amount of 10\-e and attraction for every Jh-a \vill 
awaken in you, then I shall kno\\· that Brahman is awakening in you, 
not a moment before. \Vhen this feeling of all-rouml good of all without 
respect to caste or colour will awaken in your heart, then I shall know 
you are advancing towards the ideal. . . . Just consider the greatness 
of his heart ,,·ho thinks that he ·,rill take the whole universe with him to 
liberation." " Those that are working for their own salvation will 
neither have their own nor that of others." " .... it is wrong to hanker 
after one's own sah-ation. Uberation is only for him \Yho gives up 
everything for others, whereas others \Yho tax their brains day and ni!?ht 
harping on · my sah·ation ', wander about with their true we1l-b~mg 
ruined, both present and prospective. and this I ha,·e seen many a tune 
with my own eyes." 

The Real God 
Harassed bY nature and societY we are in need of something on which 

we can lean. -The parents \\·hos~ child is seriously ill, a bereaved person 
who has lost his loved one and an old man who kitm,·s well that death 
is ~ra\ving nigh, ahYays fe~l inclined to depend on some superior pm~·er 
whtch can heal serious illness, look after the dead and ensure the secunty 
of individual existence after death. The popular conception of God l~as 
therefore been a healing balm. It is a great shock to people who conceive 
God a:' ~he all-loving, all-powerful, extra-cosmic being when t~ey face the 
calamttles of nature, epidemics untimelY death and oppress10n and ex
ploitation in society. But as opposed t~ God as a personal Being, there 
are other conceptions about Him which may be revealing even to an 
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atheist or an agnostic, for instance, the conceptions of God as LO\·e. God 
as pure existence, eocl as the totality of all beings. Swami \·i,·ekananda's 
reflections on Gocl are thought-pro\·oking and inspiring : 

" The ]iva (a living being) is an incli,·iclual and the sum total of all 
Jh·as is the Is\\·ara (God)." " .-\fter so much austeritY I ha,·c understood 
this as the real truth. . . . God is present in e\·ery Ji,-~ : there is no other 
Gocl besides that." " The Lord is the essence of unutterable love. But 
instead of saying, ' He is manifest in special objects', we shoul<l say He 
is ever manifest as lm·e in all beings. \\"hat other ( ~od .... , the creation 
of your 0\Yn miml, are you then going to \\'orship ? " · · t:nselfishness is 
God." " :Jian creates God after his own image." " Of course. the im
personal idea is very destructive : it takes away all trade from the priests, 
churches and temples." " They go on theorising about old ideals told 
them by their grandfathers, that a ( ~ocl somewhere in hem· en had told 
someone that he \Yas Co<l... " It is better that mankind should become 
atheist by following reason than blindly belie,·e in two hundred millions 
of gods on the authority of anybody." .. 1\Iay I .... suffer thousands of 
miseries so that I mav worship the only ( ~od that exists the onlv God 
I believe in, the stun total of all souls : and abm·e all, my ciod the ,,;ickecl, 
my God the miserable, my Cod the poor of all races. of all species. is the 
special object of my worship.'' 

The New Role of Vedanta 
The orthodox. Yedanta ,,·ith its doctrine of the world as a great lie and 

the Brahman as the only Reality .a~1d the Ji\·a (a living being) as nothing 
but the Brahman has a great sptntual charm, and it gives a wonderful 
feeling of freedom to its ach·ocates who remaining homeless condescend 
to relim1uish only a hit of their fr_eeclom <d1ile begging alms to keep them 
alive. Swamiji \\·as mO\·ecl hy tts charm and the freedom it ensures. 
Shankara ho\\·e,·er, introduces a new theme when he savs that nothing in 
spiritual life is greater tha.n tl~e f~eling of identi~y wi~h tlie whole uni:verse. 
This theme of \"eclanta \nth tts tdeas of the muty wtth mankind, wtth all 
lives, and \Yith nature is an aspect which has been emphasised by Swami 
Vivekananda, and here \\·e find a ne\\' _role of \"edanta to extol this par
ticular theme. The other new role ts about the access of people to 
Vedanta. The old \"eclanta is only for the select few. But the new 
Vedanta which seeks the deepening and .the broadening of the conscious~ 
ness is for all, and s,vami \"h·ekananda Js th~ messenger of the Gospel of 
this new Vedanta which is free from all cloctnnes and dogmas, and purely 
ethical and psychological in character. Swami \"ivekananda clarifies the 
role of this V eclanta as follows : 

" The ne\v cvcle must see the masses living Vedanta, and this will 
have to come through women." " Sankara left tlus Advaita philosophy 
in the hills and forests : while I have come to bring it out of these places 
and scatter it broadcast before the work-a-day world and societY.'' '' Olle 
defect \vhich lav in the Advaita was its being worked out so iong on the 
spiritual plane only, and nowhere else ; nov. the time has come when yo:u 
have to make it practical. . . . The time has come when this Aclvaita lS 

to be worked out practically. Let us bring it down from hea,·en unto 
the earth ; this is the present dispensation." " Instead of living in 
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IHon:lsteries, instead of hei1~g confined to hooks of philosophy to be 
stuchecl only by the learned, msteatl of being the exclusi,·e possessions of 
sects and a few of the learned. they \\·ill all be so\\·n broadcast oyer the 
whole \\·oriel, so that they may become the common property of the 
learned and of the ignorant." 

The New Form of Vedanta 
Swami \'ivekananda wanted to giYe a new form to \'edanta. He 

\\·anted it to be as simple as possible so that e\·en a child can understand 
its spirit. He wanted to make it poetic, and he thought that the poetic 
\' eclanta would be inspiring to all. He \\·anted to free Vedanta from the 
subtleties of logic which made the l'ost-Shankara Vedanta extremelv 
complicated. :\ \'eclanta \\·hich is free from metaphysical and theological 
dogmas can he acceptable to all. One may ask if metaphysics and theo
logy are taken away from \'edanta, what will remain of it? Swamiji 
had a better conception. To him Vedanta is a scientific system of 
thought based on extemled psychology and extend eel ethics. .-\. \ · eclanta 
free from ceremonies will e\·oh·e its own forms in innumerable wm·s of 
serving living beings. Instead of deriding relationships. it \\'ill spirittialise 
all forms of relationship that are conceivable in society. It will come 
clown to the level of the people and gi,·e them a lift from their pre\·ailing 
conditions. The intluence of the old form is too strong even nO\\", but 
let us try to understand sincerely the full implications of \\·hat Swamiji 
savs about the ne\\" form of \ · eclanta : 

·" You have to keep your eyes fixed on Truth only, and shun all super
stitions completely." " To put the Himlu ideas into English and then 
make out of dry philosophy and intricate mythology and lJUeer startling 
psychology, a religion which shall be easy, simple, popular and at the 
same time meet the rec1uirements of the highest minds .... is a task that 
only those can understand who have attempted it. The Abstract Advaita 
must become li,·ing, .... poetic .... in e\·eryclay life; out of bewil
derin~ Yogi-isms must come the most scientific and practical psychology 
.... ~ncl all this must be put in a form so that a child can grasp it. That 
is mY life's work." " All the ratiocinations of logic, all these bundles of 
metaphysics, all these theologies and ceremonies, may have been good 
in their own time, but let us try to make things simpler and bring about 
the golden clays when every man will be a worshipper. and the Reality in 
every man will be the object of \\·orship.'' 

Vedantic Outlook 
The Vedantic outlook implies a new conception of man with goodness 

as his intrinsic quality and with evil in him as the distortion of goodness. 
It implies that character is far greater than a sophisticated intellect that 
has certain theological and metaphysical assumptions. It accepts all 
people, no matter \\·hat may he their beliefs. It implies that \·eclantic 
truths can be realised in every station in life. It savs that man's con
sciousness is the repository or' all truths. Instead of .denying the world, 
life and society, it explains them. Insight ancl character being the acid 
test of spirituality, it discards the fictitious superiority that cmwentional 
forms create, and it creates respect for a man in any station if he has 
character and insight. It holds that c\·ery form of self-clenial in social 



relationships is as good as formal renunciation prescribed hv orthodox 
Vedanta. The Swami expounds his outlook as fullo\\·s: -

" Darkness is less light ; e\-il is less good : impuritv is less puritv .' · 
"' Goodness is our nature, purity is onr nature, and that-nature can ne~'er 
be destroyed.'' " Hate not the most abject sinner, look not to his ex
terior." " It recognises no sin, it only recognises error ; and the greatest 
error, says the Yedanta, is to sa\· that vou are weak, that ,-ou are a sinner, 
a miserable creature, and that· vou lia,·e no power, anci ,-ou cannot do 
this or that. The Yedanta also -savs that not onlY canthi~ be realised in 
the depths of forests, or caves, lnit bv men in ail possible cmulitions of 
life." " He is an atheist, who does not believe in himself." · · Our 
prophet soul is the proof of their prophet-soul. Your godhood is the 
proof of God Himself." " \:Ve reject none, neither theist, nor pantheist, 
nor monist, nor polytheist, nor agnostic, nor atheist; the only condition 
of becoming a disciple is modelling a character at once the broadest and 
the most intense." " The life of Buddha shows that even a man who 
does not belie,·e in God, has no metaphysics, belongs to no sect, and does 
not go to any church or temple, and is a confessed materialist, even he 
can attain to the highest." " This is the real practical side of \" edanta. 
It does not destroy the world but it explains it ; it does not destroy the 
person, but explains it; it does not destroy the individuality, but explains 
1t by showing the real indh·iduality. It does not show that the world is 
vain, and does not exist, but it says, ' Cnderstand what the world is, so 
that it mav not hurt vou '." " I make no distinction as to householder 
or Sannyasin (monk) in this that for all time my head shall bend low in 
reverence whenever I see greatness, broadness of heart and holiness.'' 
" One must make no distinction between householders and Sannyasins, 
then only one is a true Sannvasin." " The formation of society, the 
institution of marriage, the lo~e for children, our good works, morality 
and ethics are all different forms of renunciation." " Another truth I 
have realised is that altruistic service only is religion ; the rest, such as 
ceremonial observances, are madness." " A Sannyasin cannot belong to 
any religion, for his is a life of independent thought, which draws from 
all religions; his is a life of realisation, not merely of theory or belief, 
much less of dogma.'' 

The Vedantic World 
Swami Vivekananda is very hopeful and optimistic about the new world 

to come. In many ways his Ved~ntic world is like the world that ~he 
Hebrew prophet Isaiah visualised m the seventh century before Chnst. 
The s,vami conceives a worlcl in which men and women have turned into 
gods and goddesses, competition and struggle in the human family have 
ceased for ever, universal brotherhood has been realised, and human 
relationships have become normal without jealousy and rancour. All 
social activities have become based upon the principle : the well-being 
of one is the well-being of all, and the well-being of all is the well-being 
of one. In this society all the spiritual truths have become the common 
asset of everv man and woman. Here is the picture of the Swami's 
Vedantic ,vorld : 

" If all mankind today realise only a bit of that great truth, the aspect 
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of the w~wlc world ~viii he change. I~ ~t~d, .in place of fighting and quarrelling 
there w1ll be a re1gn of peace. !Ius mclecent and brutal hurry which 
forces us to go ahead of e,·eryone else will then vanish from the world. 
With it ,\'ill ,-anish all struggle, with it \\'ill nmish all hate, with it will ,·anish 
all jealousy, and all e\·il will Yanish away for ever .... Gods will live then 
upon this earth. This very earth will then become heaven, and what evil 
can there be when gods are playing with gods, when gods are walking with 
gods, and gods are lo'dng gods ? That is the great utility of divine reali
sation. EYerything that you see in society will be changetl and trans
figured then.'" ··The whole ,·ision is changed, and instead of an eternal 
prison this world has become a playground : instead of a land of com
petition it· is a land of bliss, ''here there is perpetual sporting, where 
flowers bloom, and butterflies Hit about. This ,-ery world becomes heaven, 
which fonnedy was hell.'' ·· The time is to come when prophets will 
walk through every street in e1 ery cit)· in the world." 

Advice and Warning 
People should be free from intellectual and moral laziness, and '"ithout 

making any compromise they should give full rein to reason and reach 
legitimate conclusions without fear. For instance, when Swamiji says 
one who serYes living beings sen·es God indeed, he means service to all 
creatures, not merely to men. The ordinary conceptions of God and 
the Absolute, if they cannot stand the scrutiny of reason, ha,·e to be 
shunned. The essential thing in spirituality is to deepen the consciousness 
to realise peace and tranquillity and to broaden the consciousness to 
realise oneness with all. But spirituality becomes tmhealthy if uncannv 
occultism, hazy mysticism, sentimental theology, and elaborate rituais 
replace the essentials of spirituality, and the ego is thus fattened with 
the idea of its association with a sect or a church. Tranquillity and 
universality must mould our thoughts and acth·ities if we are to follow 
Swamiji consistently. He gives the positive and negati,·e aspects of 
spiritual practice elaboratel_y : . . 

" Follow truth wherever 1t may lead you ; carry tdeas to theu utmost 
logical conclusions. Do not be cowardly and hypocritical.'· " \Ve must 
be as broad as the skies, as deep as the ocean; we must have the zeal 
of the fanatic, the depth of the mystic and the ,\'idth of the agn<;>stic." 
" Everything must be sacrificed, if necessary, for that one sent11~1ent, 
universality." "My :Master usell to say that these nam~s as Hmdu, 
Christian, etc., stand as great bars to all brotherly ~eehngs between 
man an~ man." · · If you want any goml to comt!, JUSt thro\\~ your 
ceremom_als overboard, and worship the living ~~ml, _the man-God,
every bemg that wears a human form --eocl in Hts um,·ersal as well as 
indivi~ua_l aspect. The universal asp~ct of Cocl means thi~ worl<~. m~cl 
worshlPI?lllg }t ~~eans serving it - -tlus ~ndee~l is wor~. 1~ot .mdulgmg 111 

ceremomals. What 1 am most afrmd of IS the worslup 1oom· · · ·. 1 
know why they bus,· themselves ,\·ith those old, efiete ceremomals. 
'!'heir SJ?iri~ c~aves for work, but hadng got no outlet th~y waste their 
energy 111 nngmg bells and all that.'' ·· Seeing difference 1s the c~use of 
all miser_r, and ignorance is the cause of seeing di!Ierence. '~'hat IS _wh~: 
ceremomals are not needed, because they increase the idea of mequahty · 
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" It is good to he horn in a church, hut not to die in it.'· " ~\ belie,·cr in 
one sect can rarely see truth in others." " l'riestcraft is in its nature 
cruel and heartless." " ~eek not, touch not \\·ith ,·our toes e\·en. anY
thing that is uncanny." " .-\11 this false 10\·e o( mystery should l~e 
knocked on the head the first time it comes into Your mind.·· · · \Ve 
have become weak, and that is whY occultism and. mYsticism come to 
us; these are creeping things; ther~ may be great truths in them, hut 
they have already destroyed us.·· 

SCIENTIFIC SPIRITUALITY 
Self-Observation 

It is a great experience to feel separate and free from the stream of 
the ideas, images and impressions in the mind, and from the stream of 
events continually happening in the external \Yorld. \Ve are so much 
mixed up "·ith the details of the mind and the details of the happenings 
of society and the world, that "·e fail to arrive at calm judgment regarding 
ourseh·es and others, and to devote all our mental and physical energy 
to tackle the internal and external situation in a masterlY manner. 
l\Ierely mechanical practice of any kind through doctrines ai1d dogmas 
cannot help us in facing the problems of life. We are spiritual so far as 
through awareness and self-observation \\·e can feel inner freedom. There 
is a temptation to mystify the content of this inner freedom and to turn 
it into a separate entity from body and mind. The ego is enlightened by 
detached observation as it finds out the tricks of its own imagination 
and thus it can transform itself into the free witness and impartial entity 
to establish correct relationship with all. Detached observation brings 
calmness \\;thin, serenity in behaviour. tenacity and accuracy in thoughts 
and activities, and enables us to use all our mental ancl physical resources 
properly. Conventions, social and family influences, aggressive nation
alism, class snobberY, vile racialism and religious fanaticism create 
emotional complexes. in the mind and consequently we are not re~lly 
humane in our behaviour, overwhelmed as we are by powerful emotwns 
in our thoughts, feelings and behaviou~. '~'he inst_incts_of self-preservat!on, 
sex, and will-to-power and the herd-mstu~ct exist with strong ~mottons 
attached to them and thev nonnallv dec1de our thoughts, feehngs and 
actions. The ugliness of tl;e instinct~ is reveale~l when through detached 
observation the veneer of the so-called culture 1s removed. As we learn 
to look at instincts in a detached way we gain mastery over them and 
they become more and more refined. \Ve succeed in establishing right 
relationship as we detect and control all false claims and demands. Self
observation and self-criticism should be the basis of psychological 
education to make us truly human. Swamiji's following suggestions on 
self-observation are most helpful to make us truly free and happy : 

" I am the witness. I look on. When health comes I am the witness. 
\Vhen disease comes I am the witness.'' '' Let the mind run on, and 
~lon't restrain it ; but keep watch on your mind as a witness watching 
Its action. This mind is thus divided into two-the player and the 
witness. Nmv strengthen the \dtnessing part and don't waste time in 
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restraining your wanderings. The mind must think, but slowly and 
gradually, as the witness does its part, the player will come more and 
more under control, until at last you cease to play or wander." ·· Sit 
for some time and let the mind run on. The mind is bubbling up all 
the time. It is like that monkey jumping about. Let the monkey jump 
as much as he can; you simply wait and \\"atch.... l'ntil you know 
what the mind is doing you cannot control it. Give it the rein ; many 
hideous thoughts may come into it ; you ,yjll be astonished that it was 
possible for you to think such thoughts. But ~·ou will find that each day 
mind's vagaries are becoming less and less nolent, that each clay it is 
becoming calmer." " The whole ocean is present at the back of each 
wave and all manifestations are wa,·es, some ,·ery big, some small, vet all 
are the ocean in their essence, the whole ocean, but as waves each is a 
part. \Vhere the \Yaves are stilled, then all is one : ' a spectator \vithout 
a spectacle' says Patanjali." " Let any desire \Yhatever arise in the mind, 
you must sit calmly and watch what sort of ideas are coming. By con
tinuing to watch in that way, the mind becomes calm. and there are no 
thought-waves in it.·· 

Calmness 
Tranquillity that Swami \"ivekananda preaches is not passh·itv or 

indifference. Generally it is wrongly thought that a tranquil man· will 
not care for the pain and suffering of mankind and the subhuman 
creatures. Tranquillity comes when inordinate desires ha,·e ceased to 
exist and with the cessation of these desires the aggressh·e ego has dis
appeared. The absence of the ego does not mean non-existence but 
universality. \Vhere tranquillity has not brought into being this unh·er
sality with all its implications to identify itself with all, that tranl1uillitv 
should be doubted. \Vhen desires are calmed at the intensest mome1{t 
of aesthetic experience, deep affection or dedicated service, tranquillity is 
established, even in our normal life. But the tranquillity is not retained. 
Calmness that Swamiji praises has to be sought for its own sake, calmness 
itself being a great culmination in our consciousness, bringing a sense of 
fulfilment, completion, freedom and happiness. and creating a sense of 
Oneness and calm love without claims and demands. S\vamiji lays 
emphasis on calmness for the sake of calmness and on the blending of 
intense rest with intense activitv: 

" As soon as the waves have stopped, and the lake has become quiet, 
we see its bottom. So with the mind ; when it is calm, ''"e see what our 
own nature is; \\·e do not mix ourseh-es but remain our myn seh·es." 
'' Live in the midst of the battle of life. Anyone can keep calm in a 
cave or when asleep. Stand in the whirl and madness of action and reach 
the centre. If you have found the centre, vou cannot be moved." 
" Real activity, which is the goal of \' edanta. ·is combined \Yith eternal 
calmness, the calmness which cannot be ruffled the balance of mind 
which_ is never ~listurbecl, whatever happens. An:l \\·e all know from our 
expenence of hfe that that is the best attitude for work." " The ideal 
~nan is he '"h?•. in the midst of the greatest silence and soli_ti~de, ~nels the 
mtensest activity. and in the midst of the in tensest actinty finds the 
silence and the solitude of the desert. He has learnt the secret of res-
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t~aint ! he has controlle(l himself. He goes through the streets of a big Cli! Wtth all its traffic, and his mind is as calm as if he \\·ere in a cave. 
't~ ere not a sound could reach him ; ancl he is intenseh· working. all the 
tme." · ' 

Universal Inter-Relationship 
~Vhen the ego looks within and \\·ithout and judges itself, the living 

b~mgs around it, society and the objects of the physical unh·erse, it finds 
~ these as disjointed entities in constant conflict. But when the ego 
lS turned ,into the witness, and it dispassionately looks at all these, 
g~adually their inter-relationship is revealed and the awakened reason 
s ow_s that the whole universe is organic, and in the universal inter
relationship all things and all lives are inseparably related to one another. 
Th: true theory of Karma is the theorY of unh·ersal inter-relationship in 
which the gro~"th, development and ·achievement of the individual is 
~los~y r:Jated to those of all other indh·iduals -in "·hich nature is related 

0 a betngs, all beings are related to nature, and all beings and all things 
are related to one another. This reveals to us the truth of collective 
~~_Pon_sibility in all corruptions, vices and anti-social acts : and responsi
. ility lS not cruelly and mercilesslv thro,,·n on individuals. Societv, for 
instance, is unjust when, after ~reating a murderer, it murders the 
bffirderer by means of its legal system and thus shirks its own responsi
. tty. 'W_e have a correct philosophical outlook when this law of universal f e~-r~a~tonship is found in Time, Space and Causation. By discarding 
he tn?tVJ.dualistic theory of Karma, we enter into a system of wonderful 
~or~lity presen·ed in the heart of Hinduism and Buddhism, which shows 
the u;ter-relationship of the individual and the collective. Swamiji's 
. ea~hings on universal inter-relationship will bring about a revolution 
111 " oughts, judgments and relationships. He affirms: 

. ?ne atom in this universe cannot move without dragging the whole 
wo~ d along with it." "VJ'e have to understand this that the very 
~king of the question ' why ' presupposes that everything round us has 
e~n preceded by certain things and will be succeeded by certain other 
~gs. The other belief involved in this question is that nothing in the 
untv_erse is independent, that everything is acted upon by something 
outstde itself. Interdependence is the law of the whole universe." " The 
one Peculiar attribute we find in Time, Space and Causation, is that they 
cannot exist separate from other things. . . . Time depends on two 
er~ts, j~st as Space has to be related to outside objects. And the idea 
~ h a~satton is inseparable from Time and Space." ·' ·what is great and 
; at 15 small ? ·what is high and what is low in this marvellous inter
e ep~ndence of existence, where the smallest atom is necessary for the 
i~~hence of the whole? " " Each is responsible for the evil anywhere 
unit e W?rld. No one can separate himself from his brother. All that 
p tesfwtth the universe is virtue. All that separates is sin. You are a 
kar 0 the Infinite. This is your nature. Hence von are vour brother's eeper." · · J 

Oneness 
el Se~f-observation. and calmness not onlv reveal universal inter

r abonship but also the oneness of all lives and all things. The absence 
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of the ego, which is universality, leads to oneness ldth all. The sub
stance of Oneness is found in Shankara's Sarmtmabllllm, the feeling of 
all as one's own self. Swamiji has elaborated it most comprehensi\·el~
in this age, and the ethics he has preached is based thereon. There is a 
great longing in each living being to realise oneness with all other beings 
and all things. This longing is ingrained in all li...-ing beings, but frus
trations suppress it. As frustrations are remm·ecl the feeling of Oneness 
wells up from within ourselves. An unfrustrated life has a keen sense 
of aflinity with all other lives and this affinitY defines the natural 
behaviour of a living being. An unfrustrated life has a keen sense of 
affinity with Nature because life has emerged from Nature, and Nature's 
sound, colour and forms call it to themselves. .-\ life seeks its fulfilment 
through the realisation of the solidarity of the universe-the feeling of 
oneness with the universe since the impacts of the gross and subtle aspects 
of the universe fall on the consciousness and create a disposition in it to 
feel at one with all. Swamiji shows the rational de,·elopment of this 
sense of oneness and tells us about the spiritual culmination that can be 
reached through its realisation : 

" \Ve are all human beings ; that is to say, each one of us is, as it were, 
a particular part of a general concept, humanity. A man, and a cat, and 
a clog, are all animals. These particular examples, as man, or dog, or 
cat, are parts of a bigger and more general concept, animals. The man, 
and the cat, and the dog, and the plant, and the tree, all come under the 
still more general concept, life. Again, all these, all beings, and all 
materials, come under the one concept of existence, for we are all in it." 
" The particulars are to be referred to the general, the general to the 
more general, and everything at last to the universal, the last concept 
that we have, the most universal-that of existence. Existence is the 
most universal concept.'' '' Physically this universe is one ; there is no 
difference between the sun and You. The scientist \\"ill tell you it is onlv 
a fiction to say the contrary. -There is no real difference- between tlie 
table and me ; the table is one point in the mass of matter, and I am 
another point. Each form represents, as it were, one whirlpool in the 
infinite ocean of matter, of which one is not constant. Just as in a 
rushing stream there may be millions of whirlpools. the water in each of 
which is different in every moment, turning round and round for a fe\Y 
seconds and then passing out, replaced by a fresh quantity. so the whole 
universe is one constantly changing mass of matter, in which all forms of 
existence are so many whirlpools. A mass of matter enters into one 
whirlpool, say a human body, stays there for a period, becomes chang~d, 
and goes out into another, sav an animal bodv this time, from which 
a~ain after a _few years, it enters into another ,~hirlpool called a }?mp ~f 
mmeral. It IS a constant change. Not one bodv is constant. lhere IS 

no such thing as my body, or your body, except in words. Of the one 
huge mass of matter, one point is called a moon, another a sun, another 
?- man, another the earth, another a plant, another a mineral. ~at one 
Is. ~onstant_. b~~ e_;erything is changing, matter eternal~y concretmg and 
dismtegratmg. Vle know that the doctrine of equality appeals to our 
heart. We are all human beings ; but some are men and some are 
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women. Here is a black man, there is a white man · hut all are men 
all belong to one humanity. \·arious are our faces; i see no two alike: 
yet we are all human beings. \Vhere is this one humanitv ? I llnd a 
man or a woman, either dark or fair ; and among all these faces, I know 
there is an abstract humanitv which is common' to all. I mm· not llnd 
it when I try to grasp it, t~ sense it, and actualise it, vet (know for 
certain that it is there. If I am sure of anything, it is of this humanity, 
which is common to us all. It is through this generalised entity that 
I see You as a man or a woman." " All that we call ethics and moralitY 
and doing good to others, is also but the manifestation of this oneness. 
There are moments, when every man feels that he is one with the universe, 
and he rushes forth to express it, whether he knows it or not. This 
e..'\.-pression of oneness is \Yhat "·e call love and sympathy, and it is the 
basis of all our ethics and morality. This is summed up in the Yedanta 
philosophy, by the celebrated aphorism, Tat '1\·am Asi,' Thou art That '." 

Love 
An intense sense of oneness is love, and this intense sense of oneness 

can be cultivated bY us to reach the sublimitY of Love. Love can be 
cultivated by cherishing good wishes for all· beings, by keeping and 
looking after subhuman creatures and loving them, by eliminating 
possessiveness, expectation, claims and demands from our relationships, 
and making the interest of the lm·ed person more important than our 
personal satisfaction. Love is lm·e so far as it is based on reason, other
wise it will be sentimentality. An important function of art is to enable 
us to love nature, life and humanity. Love leads to calmness and calm
ness leads to love. Love of nature comes through the feeling of identity 
with nature's sound, colour and form; lm·e of living creatures develops 
through the feeling of unity with the life-force in all living beings ; and 
love of mankind grows through the feeling of identity with the common 
humanity in men, women and children of all races and nations. Dis
cussing the nature of love and elaborating the triangle of love, the Swami 
savs: 

·., Is it not self-evident that this unh·erse is but a manifestation of this 
love? \\That is it that makes atoms unite with atoms, molecules with 
molecules, and causes planets to fly towards one another ? What is it 
that attracts man to man, man to woman, woman to man, and animals 
to animals, drawing the whole universe as it were, towards one centre ? 
It is what is called love. Its manifestation is from the lowest atom to 
the highest being; omnipotent, all-pen·ading, is this love.... Un
attached, yet shining in everything, is love, the motive power of the 
universe, without which the universe "ill fall to pieces in a moment." 
" The first angle of our triangle of love is, that love knows no bargaining. 
\Vherever there is any seeking for something in return, there can be no 
real love ; it becomes a mere matter of shop-keeping. . . . The second 
angle of the triangle of love is, that love knows no fear. . . . Love con
quers naturally all fear. Think of a young mother- in tl~e street, and a 
dog bar-king at her ; she is frightened and flies into the nearest house. 
But suppose, the next day, she is in the street with her child, and a lion 
springs upon her child. Where will be her position now? Of course, in 
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the mouth of the lion, for protecting her child. Lo,·e cowruers all fear .... 
The third angle of the 10\·e-triangle is, that love knows no rh·al, for in it 
is always embodied the 10\·er's highest ideal. True 10\·e never comes 
until the object of our love becomes to us our highest ideal. . . . Every
one admits the truth that a lm·er sees Helen's beauty ou an Ethiop's 
brow." " ' Nature of lo,·e is inexpressible. . . . \Vhen a man gets this 
love he sees 10\·e evernYhere, he hears loYe e\·ernYhere, he talks love 
e\·erywhere, he thinks .lo,·e everywhere '." . 

Non-violence 
Non-violence is the natural expression of the sense of Oneness-love. 

It can be discussed as a principle and as a policy. .-\s a principle it is 
the expression of Oneness with all ; if .we feel all beings as ourselves, 
killing or cloi11g harm to any li,·ing·being \\·ill be killing or doing harm to 
ourselves. Non-violence has a special message in this nuclear age. 
\"iolence in this age may lead to the extermination of the human race, 
and so even if non-Yiolence is not acceptable as a principle to all people, 
all people should be reasonable enough to accept it as a policy. The 
world has to be transform~d in this age by means of a non-\;iolent revo
lutioiL ·Tolstoy discussed the technique of non-violence and called it non
participation. Ganclhiji used it in South Africa and India, and called it 
non-co-operation: The non-violent \\·ay of removing evil presupposes 
the spirit· of non-resistance. There should not be any spirit of animosity 
or· a spirit of resistance, but there shonlll be non-co-operation \\·ith the 
evil, and the desirable change is to be brought about by moral persuasion 
and self-suffering. A non-dolent policy has to be used in our pri,·ate life 
with all its complications. It has to be used in our public life-for 
achieving and presen·ing national freedom and for transforming the 
competitive society into a co-operative society. Swamiji's reflections on 
non-violence are, therefore, very valuable at this time : 

" The world is so evil because ] esus' teaching, · Resist not e\·il,' has 
never been tried.'' '' There is no such thing as.' righteous anger ·, or 
justifiable killi11g .. , " Even fighting in self-defence is wrong, although it 
is higher than• fighting in aggression. There is no · righteous indignation ' 
because indignation comes from not recognising sameness in all things." 
" Armies \dleil'they attempt to cmuruer armies only multiply and make 
brutes of humanitv." "There is .... onh· one idea of club· \Yhich has 
been universally ~ccepted by all mankin~l, of all ages and sects and 
countries, and that has been summed up in a Sanskrit aphorism thus:
' Do not injure-any being ; non-in)uring any being is a virtue ; inju:ing 
any being is a sin '." " The man \Vho is perfectly moraf cannot I?oss1bly 
hurt anything or anybody. Non-injuring has to be attained by hun '~'ho 
would be free. No one is more po\\'erful than he \\'ho has ~~ttai_necl perfect 
non-mJuring. No one could fight, no one could truarrel. m Ius presence. 
Yes, his very presence, and nothing else, means peace, means love wher
ever he may be. Even the animals, ferocious animals, \\·auld be peaceful 
before him." " If a man cuts \"our throat do not· saY·no, for yoll are 
c;ttting your ~wn th:oat. . . . )\There is the;e.,a!1yone tliat is not ):~u · ·; · ;, 
1 he whole umverse IS you. \:V hom. are you gomg to hate, or to ti"'ht · 
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Freedom 
. \-yhy is ~here the desire for freedom ? 'l'he impact of the int1nite, tlll

hmtted mnverse npon the consciousness creates the tlesire in it to tran
~cend _all cor:cli~ions. The urge of freedom is intrinsically spiritual but 
~n ordinary life tt means the rejection of a set of conditions, only to enter 
mto another set of conditions. Our so-called choice our so-called free 
thinking, our so-called free action are not reallv f;ee · everY choice 
every process of thinking, every form of action has its. histor)·. and i~ 
conditioned and influen~ed hv verY man\" known and unknmYn factors. 
But why do ,,.e feel freedom at al( ii1 a p·articular choice, or a process of 
thinking or a form of action ? Compulsive bent of choice, thinking or 
action creates a joy to the ego as it implies rejection of certain restrictions 
and so although it is conditioned the ego becomes happy in following it, 
and thus feeling free. · So our so-called freedom is not real freedom and 
yet it must be allowed and respected so long as it does not do harm to 
~nyone. These conditioned bents of thought and action giving a taste of 
liberty must not be despised as they are the conditions of self-expression 
and growth. But everyone should seek real freedom. Absolute freedom 
can be exp~rienced only subjectively through awareness and tranquillity. 
Our thinking and action can only be relatively free. They can be really 
free when they are based on awareness and tranquillity, and express them
selves through the feeling of oneness. Really free action is that action 
which arises from the feeling of oneness. The Hegelian conception of 
freedom and the Vedantic conception of freedom is the same. Know
ledge, according to Vedanta, brings freedom. According to Hegel, free
dom is the understanding of necessity. Kiwwledge, then, of the necessity 
in Nature, life and society is freedom; and the control of that necessity in 
Nature, life antl society tlirougli that "knowledge is also freedom. Such 
a freedom brings happiness and a sense of completion. Freedom is 
spiritual so far as it is subjective; it is secular so far as it is the control 
of necessity. \Ve want both. Freedom that is not based on the sense of 
oneness is the freedom of the aggressive ego and is consequently no 
freedom. The reflections of Swamiji on freedom are comprehensive as 
they tell us about both the spiritual and secular freedom : 

" The freedom of the mind is a delusion. How can the mind be free 
\Yhen it is controlled and bound bv law? The law of Karma is the law 
of causation." ~·The will can ne"ver be free, because it is the slave of 
cause and effect." -.. Everything is predestination, and a part of tlris pre
destination is'that you shall have such feeling-the feeling of freedom." 
·: Knowledge and happiness lead to freedom. But no one can attain 
hberty qntil every being .... has liberty." " Freedom and highest 
love g(> together, then neither can become a bondage." " Liberty is the 
first condition of growth .. Just as man must have liberty to think and 
speak, so he must have liberty in food, dress and marriage and in every 
other thing, so long as he does not injure others." " To care only for 
spiritual liberty and not for social liberty is a defect, but the opposite is 
a still greater defect. Liberty of both soul and body is to be striven for." 

Death 
The problem of death is really the problem of the claims and demands 
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of _the ego. 'l'he ego wants its continuity. It likes to feel that it has 
existed before and that it will exist in the future. For the satisfaction 
of ~he ego, very many ideas of esehatol<>gy. and the theories of reincar
natiOn and resurrectioa have dc,·elopecl in the l•:ast and the \Vest. The 
uni,·erse which has its own wa\·s has been '.wnceivecl as a suitable order 
and theories about after life mid pre,·ious life have been conceived. In 
orthodox y edanta many such ideas are pre\·alent. But Swamiji has 
taken a different line to interpret \' edantic immortalitv on the basis of 
the solidarity of the universe and an individual life's m~ib· with it. The
thought' of- death is harassing to us, ancl bereavement with the thought 
that nothing of oi.u loved ones remains after death is extremely painful. 
Swamiji's great and bold ideas ensure immortalitv to us here and now, 
and it~ implication is that, while alive or \\·hile dead, every life being at 
one w1th the \\·hole is reallv immortal in the whole and we should learn 
to see the dead in the living, and our love for the· d~ad should be fulfilled 
in love for the living in whom the departed loved ones remain immortal. 
Swamiji's following thoughts are very enlightening: 

" \Vill is a compound of self and mind. J\o\\· no compound can be 
permanent, so that when we \Yill to live, we must die. Immortal Life is 
a contradiction in terms, for life, being a compound, cannot be immortal." 
" There can be no physical death for us and no mental death, when we 
see that all is one.· All bodies are mine, so e\·en body is eternal, because 
the tree, the animal, the sun, the moon, the universe itself is my body; 
then how can it die ? Every mind, every thought is mine, then ho\\· can 
death come ? '' ·' \Vhen \\·e shall feel that oneness \\·e shall be immortal. 
We are physically immortal even, one with the unh·erse. So long as 
there is one that breathes, ... :I live in that one: I am not tlus limited little 
being, I am the universal. . . . You are one with the universe. . . . The 
highest creed is Oneness. I am so-and-so--is a limited idea, not true of 
the real ' I '. -I am the universal." " He alone Ji,·es, whose life is in the 
whole tmiverse, and ·the tflore we concentrate our lives on limited things, 
the faster we go towards death. Those moments alone we li:re, when our 
lives are in the universe ; and·lh·ing this little life is death, simply death, 
and that is why the fear of death comes. The fear of_ death ~~n <;mly ~e 
conquer~d when man realises that so long as there 1s on~ hfe_ 111 this 
universe, he is living. \Vhen we can say, ' I am in everytlung, m every
bodY I am in all lives I am the universe ' then alone comes the state of 
feari~ssness." " Whe~ one worm lives it; this universe, how can I die ? 
For my life is in the life of that worm. At the same time it. will ~each us 
that we cannot leave one of our fellow-beings without helpmg hn;n. t~at 
in his good consists my good." " The real \' edantist alone w11l give 
up his life for a fellow-man without any compunction,_ becan~e he knO\:rs 
he' will not, die. As long- as there is one illsect left irrthe world, he 15 

living.'' 

Good and Evil 
. That our nature is good is proved by our own experienc~. Anger, 
Je~lousy, ha~red and cruelty~ unless our mind is very much frn_strated, 
create. a natural repulsion ; the~~ disturb the balance o_f the n~mcl a1~d 
there Is no peace until the balance is restored. Aggressn·eness 15 not 111 
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our real nature ; struggle for existence, calamities of natnrl'. and frus
trations in society distort our mental outlook and the natural purity is 
thereby polluted. If human nature is intrinsically e\·il, there is no hope 
for the human race. FortunatelY, when a favourable cnYironment is 
created and that endFonment ens-ures lm·e and freedom, when a man is 
well treated and trust is created in him, man's e,·il propensities depart 
and his natural goodness comes out. It is said that those who get no 
love in life tend to become thieves. III-treatment, and eYil influences of 
family and society create jm·enile delinquents. Swami \'h·ekananda's 
philosophy of oneness rejects good and e,·il as two diametrically opposite 
entities. \Vhen \Ye begin to behave with people with the idea that there 
is goodness in them we begin to receive an unusually good response from 
them. The world is waiting for a social revolution through an appeal 
to the goodness of people. S\mmi \'ivekananda used to say, " It is a siu 
to call a man a sinner," and \Yhat he says about good and e\'il is very 
stimulating to ·au of us. It creates the conviction that the potentiality 
of becoming good and great is there in all of us ; and errors, mistakes and 
pitfalls must not depress us to such an extent that our lives become 
worthless and we fail to reform ourselves. The Swami says on good and 
evil: 

" The view of the absolute separation of good and evil, two cut and 
dried and separate existences, makes us brutes of unsympathetic hearts . 
. . . . This view brings eternal jealousy and hatred in the \Yorlcl, eternal 
barrier between man and man, between the good man and the compara
tively less good or evil man. Such a brutal Yiew is pure evil, more evil 
than·evil itself. Good and evil are not separate existences, but there is 
an evolution of good and what is less good we call evil." 

Benediction to all 
Remembering the potential goodness of all creatures and knowing that 

this goodness is only seeking the suitable environment to manifest itself, 
we should have respect and love for al~ creatures. A spi~itual aspirant 
should relinquish the idea of conventiOnal good_ at?-cl evil, accept the
potential goodness in all and remember the benedictiOn that the Swami 
suggests: · 

" Send a current of holy thought to all creation ; mentally repeat : 
' Let all beings be happy ; let all beings be peaceful ; let all beings be 
blissful.'- So do to the East, South, North and \Vest. The more you do 
that the better yoti will feel yourself. You will find at last that the 
easiest way to make ourselves healthy is to see that others are healthy, 
and -the easiest way to make ourselves happy is to see that others are 
happy." 

Spiritual Practice 
By follmYing the teachings of Swami Vivekananda we can become free 

and universal men and women. From his teachings we can deduce a way 
of spiritual practice with the following five steps : 

(I) One has to be aware of (a) instincts and passions, (b) the emotions 
connected "·ith raciali~m. aggressive nationalism,· class hatred and re
ligious fanaticism, and. (c) possessiveness, expectations, claims and 
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demands in relationships. Awareness enables one to experience freedom 
to control instincts, passions and emotions \Yith the help of reason t~ 
realise one's universality, and to make relationships generous ~nd 
affectionate .. 

(2) One has to establish \Yithin oneself calmness and tran<juillit\· 
ensuring inner freedom, peace and happiness. Tranquillity enables 0~~ 
to realise the depth of one's o-.vn being; to experience freedom from all 
things, to eliminate the ego and to feel one's universalitv. 

(3). One J.1as to feel oneness with the human race, all li\rina beino-s and 
all forms of existence. The feeling of oneness broadens our c~nscio~sness 
and prompts us to take part in all progressive activities and the welfare 
of all subhuman creatures. 

(4) One. has to achieve immortality through the realisation of oneness 
with all. The immortality achieved through the feeling of the oneness 
of all is based on truth, and not on ,any imagination. 

(5) One has to· cherish good wishes for all creatures. The cultivation 
of love commences with the cherishing of good wishes for all. 

EXTENDED ETIDCS 
The Basis of Ethics 

Does morality come from the command of an extra-cosmic being, or a 
great personality, or the scriptures? Does it lie in the bidding of con
science (the categorical imperative) ? Does it evohre differently in 
different social structures ? Has moralitv an absolute foundation or is 
it always relative ? Is there natural m~rality, or is morality always 
social and conventional ? · 

Natural morality is ingraine-:1. in life itself. Swami Vivekanancla has 
said again and again in the light of Vedanta that human nature is intrin
sically good. Natural morality is base:! on the intrinsic goodness of 
human nature and we have to discover wherein this goodness lies. Every 
life when it is not frustratd, feels an affinitv with every other life. The 
un~bstructed expression of this affinity th;ough thoughts, feelings a1~d 
actions "is natural morality. This affinity compels us to feel ou~seh·es 111 
others and others in ourselves. The n10re we realise ourselves 111 oth~rs 
the more we are establishd in natmal marality. Natural_ marahty 
creates sympathy and fellowship spontaneously and it is aga111st every 
form of oppression and exploitation. . . 

Swami Vivekananda disco·;ers the basis of eth1cs m the Oneness 
preached by Vedanta and avers: " \Vhat is the reason that you should 
be moral? You cannot e:(plain it-except you come to know the trutl~
' He who sees evervone in himself and himself in e\'ery one, th:ls seemg 
sameness in all no. more 'injures the self by the self '." " Advatta (One
ness) is the basis of ethics." ' There is always the tendency to get b~ck 
to the One, as expressed in all ethics and ail moraHty of eYe~y 1_Iatt~n, 
because it is the constitutional necessitv of the soul. It is tind_mg lb~ 
Oneness ; and this struggle to find this 0;1eness is what. we call ethics an_n 
moralitv." " Ethics is unitv · its basis is love. It w11lnot look at tlus 
variatibn ; the~ one aiii1 of . ethics is this unity, this sameness." " All 



morality is included in this : ' Beget no e\·il. Injure no liYing creature.' 
If you injure nothf!Ig .~or t\\·eh·e years, then eyen lioHS anc: .tigers will go 
down before you. As gradually your heart gets punhccl bv \\·ork, 
you will come to feel the truth that your mm self is perYacling ail heings 
and all things.'' . 

Conventional and Social Ethics 
There is a conflict bet\veen natural morality based on Oneness and 

social and conventional morality based on manners and customs. Social 
morality changes according to the institutional changes in society ; it is 
relative and expresses itself differently in a sla,·e society. feudalism, 
capitalism and socialism. It evoh·es different consciences in different 
forms of society. Com·entional morality, relating to our private be
haviour, especially relationships between men and women, is also relative 
and continually changes. }.!orality, social and com·entional, is true so 
far as it is dictated h\· natural moralitv. An incli,·idual cannot he trulv 
moral if society and ·famih· are not f~unded on natural moralitv. vie 
must seek a classless societv in \\·hich natural moralitv, social 1;10ralitv 
and conventional moralitv are blended. . . 
. Remembering the comi)lications of com·entional and social morality 
m every country we should be careful about finding faults with or judging 
or <:ondemning people by our mvn moral standards. Neither should the 
duties of others be judged by our own standards of duty. People ha,·e 
to be taken where they are with their com·entional and social duties and 
obligations and from there they should be gi,·en a lift towards natural 
morality based on the Oneness of life. The Swami says: " :\!orality 
(social morality) is a relative term. Is t~1ere anything like absolute 
~orality in this world ? The idea is a superstition. \Ve have no right to 
Judge every man in every age by the same standard." " Every man, in 
eyery age, in e\·ery country, is under peculiar circumstances. If the 
Circumstances change, ideas also must change." " Never talk about the 
faults of others, no matter how bad they may be. Nothing is e\·er gained 
~~ that. You never help one by talking about his faults ; you do him an 
lll]ury, and injure yourself as \\'ell." "Do not talk of the wickedness of 
the world and all its sins. \Veep that you are hound to see wickedness 
Yet. Weep that you are hound to see sin everywhere, and if you want to 
help anyone, do not condemn him. Do not weaken him more.'' '' Duty of 
any kind is not to be slightecl." " Take everv man where he stands and 
pus_h J:im fonvard." · 
. Ethics based on Oneness bv which conventional and social morality 
IS t f . · rans ormed demands the removal of all kinds of oppressiOn and 
~~plo~tation, and tl~e emergence <;>fa society and a family based on. ec~uali.ty. 

f tIS the e:q)resswn of the feeling of Oneness, it demands the ehmmatwn 
~t ~ruelty and killing for food, sports, amusements and medicame!1ts. 
hi emands the renunication of false claims and possessiveness in relatiOn-s ps d · ' an It holds every form of needful labour to be sacred. 

Ethical Behaviour 
th Swami "'\'ivekananda .suggests an ethical behaviour which reco&nis~s 

e. pot~ntlal &ooclness m man. It should he realised that wrong mstl
tutlons lll family and society suppress this goodness and make men and 
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wonu;n anti-social. .. Pe?ple th~refore should ne,·er be judged by their 
extenor; the CQmhtw~mgs which ha,·e taken place in people should be 
sympathetically studied; and new conditionings that can a\\'aken the 
moral. cons~iousness should be suggested. \\'e should do good to people 
in an mtelhgent way so that we do not destroY their initiative and sense 
of responsibility. We should never be allurecl to judge·people by their 
loud actions. The Swami says: "Doing good to others is virtue (dharma) 
injuring others is sin." •· \Ve have no right to make others selfish by o~ 
tmselfishrless.:· .. "·If )•ou really \\'ant to judge of the character of a' man 
look not at his great performances.'' The hope for transformation is 
always there in life,- and \Yhat the·s,,•ami says is indeed uplifting: ''Never 
forget the glory of human nature." "No soul can go so low but there 
will come a time. when it '"ill hav~ togo upwa~ds." " Sri Ramakrishna 
used to say that tf you repeatedly tell a bad man that he is good, he turns 
in time to be good : similarly a good man becomes bad if he is incessantly 
called so." " Give him responsibility and the weakest man will become 
strong, and the ignorant man sagacious.'' 

The Great Problem of Ethics 
According to Swamiji the great problem of ethics is psychological, and 

he is against heartless opinions opposed to anti-conventional acts wliich 
have deep psychological roots. People cannot be made ethical by 
coercion or punishment. The problem is hmY to disentangle the complexes 
of the niind which hm·e been formed tfuough the ·injudicious acts of the 
family and society. The responsibility of the family and society is 
ignored in those ethical systems which make the indi\'idual solely res
poilsi15le for his m•m deeds. This idea of responsibility is taken to an 
absurd conclusion when a theory says that one's evil conduct or sufferings 
in life are decided by the deeds done in a previous incarnation. Such a 
theory is unjust, cruel and untrue. It is unscientific to ignore the causes 
of the conduct which can be found near at hand and to seek the causes 
in a distant past. A psychological technif}Ue to gain mastery over the 
niind bv redving the hidden complexes within it is essentially needed to 
make a;1ti-social people social and ethical. The Swami gives his outlook 
on conduct and crime as follows: 

~ •. The great error in all ethical systems, without except~on, has b7en 
the failure of teaching the means by which man could refram from domg 
edl. All the systems of ethics teach ' Do not steal '! \'ery good: bt~t 
whv does a man steal? Because all stealing, robbing and other ~v1l 
actions, as a rule, have become automatic. _The ~ystematic rob~e~, tlue~, 
liar, unjust man and woman, are all these m sptte of themseh es. It ts 
reallY a tremendous psychological probl~m. \Ve should look upon man 
in the most charitable light. It is not so ·easy to be good. What are 
vou but mere machines until you are free ? Should you be proud because 
)·ou are good ? Certain!~: not. You are good because yo~.1 c~unot. ~elp 
it. .Another is bad because he ·cannot help it. If you were mlus post bon, 
who knows what vou would have been ? The woman in the street, or the 
thief in the jail is the Christ that is being sacrificed that you may be a 
good man. Such Is the law of balance. All the thieves and the mur
derers, all the unjust, the weakest, the wickedest, the deYils, they all are 
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my Christ! I mve a worship to the Cod Christ and to the demon L'hrist! 
That is my doctrine, I cannot help it. ::'l!y salutation goes to the feet of 
the good, the saintly, and to the feet of the wicked and the devilish. 
They are all my teachers, all my spiritual fathers, all are my saviours. 
I may curse one and yet benefit by his failings : I may bless another and 
benefit by his good deeds. This is as true as I stand here. 1 have to 
sneer at the woman walking the street, because society wants it! She, 
my Saviour, she, whose street-walking is the cause of ehastity of other 
women. Think, men and women, of this question in your mind. It is 
a truth !-a bare, bold truth! As I see more of the \\·orld, see more of 
men and women, this conviction grows stronger. \Vhom shall I blame ? 
Whom shall I praise ? Both sides of the shield must be seen. The task 
before me is vast ; and first and foremost, we must seek to control the 
vast mass of sunken thoughts which have become automatic with us." 

" The onlY remedv for bad habits is counter habits.... Character is 
repeated habits, ami repeated habits alone can reform character." 

The Future Ethical World 
\Vhat is the ethical future of the human race ? Is there any possibility 

of the highest ethical ideal which is followed by only a small number of 
people, becoming universal ? The misery of the world and the vices ~n~l 
corruptions from which we suffer have been brought about by a soplustl
cated, conventionally moral minority. The redeeming feature is that 
human nature is intrinsically good and the majority of the people of t~e 
~orld are good and moral in their simple unsophisticated ways. But ~t 
1s a pity they cannot wield any power. The psycho-ethical problem 1s 
universal ; can we conceive a time when this problem will be so.lved for 
ever and the people in general will realise the highest ethical 1~leal by 
deepening and broadening their consciousness and by making tl~e1~ mode 
of individual and collective living just and harmless ? Swamij1 g~ves us 
the hope that the future humanity will be able to rise to the he1ght of 
ethical greatness and realise fully in their consciousness the depth of 
spiritual On-eness which is now taken to be the achievement of the select 
few in their super-conscious state. He says: " No soul is a failure; 
ther~ is -no-such thing as failure in the universe." " The ' good of the 
world' will be that what is now super-conscious for us, will in ages to come 
be the conscious for all.'' 

Ethical Action 
Every needful work is sacred and in it no question of sex or status 

should be involved. An ethical person, male or female, should be ever 
re.ady to undertake a needful work i11 the -private or the public sphere 
\Vlthout any hesitation. A most unethical thing is the hatred of manual 
labour and the desire.to rise in the scale of societv lw shunning manual 
labou~ a~d resorting to intellectual labour. Tlu! s,~ami urges for the 
combmabon of spiritual, intellectual and manual labour : " You must 
try to combine in your life immense idealism with immense practicality. 
You must be prepared to go into deep meditation now and the next 
moment you must be ready to go and cultivate. the fields.' Yon must be 
prepared to explain the dif!icult intricacies of philosophy now, and the 
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next moment to go and sell the produce of the lielcls in the market. You 
must he prepared for all menial sen:·ices." ----

After accepting the ethical idea of Oneness one has to choose one's own 
field of ~vork. _Those who ha\·~ felt their m~ity with all living beings and 
are seekmg ethtcal self-expresstmt through nght action will find four vast 
fields o! work open to ~hem: {I) removing the social, political, and 
econon~tc fetters of ail tnbes, ra~es and nations, (2) removing the misery 
of famme, pO\·erty, under-nounshment, disease and pestilence from all 
places in t~te world, (:~) r~modng ignorance through literacy and culture, 
(-l) removmg the mtsenes of the subhuman creatures. Here is the 
Swami's caJ.l to action: "·Ach·ance! forward! 0 ve brave souls to set 
free those that are in fetters, to lessen the burden of woe of the mi~erable, 
and to illumine the abysmal darkness of ignorant hearts! " " \Ve should 
engage in such works which bring the largest amount of good and the 
sniallest measure of evil." 

The Ethical Man and His Ways 
The ethical man has to develop and intensify his moral consciousness 

on the basis of the idea of the Oneness of mankind, of life and of existence. 
After choosing intellectually the highest idea of Oneness he has to deepen 
it bv sYstematic thinking and then form a firmlY rooted conviction in his 
mit;d. - This condction has to be nourished it~ silence with the under
standing of the heart for the fullest unfoldment of the moral consciousness 
and itl? flowering forth in action. The Swami says : " Choose the highest 
ideal and give your life up to it. ' Death being so certain, it is the highest 
thiHg to give up the life for a great purpose '." '· Fill the brain .... with 
high thoughts, highest ideals, place them day and night before you, and 
out of that will come great work." " Ha,·e faith in yourselves, great 
convictions are the mothers of good deeds." " Accumulate power in 
silence and become a dynamo of spirituality." " · Be like a lily, stay in 
one pl~~e, and expand your petals, and the bees will come of them
seh·es . 

The moral consciousness should be sought for its own sake and the 
ethical man should be free from the allurements of occult or mystical 
things. The sense of completion within should be suflicient to _keep ~tim 
spiritually self-contained ; he should not seek the result of Ius act10ns 
for self-aggrandisement, and all his actions should spontaneously fi?''" 
from his moral consciousness. His relationships have to be the expr~ss10n 
of his moral consciousness and thev should be actuated by the feehng of 
love and the spirit of worship. It is the spirit of de~Iication and not of 

. rights that should define his relationships, and \Vhtle there should be 
ardent friendship it should be free of sentimentality that does no~ kn.ow 
necessarv discretiQn and aloofness. The Swami says: " Xo reahsatlOn 
for you, -my children, but morality and bravery." ·: Ne,-er turn b~ck tdo 
see the result of what vou have done." ·• Let the gtver kneel clo~\ll a:l 
give thanks, let the r~ceh·er stand up and permit." " Friendshtp wtth 
many is best at a distance and e\·erything goes well with the p~rso~l ":ho 
stands on his own feet." The ethical man is never defeated m Ius ~tfe. 
Betrayal, bereavement and misfortune ma\· move his life to its fou'!datto~~s 
but such a stirring brings out the best from within him. The ~wanu s 
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utterance is very inspiring : '' When the soul is stirred to its inmost 
depths, great ones unfold their best! " 

The ethical man preaches the truth he knows with courage. knowin.g 
the yotential goodness in those to w~mn he preaches, cleperiding on lus 
p~nty and. st:ength of character, without seeking name or fame ;t,nd 
Without mmdmg curses. He can be strongest when he is alone. I.he 
Swami says: " Preach the highest truths broadcast. no not fear losu~g 
some respect or causing unhappy friction.". " ' Be and make.' ; let tlus 
be our motto. Say not a man is a sinner. Tell him that he is a god. 
Even if there were a devil it :would be our dutY to remember Cod always 
and not the devil." " Calm and silent work, ~nclno ne,vspaper humbug, 
no name-making." " Neither money pays, nor name, nor fame, nor 
l~arning ; it is character that can cleave through adamantine walls of 
dt~culty." " Be grateful to him who curses you, for he gives y~u a 
mtrror to show what cursing is, also a chance to practise self-restramt; 
s~ bless him and be glad. ·without exercise po"·er cannot com~ out, 
Wlthout the mirror \Ve cannot see ourselves." " If vou are pure, 1f you 
are strong, you, one man, are equal to the whole w~rlcl." 
" Tl7e Swami's exhortation is most appealing to every ethical man~ 

Bnng all the forces of good together. Do not care under ,vhat banne 
Y~u march. Do not care what be your colour-green, blue, or red, bu~ 
lllLX all colours up and produce that intense glow of white, the colour ~f 
Love. Ours is to work. 'l'he results will take care of themselves. . 
any social institution stands in your way of becoming God, it will g1ve 
way before the power of the spirit." 

EXTENDED PSYCHOLOGY 

The Need for a New Consciousness 
The supreme demand of this age when modern science and organi

sation have knit together all races a~d nations and the cosmonauts .ha,~e 
begun to explore outer space, is to develop a new consciousness whtc~l 1~ 
at once international and cosmic ; and the crucial task of pract;ca 
psychology of todav is to discover the wavs for the formation of su_c 1 a 
CO • • .J f SClOUS nsc~ousness. Psychology has to expl'ore fully the nature o c<?n . -
ness, ~ts possibilities, and its role in steadying all human relattonsh~ps, 
eTshpectally the relationship between the individual and the collectnhre. 

ec · 1· d te d osmtc age demands a cosmic consciousness ; and to t us en • . 
h epth of consciousness has to be measured, the possibilities of its expanswt~ 
l'a~~ to be studied, and the individuals have to be sho\'m the :vay 0 

tln t~g thelllselves with the collective the whole side bv side wtth tl7e 
·~ckling of their O\vn personal psych~logical pr~blems. · The Ve~antl~ 
\1 r·ea of the solidarity of the universe, as propounded by Swarm 

rvekana d · sness · 
11. . n a, provides a basis for the development of a new consctott . ' 

Is tde_a~ for deepening and broadening the consciousness to aclueve 
~~an.qtulltty, inner freedom and universality are full of significance; and 
t e 1.cle~ o.f the self in all and all in the self that he has extolled shows how 
he Incliv1clual can reach fulfilment and completion by whole-heartedly 
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linking himself with !he collect~,·e, the whole. In the light of the Yoga 
psychology and the \ edanta philosophY he has discussed how the normal 
ego can assume the role of the seer, tl{e detached obsen·er, and feel free 
and happy ; the consciousness has the power of awareness ami detached 
obsen·ation, and this power has to be cultivated toda,· to shake off the 
undesirable modifications of the mind, the emotional-complexes of the 
con_scious and. ~he unconscious mind, ami mass fanaticism, religious, 
social and poht1eal. Psychology as presented bY S\\·ami \'ivekanauda 
promises to us tranquillity, freeriom and uniYersalin·. 'l'he Swami has 
asserted again and again that human nature is int;insically good, and 
there is a natural state of consciousness, free from all dissociations. 
This view ensures that humanity has the potential pO\ver to shun all 
kinds of aggressh·eness, establish peace within and in all relationships, 
and be free from corruption. crime and mental ailments. He most 
optimistically predicts that what the select few haYe achieved now in 
the super-conscious state will in the future become the achievements in 
the conscious mind for the generality of people in the world. 

The Powers of Consciousness 
The consciousness has the unique power to withdraw from all im

pressions and modifications of the mind, and from all relationships with 
nature, life, and society, and revert to a pure state of trimquillity, freedom 
and happiness. By using the imagination creatively we can conceh·e of 
this natural state of our consciousness and enjoy freedom from the 
anxiety, worry and fear of normal life. A foretaste of this natural 
freedom and traw1uillity is,. on rare occasions, experienced by ordinary 
people when they are lost In deep affection. in the feding of self-denial 
while serving others, or in an aesthetic feeling while enjoying music or 
any other art. 'l'he conscious effort with the help of creative imagination 
to withdraw from everything, internal or external, without any compro
mise, enables one to experience emancipation in the depth of one's own 
consciousness. The normal consciousness when it is not frustrated feels 
inclined to lean towards its pure state. Freud, in discussing the death 
instinct, suggests that organic forms have a tendency to go back to the~r 
inorganic state. l\Iincl, being the highest manifestation of the orgamc 
form, has a tendency to reach a state in which there is no touch of a_ny 
form. If the mind is in a disturbed state, tlus tendency remams 
suppressed. . . 

In a Bengali song composell by him, the Swami gives Ius own ex-
perience of the withdrawa~ ?f t~1e consciousn~ss to ~~,~tate ?f pur~ tran
quillity, free from all mochticattons of the mmd: · I here IS no sun, no 
light, no beautiful moon. 'l'he~e floats like a shadow ayicture of t~e whole 
universe in the void of the nund. In the vague \'otd of the mmd, tl~e 
fleeting world floats. Now it rises and tloats, now it sinks, cease!essly m 
the current of ' I '. Gradually all these shadows haye entered mto the 
great abode (of tratllfttillity). Now there is the ceaseless~?"" of only ~ne 
current the ' I am'. '!'his current has also stopped. \ md l~as mer~e~l 
into void. The experience is beyond speech and beyond. mmd. . It IS 
an understanding of the heart." Bven to imagine tlus e~penence 
of tranquillity is -to feel emancipation. Tins experience of Ius should 
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not be mystified but studied psychologically, and we shoulcl try to share 
it by ~sing our creative imagination at the time of deep thinking. The 
Swann's thought on perfect tranquillity (Samadhi) is ,·ery encouraging to 
all of us: " Samadhi is the propertY of everY human being--nay, e,·ery 
animal." · · 

The second power of the consciousness is that of feeling at one with all 
-\\·ith humanity, all forms of life and all forms of e~istence. Every 
unfrustrated life feels a natural sympathy and unity with e,·ery other life. 
~-\llli,·es have a common cruality ; and consciousness, ,,·hich has developed 
m the life, has a tendencY to embrace all lh·es. Human brotherhood or 
brotherhood of all creatures should not be taken as a Utopian idea, because 
an undistorted consciousness has a natural inclination towards it. 
Consciousness is the finest product of evolution ; the impacts of the gross 
and subtle, the known and unknown aspects of nature have fallen on it, 
ar~d there is a disposition in an undisturbed consciousness to feel at on~ 
wtth all forms of existence. The idea of human solidarity that Swann 
Yivekanancla has preached is very near and dear to a consciou~ness _whic)l 
1s free from all dissociations. A natural man, in full confornnty 'nth Ius 
undissociated consciousness can sav that he is the unh·erse. Blending 
psychology and ethics, the 'swami ~ays: 

" The universe ·is self-creating, self-dissolving, self-manifesting, one 
Infinite Existence." " \Vhen the realisation of ' I am the Universe ' 
comes, then, and then alone, are vou an individual ; then alone fear 
ceases, and death vanishes." "\Ve have alwavs heard it preached, 
'Love one another.' \Vhat for? That doctrin~ was preached but the 
explanation is here. Whv should I love evervoue ? Because they and 
I are one. \VhY should f love mv brother? ·Because he and I are one. 
There is this o~eness this solid~ritv of the whole uni,·erse.'' ' . 

The third power of consciousness is that of awareness or de~ached 
ob~ervation. The ego in the consciousness is the vortex in the wht~ll?ool 
of mstincts, and it draws to this whirlpool emotions, ideas and vohtlons 
for the satisfaction of the instincts. What we call culture can be a 
veneer round the instinctive life. This ego in the consciousness can play 
the role of the witness or the observer or the watcher. It can look at the 
rnir~d. :vith all its impressions, at the living beings around it, at the 
achvt~te~ of society, and at the phenomena of nature in a detached way. 
PatanJah says in one of his aphorisms that the seer or the observer can 
rest ' · 1 · I " At n; us Qwn (free) state ' when the mind is perfectly ca m. . , 
other tunes, the seer is identified with the modifications of the nund. 
(Patanjali's Yoga Aphorisms, 1'-4.) Commenting on this, the Swami 
savs · " s · · : · • ome one blames me ; this produces a modification .. · · m my 
~1~11~· and I identify myself with it, and the result is misery." This 
~txtng up with the internal and external details kills the freedom that 
be e~o can enjoy by taking the role of the watcher. It is a great 
exper~ence to look at the whole of nat me in a detached way. Swamiji 
calls tt " discriminating power," " clearness of vision" that can bring 
su~h an experience and says: " The veil drops from the eves, and we see 
~lungs as they are." One can look at one's own personat'life of passions 
m the same detached way and feel free; the Swami says: " I am the 
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\\·itness. I look on." The witnessing of internal and external phenomena 
not onh· brings freedom hut also the po,,·er to l'ontrol them. Detached 
ohsen·ition c'an be a process of self-p,;ychu-analysis. Re,-ealing oneself 
to one's o,\'11 self can be as e:licacions as re;·ealing oneself to a psychiatrist, 
and detached obsen·ation should he de,·elo!Jed into an elalx>rate technique 
for the emotional erlncation of the people. \Ve are in nee~l of observation 
and control of the instincts, of the passions of the minrl, and the emotions 
attached to class snobbery, vile racialism, aggressi,-e nationalism and 
religious fanaticism. The emotional complexes of racialism, nationalism, 
class superiority and religious fanaticism are as serious from the collective 
standpoint as the comple-.:e~. in the unconscious are serious from the 
indi,·idual standpoint. It is a pity that neither Freud nor Jung has 
thoroughly discussed the complexes of the conscious mind \\·hich are res
ponsible for the unrest in the ,,•orld. The techni<tue of detached 
observation is im·aluahle in psycho-pathology since in mental ailments 
cure comes as the patient hegins to look at the dissociated states of his 
own mind in a dispassionate way without be:.:oming identified with them. 

The Natural State of Consciousness 
\Vhen the Swami says that the glory of the human soul must not be 

for<•otten, that it is a sin to call a man a sinner and that less good is evil, 
he 0t>oints to the natural state of consciousness in which thinkin!!, feelino-. ....,. ,::,, 
will and intuition are harmomsecl, and calmness and the feeling of oneness 
dominate the entire mind. He is convinced that no person can go so 
low as to become utterly oblh·ious of his goodness. If the doctrine of sin 
being ingrained in us is true, there is little hope for the human race. If 
the spirit of aggression is ingrained in life as Freud and other psychologists 
haYe said. no peace can ever be established in the world. Fortunately 
goodness is really and truly our nature : it is clearly praYed to each one 
of us, as the disturbed state of the mind created by anger. malice, jealousy 
and hatred brings a great unrest and unhappiness and the desire arises t~ 
o-0 back to the natural state from which these are absent. Swami 
\·ivekananda has simplifie:l the \\'ay of character-building in life, because 
the more people be:.:ome cmn-incecl that their nature is good, the more 
enthusiastically they \\'ill struggle for bettering their moral life : the more 
theY think that anger, malice, jealousy, hatred and Yiolence indicate 
umiatural anrl dissociate:! states of mind, the more eagerly they will 
strh·e to go back to the natural state of harmony ; the more they feel 
tbat there is a dri,re in the mind itself to restore the balance that has 
been lost. the more earnestly they will seek the natural state of harmony. 

The Individual and the Collective 
Psychology has been mostly inclivirlualistic. both in the East and the 

West. Individuals have been generally taken to be isolated entities with 
various problems in them. This is an incorrect attitude that has cle
b~rrec~ psycl_wlogists fr?m _iitHiing out the real caw;es of mental problems 
lymg m fat~nly and socml_ mfiue~1:es. A competiti,·e society and a patri
archal famtly create an tclea of tsolation, and people fail to realise the 
true relation between the indidtlual and the collective. :\!ost correctlv 
Adler sought the solution of many incli\'itlual problems hy means of 
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" the social feeling " \Yhich he enunciated. " The inferiority complex ", 
and many other deficiencies and \\·eaknesses in character dq>art as the 
individual realises that his completion lies in ofiering himself to the 
service of others. The idea of· the Self in all all(l all in the ~elf · that the 
Swami has preached suggests that the isolation of the indid<lual in thought 
and acth·ities should be discarded in everY "·ay for the sake of mental 
and moral health, and the indh·idual sho~Ilcl realise that his needs are 
intertwined with the needs of others, and that his completion in life is 
also intertwined with that of others. \\l1at the S\\·ami saYs below not 
only suggests the fulfilment of the indh·itlual but also the iJsychological 
foundation for a new social relationship in a co-operati,·e society. 

" The individual's life is in the life of the collecti,·e ; the individual's 
happiness is in the happiness of the colle~tive ; apart from the collective, 
the individual's existence is inconceh·ahle ; this is the eternal truth and 
is the bedrock on which the uni,·erse is built. To mo,·e slowly towards 
th~ collective, bearing a constant feeling of intense sympathy w_it~ it, 
?emg ~1appy with its happiness, and being distressed with its affhctwn, 
1s the mdividual's sole duty." The S\Yami here gives the essence of the 
ne':' social consciousness that has to de,·elop aml strengthen a classless 
society all over the world. 

Body, Mind and Freedom 
The physical unh·erse is limitless, beginningless, endless and infinit~. 

In certain parts of it inorganic matter becomes organic, anc~ orgamc 
m?-tter evolves into forms suitable for the emergence of life : in hfe comes 
mtncl ?-ncl in mind consciousness, the finest product in the pr?cess of 
evolution. Bochr and mind are of the same substance. Conscwusness 
~~ i~ it the impress of the whole universe which is infinite and lii"?itless. 
fhis Impress of nature's infinity upon consciousness creates t_he Idea of 
freedom--the idea to transcend all limitations \Vill which IS not free 
be~rs the impress of this freedom which is so p~ecious in life. The main 
ob]ect of psychology as Swami Vivekananda conceives it is to ens~ue 
~ue freedom through tranquillity and uni,·ersality. About matter, nund 
n~ fr_eeclom the Swami says : 

. }<find at a verY low rate of vihrati!:m is known as matter. :\latter at 
a high rate of vibration is known as mind. Both are the same substance; 
an~ therefore as matter is bound bY time and space and causation, mind 
w~ch is _matter at a high rate of ;.ibration, is bound by the same_la"''·" 

T~e Idea of unthinking philosophers was that the mind was a simple, 
ai~d this led them to believe in free will. Ps,·choloay the analysis of the 
mind sho tl · - ,_ ' l t b held ' ws 1e mmd to b~ a c?mpound, and ~ve:y compounc mus e 
b" ~ogether by some outstde force; so the will 1s bound by the com
h~~t~on of ~>n~ide !orces. :\I~n cannot even \Vill to eat unless h~ i.~ 
"~?· ';;ill I~ subJect t<;> d~sue .. But we are free: everyone feels It. 

1 he a,noshc savs th1s Idea Is a delusion Then how prove the 
wor d ? Its n1 · · · ' · o Y proof ts that we all see it and feel it just as much as 
~~e abll f~el freedom. . . . The constitutional belief of I~an in freedom is 

le asis of all reasoning. Freedom is of the will as it was before it 
became bou?cl. The very idea of free will shows every moment man's 
struggle agamst bondage. The free can be only one, the unconditioned, 
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the infinite, the unlimited. Freerlom in man i~ now a memory, an 
attempt towards freedom." 

·• If you can give a beginning to time. the whole concept of time will be 
destroyed. Try to think of a limit where time began. you have to think 
of time beyond that limit. Try to think where space begins. you will 
have to think of space beyond that. Time and space are infinities, and, 
therefore, have neither beginning nor end. This is a better idea than 
that God created this uni,·erse.' · The impress of infinite time and 
infinite space ~-the impress of the universe which is self-evoh·ing, self
dissol\'ing, one infinite existence is firmly established in the memory and 
it creates the idea of freedom in the consciousness and in the ,yjlJ. 

The Role of Imagination and Reason 
The attainment of perfect tranquillity (Samadhi) shoulrl. not be taken 

in a mystical or occult sense. It is a great pleasure and relief and an 
experience of emancipation to imagine that all the ideas and the im
pressions of the mind have vanished, and there is perfect freedom in 
tranquillity. The more imagination is used in this way, the more free 
one will feel, and the intensest form of this experience will be a great 
attainment. Imagination can be used also to feel unity with all-to 
realise oneself in others and others in oneself. Reason ·will show that 
there is a common humanity underlying all races, there is a common life 
underlying all li,·es, and a common existence underlying all lives and all 
things. The understanding of this threefold unity through reason is one 
thing, and the understanding of this unity through imagination and the 
heart is a different thing. The unity \vhich is conceh·ed by the intellect 
must be enlivened by imagination and felt by the heart. Imagination 
can not only be used for ordinary imprm·ement of the physical health but 
it can also be 1ised for realising full unity "·ith all and for attaining tran
quillity. About reason and imagination. about knowledge and realisation 
Swamiji says : 

'' True philosophy is the systematising of certain perceptions.'' '' \Vhat 
is meant by knowledge ? Destruction of peculiarity. . . . Onr know
ledge is knowing the principle. Our non-knowledge is finding the 
particular without reference to the principle." " The only way to study the 
mind is to get at facts and then the intellect will arrange them and deduce 
the principles. The intellect has to build the house, but it cannot do so 
without bricks, and it cannot make bricks." " The same facultv that 
we employ in dreams and thoughts, namely, imagination, will also be 
the means by which we arrive at truth. \Vhen the imagination is very 
powerful, the object becomes visualised." 

Instincts, Reason and Intuition 
. T_he instincts of self-preservation, sex and will-to-power and the herd
mstmct are common to allli,·ing creatures. These instincts are harmless 
?ut. they beco~ue distorted in the struggle for existence. 'l:he pri~ary 
mshnct of feelmg affinity with all is distorted into an aggress1ve 1~sh~ct. 
I~ a favourable environment it is conceivable that this primary mstm~t 
~nll_ remain p~ue and its retlection will he perceptible ~n all the mam 
mstmcts. Instmcts are mixed with emotions and the emotwns attached to 
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class snobbery, nationalism, racialism awl religious fanaticism have 
created the great problems in the moclern world. Reason ren·alin?; cause 
and effect in a phenomenon enlarges our vision and is capable of con
trolling and directing the instincts. The intensest form of thinking, of 
feeling, of imagination leaLls to intuition awl inspiration. Instincts are 
co-ordinated by the ego, but the ego, being the result of the impressions 
of the mind, has no reality. Here are the rellections of Swamiji: 

" Emotions have more connections ,,·ith the senses than with the 
facultY of reason." " The mind is like the lake. it is constantlv being set 
in vib~ations which lea\·e an impression on the mind, and the .idea of tl~e 
ego or personal self, the · I ·, is the result of these impressions. Tins 
' I ', therefore, is only the very rapid transmission of force and is in itself 
no reality." "The full ripeness of reason is intuition, but intuition c~nno.t 
antagonise reason." " Instinct is like ice, reason is the ,,·ater and mspl
ration is the subtlest form of ,·a pour ; one follows the other." 

" There is such a thing as instinct in us, "·hich we have in commo.n 
with animals, a reflex mechanical movement of the body. There lS 
again a higher form of guidance, which we call reason, when the intellect 
obtains facts and then generalises them. There is a still higher form of 
knowledge which ,,.e call inspiration which does not reason. but knows 
things by flashes .... '' 

" .... inspiration must not contrarlict reason. . . . \Vha~ we call 
inspiration is the development of reason. The ,,·ay to intuition IS through 
reason. Instinctive movements of our body do not oppose reason. As 
vou cross a street how instinctivelv vou move vour bodY to save yourself 
from the cars. Does vour mind tell.vou it wa~ foolish to save your body 
that way? It does not. Similarly,- no genuine inspiration e\·er <:ont.ra
dicts reason. \Vhere it does it is no iuspiration. Secondh·, inspuat10n 
must be for the good of one and all; and not for name or fanie, or personal 
gain." 

Layers of the Mind and its Mastery 
Psychic determinism is evident in ordinary thinking, feeling and will. 

Below the laver of the conscious min•l there is the laver of memory • 
which can store up impressions in a most unique way. ·It is not m~rely 
the control of the conscious mind that is enough for self-mastery. 'I here 
must be control of the impressions in the memory. The so-called un
conscious is the realm of instincts and as the instincts are more and more 
made reasonable and spiritualised, the entire unconscious is bro~ght 
Ul~der one's control. Swamiji tells us about determinism in the consciOUS 
~md, and the need for reviving the entire realm of the instincts. He 
giVes a description of how memorY can work in an extraordinary manner, 
and finally says that all minds a~e connected and that with our minds 
w~.c~n reach all other minds, as the mind is unh·ersal: 

Every thought that you think is caused, every feeling has been 
caused ; to say that the will is free is sheer nonsense." " Cases have 
been known where under peculiar conditions a man who had never 
learned a par.ti_cular language, was found to b~ able to speak it. Sub
sequent enqmnes proved that the man had, when a child, lived among 
people who spoke that language and the impressions were left in the 
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brain. These impressions remainecl stored up there. until thrott<Th some 
cause the mind reacted, and illumination came, and then the 1~an '"as 
able to speak the language." •· Each mind is connectecl with everv other 
m_ind, and each mind, "·here\·er it is located, is in actual commun-ication 
wtth the whole world. . . . The mind is unh·ersal." 

Integrated Man and Integrated Society 
The integrated imli\·iduals ha\'ing no conflicts in them will tend to 

produce a society in \\·hich there is no conflict, social or spiritual. On 
the other hand, an integrated society which has remo\·ed the conflict of 
classes and establi,.;hecl unity will tetHl to produce individuals who will 
have no conflict in them. The individual has to know fullv his uncon
scious and conscious mind and gain control over it ; that is to say, he 
has to harmonise his instincts and make them creative and harmless, 
then he has to harmonise the in'itincts, reason and intuition {the under
standing of the heart), and he has to establish correct relationships on 
the basis of his inner calmness and the idea of the self in all and all in 
the self. The Swami says : " If the pmver of edl is there in the un
conscious, so also is the pm,·er of good. \Ve have many things stored in 
us as in a pocket. \Ve have forgotten them, do not even think of them, 
and there are many of them, rotting, becoming positively dangerous ; 
they come forth, the unconscious causes that kill humanity. True 
psychology would therefore try to bring them under the control of the 
conscious. The great task is to re\·ive the whole man, as it were, in 
order to make him the complete master of himself." 

In certain societies, integrated men and women who are free from 
conflicts will stri\·e to make other men and women integrated and free 
and then strive to bring about a new collective system wl;ic~l is without 
conflict, oppression and exploitation. In some oth~r soc1e~tes, whe_re a 
collective system has come into being by removmg socml confhcts, 
oppression and exploitation, the endeavour woulcl be to make all men 
and women within the system free and integrated so as to enable th~m 
to offer themselves consciously and whole-heartedly to the collective 
system. The Swami visualises. a new epoch in human history, in wl:ich 
integration would be both indh·idual and social and dec!ares: '· ~ b?:e 
will come when everv man will he intensely practical Ill the sc1entthc 
world as in the spiritt~al, and then that oneness, the harmony of oneness, 
will pen·ade the whole world." 

MEN AND ANIMALS 

Affinity between Men and Animals 
Life is one, and we must accustom ourseh'es to think and feel in terms 

of all living beings. The Bhagavacl Gita declares that Life in every being 
is God, ami Swami \'i,·ekananda says in one of his Bengali poems : 
" One who serves the ji\·a (the lh·ing being) serves Cod indeed." The 
]iva is not merely the human being; by the ji1·as the Swami means all 
creatures, aml that it is so 1dll be clear when \Ye pay attention to his 
sayings on men awl animals : 



" If you go below the surface, you lind .... Unity bet:wecn man and 
man, between races and races, .... and men and animals." .. '!'he 
Vedanta entirely denies such ideas as that animals are separate from men, 
and that they were made and created 1)\· GOll to be used for our food." 
" LoYe for yourseh·es means lm·e for ail (for you are all one), lm·e for 
animals, love for e\·erything." " The talk of the brotherhood of man 
becomes in India the brotherhood of universal life, of animals, and of all 
life down to the little ants,---all these are our bodies." ·· These are all 
our gods-men and animals." "The \"edas are in the soul of the ant." 
" See no difference between ant and angel. Every worm is the brother 
of the Nazarene." " All beings .... will attain to liberation-in-life in 
course of time, and our duty lies in helping all to reach that state. This 
help is called religion- -the rest is indigestion.'' · · In speaking of the 
soul, to say that man is superior to the animal or the plant, has no 
meaning ; the whole universe is one. In plants the obstacles to soul
manifestation are very great; in animals a little less, and in man still 
less; in spiritual man still less, and in perfect man, they have vanished 
altogether." 

Of t_he fiye Malia-Yagnas (great dedications p;escribed ~or c~aily life), 
found m the Hindu scriptures, the last is Blmt(t } agna, dechcatl_on to the 
subhuman creatures. This is in full harmonY with the Vedantlc goal to 
realise oneness not merelv with the human beings but also with the 
animals. It must ultimately lead to the co-operative commonwealth of 
men and animals as prophet Isaiah conceived in Palestine seven hundred 
years before Christ. Our thoughts and feelings are now centred on man 
because of the serious human problems with which we are c_onfronted. 
But ~mr consciousness is waking up and we are learning to thmk and to 
fe~l m terms of all living beings. Swami Vivekananda's thoughts on 
ammals are certainly inspiring to us at this time. 

Do not Despise Living Beings 
The animals are not so inferior to us as we generally take them to be. 

~Ioclen1 researches have revealed signs of intelligence, sympathy 3:nd ~o
~peration in animals, and these findings are astounding. The i?-stl_nctlve 
hfe of men and animals is the same and the main process of life IS also 
the same in them. The intelligence of dogs, elephants, ~nts, bee~, 
fea':ers and migratory birds is well-known. At the University of C~l-
orm3: earth-worms have been taught to take the needed turn to avoid 
~~ectn_cal shocks and rough sancl paper so as to reach nice and moist moss. 
A he lioness Elsa established a verv close relationship with Mrs. Joy 
d~mson, the wife of a game ward~n in Kenva · she narrates her ex

henence with the lioness in her book Born Free. 'In Australia a monkey 
as been trained by ~Ir. Lindsay Schmidt to do farm work by driving the 

~ra~~r. Kropotkin tells us in his Mutual Aid that once a crab fell on its 
)ac In ~ tank at Brighton Aquarium, and other crabs came to help it to 
~:ver Its< normal position. ~r. Jan~es \Valton, of Chester-~e-Street, 

ha~, Lngland, has tamed tlgers, hans and wolves. A chimpanzee 
once chmbed a tree and refused to come down · then the owner pretended 
that she had a wound on her wrist, and the ~himpanzee promptly came 
down and began to kiss her wrist. In the light of these instances we 
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tind that "·hat ~wami \'i\·ekanawla sa_ys ahout animals is pregnant with 
meaning : 

" I do not kno\\·, but some day we may wake up and lind that the mere 
\Yonn has something which balances our manhood." " \Vho knows 
whether the ant is greater than the man, or the man than the ant ? 
\Vho can prove one way or the other ? " · · It is the policeman that 
makes us moral. It is social opi,Iion that makes us moral, and really we 
are little better than the animals.'· · · People .... think it too horrible 
that man should come up from an animal. \Vhy ? \Vhat will be the 
end of these millions of animals ? Are they nothing ? If we have a 
soul, so lun-c they, and if they have not, neither have we. lt is absurd 
to say that man alone has a soul, and the animals have none. I have 
seen in en worse than animals." · · The lowest worm has certain things 
which the highest man has not.'· · · If e\·olution is true, we are proud of 
our animal ancestors for they antedated man himself.'· " \Vhy should 
a man think himself above anY other man or even an animal ? ·' " The 
poet says that though himself s-tricken with old age and dying with hunger, 
the lion never kills the weakest fox that throws itself in his arms for pro
tection.'' ·• By .... sympathy and co-operation even hinls and beasts 
become one's own. not to speak of men.'' 

\Vhat Swamiji has said is neither figuratiYe nor sentimental. :Mrs. 
Barbara \Vooclhouse, who has made friends with many animals, says that 
her life is ruled by animals and that an " undying affection " is " almost 
only found in the animal world." Lorenz says in his Ki11g Solomon's 
Riua that dogs and wolves have a spirit of chivalry and a defeated dog 
or ,~;olf that has surrendered is not killed. There is the true story, con
nected with the All-Ireland Donkey Protection Society, about an oppressed 
donkev which committed suicide by entering the sea at Antrim in Ireland. 
It is time now for us to change completely our opinion about animals. 
The British dailies and weeklies \·ery often publish most amazing facts 
about animals. 

Liberation of Animals 
True civilisation cannot come to the world unless mankind has 

changed its behaviour towards animals. It is beneath the dignity of man 
to be cruel to helpless creatures and to exploit and kill them to sen·e his 
own purpose. The preYailing exploitation of animals in all countries in 
the meat trade, in the fur trade, in the hunting field, in the barn-yard, 
in the research laboratories, and in the tribal and religious ceremonies is 
simply horrible. \'ivisection in the name of science is an unpardonable 
offence. If the scientists are determined thev will surelv be able to 
discover harmless wavs of research. Thos~ who. believe that the universe 
is a moral order sh~uld think about the consequences of the ruthless 
exploitation of animals. Those who believe otherwise should ne\·er 
forget the dignity that is man's moral asset. The time has come when 
man's conscience should be awakened against all kinds of exploitation of 
anima~s, and by using science and organising ability morally and con
structively man should be charitable to animals and seek humane food, 
humane sport, humane medicaments, humane research and humane 
pursuits. Swami Vivekananda asks us to be charitable to animals and 
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chancre our present behaYiour: 
" 'fhe guiding motive of mankind should be charity tm\·anb men, 

charity towards animals." " The eating of meat vroduce:-; p~easm~ ~o a 
man, but pain to the animal which is eaten." "The duty ol n~m-mJmy 
is, so to speak, obligatory for us in relation to all beings : a:-; \nth snm~. 
it does not simply mean the non-injuring of human beings and merci
lessness towards the lower animals, nor as with some others. cloes it mean 
the protecting of. c?-ts and clogs all!] tl_1e feeding of a~1ts with s~!ga;·,. \Yit)l 
the libertY to lll)lHe brother-men 111 every horn ble ,,·ay. It ts 
diabolical -to say that all animals are created for man, to be killed awl 
used in any way man likes. It is the deYil's gospel. . . . Think hmY 
diabolical it is to cut them up, to see whether a nerYe quiYers or not, in 
a certain part of the body .... " " One portion of the foocl cooked in a 
household belongs to the animals also. They should be giYen food every 
clav ; there ought to he hospitals in every city for poor, lame or blind 
ho~ses, cmYs, clogs, and cats, where they would be feel and taken care of." 
:More than two hundred years before Christ, in the Empire of "\soka in 
India, there "·ere hospitals for animals. By systematically organising 
hospitals for animals, the prosperous countries of today can set an 
example before the world. As State social services for men, women and 
children will increase more and more in India, it is conceivable that the 
religious organisations which are inspired by the Swami's ideas will he 
able to take the initiative in India in starting hospitals for animals. 
Swamiji sets forth a very high ideal when he savs : " One \Yho knmYs is 
willing to give up his body even for an ant be~ause he knows that the 
body is nothing." 

Love for Animals in Ancient India 
In the traditions of all religions there are touching tales about animals. 

In Judaism there is the dream of Isaiah about the ·commonwealth of all 
living beings in which the wolf and the lamb will be together and children 
will play with serpents. In Christianity there are stories of St. Francis 
of Assisi's and other saints' friendship with animals. Here is a great 
saying in Thomas a Kempis' I mitatio11 of Christ: " There is no creature 
so little and so worthless as not to manifest the goodness of God." The 
Islamic tradition tells us that once the Prophet, needing his shirt, took it 
after cutting off a portion on which the cat was sleeping, as he clid not like 
to disturb the cat. The following stories in Hindu and Buddhist tra
ditions as narrated by Swami \'ivekananda in some of his lectures are 
very inspiring : 

" They came to a holy hermitage in one of these forests that in ancient 
India \\·ere reserved for animals, and where no animals were allowed to 
be killetl. The animals lost the fear of man ,---even the fish in the lakes 
came and took food out of the hand. For thousands of vears no one 
had killed anything therein. The sages and the aged went- there to lh·e 
among the deer and the birds." (The story of Savitri.) 

" Yudhishthira .... said to his clog: ' Get into the chariot, child.' 
The god stood aghast. He cried : ' What! the dog ? Do cast off this 
dog! The dog goeth not to heaven! Great King, what clost thou mean ? 
Art thou mad ? Thou, the most virtuous of the human race, thou only 
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c:mst go to hean·n in the horly.' · Rut he has been my de,·oted companion 
through snm\· and ice. \\~hen all my lJrothers \n·re dead, my queen dead, 
he alone never left me. l-Im\· can I lea,·e him nm,· ? · · There is no 
place in heaven for men \\·ith dogs. He has to he left behind. There is 
nothing unrighteous in this.' ' I do not go to hem·en, · replied the king, 
· "ithout the dog. I shallne\·er gi,·e up such a one \\·ho has taken refttac 
"·ith me, until my m,·n life is at an end. I shall nen~r swen·e from righ
teousness, nay, not en:·n for the joys of hea.-en or the urging of a gocl. · 
· Then,' said Indra, ' on one condition the dog goes to hem·en. You 
han· ];ee•1 the most virtuous of mortals and he has been a dog. killing and 
eating animals ; he is sinful. hunting and taking other lives. You can 
exchange hea,·en for him.' ' Agreed.' said the king, · let the dog go to 
heaven '." (The story of Yudhishthira.) 

" · I (li·l not ·"·ant. 0 king, -this hocly did not "·ant---to trample upon 
the poor worms crmding on the road, and therefore. as I tried to a\·oid 
them, the palanquin mm·e(l une,·enly '." (J ada Bharata, \Ylto was com
pelled to be a palan:Jnin hearer, said this to the king.) 

" ' If the sacrifice of a lamb helps you to go to hem·en, sacrifice of a 
man \Yill help you better, so sacrifice me ·." (Buddha said to the king.) 

Sri Ramakrishna, the Mother Sarada Devi, Swami Vivekananda an£1 
Animals 

Re"arding animals, S\Yami \·i\·ekananda is in full harmony with his 
::\Iast;r Sri Ramakrishna, and the ::\Iother Sarada De·,·i (Sri Ramakrishna's 
consort). Once a cat came into the chapel "·here Sri Ramakrishna was 
at prayer an(l \YOrship and he made the cat the object of his \\·orship. 
Once a mother cat brought her kittens to Sri Ramakrishna's room and 
kept them under his bedstead. Sri Ramakrishna \Yas very anxious about 
their safety and felt happy when one of his disciples took charge of them. 
Once "·hen a Jlood \\"as oYer, he saw in a little pool in the field a tinY 
minnow. Thinking that the pool would dry up soon and the minno{y 
would die, he affectionately carried it and put it into a lake. Once in 
front of the ::\Iother Sarada De·,-i, a person, known to her, despicably be
haved with a cat, and the i\1other asked the person to feel sorry and to 
salute the cat. Once her niece "·as about to kill an ant ; the ::\!other felt 
a didne presence in it and pre\·entecl her niece from killing it. \Ye finrl 
in S\\·ami \"i,·ekananda the same afiection for subhuman creatures. In 
his monastery he had many pet animals ; these included the dog of the 
monastery, knmn1 as " Bagha ", a she-goat "·hom the S\\·ami called 
"Hansi_" (Swan), som_e cr:m·s, shet:p, ducks, geese, an antelope, a stork, 
and a ~tel ~rhom he ailectlonately called " }latru ". The kid slept on a 
couch Ill hts room and had free access there. The S\\·ami grieved when 
the kid died. The dog " Bagha " sometimes behaved extraordinarilY ; 
when at the beginning ancl the end of an eclipse. the den> tees bathed· in 
th~Ganges, " Bagha" used to do the same of his mnt accord. He died long 
after Swamiji's passing a\ray and \\"as buried in the grounds of the mon
asterY. In one of his letters the Swami savs about his animals: " ::\IY 
huge-stork is full of glee and so are the ducks ~mel geese. ::\ly tame antelop-e 
Heel the ~Iath and gan us some clays of anxiety in finding him. One 
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of mY ducks unfortunate\~- died yesten\ay. She hall hl'ell gasping for 
breath for more than a week. . . . One of the geese had l~er plu_mes 
falling off. KnmYing no other method I left her for some mmute~. 111 a 
tub of water mixed with mild carbolic, and she is all right now .. _In 
the light of Sri Ramakrishna's teaching that the diYinity it_l every ,hnn~ 
heina should be felt and e-,·ery creature should be worslupped, Swan~t 
Vivekananda said : " He alone is a child of Sri Ramakrishna \\:lw ts 
moved to pity for all creatures and exerts himself for them at_ tl~e :tsk of 
incurring personal damnation." " Thus shall we travel .... 111JUrtl~g no 
creatures, being the cause of injury to no creatures-from mountam to 
mountain, frottl \·ill age to village .... " 

Service of Living Beings 
Wherever Swami \"ivekananda's message goes, must also go there. his 

ethical teaching to sen·e all living beings. Side by side with the org~msed 
service to men, women and children, there must be organised servt~e to 
the subhuman creatures. To make Swamiji's teachings on annuals 
effective, there should be movements in every country ( 1) to prot?ote 
the gospel of oneness and of compassion to animals, (2) to populanse a 
comprehensive charter for the liberation of animals from all forms of 
exploitation, (:~) to inculcate humane education to all and (-!) to awaken 
the moral consciousness of people against the prevailing exploitation ~f 
animals. Says the Swami: ·• There is no greater Dharma than thts 
senrice of all living beings. If this Dharma can be practised in the real 
spirit, then .... liberation comes as a fruit in the ven' palm of one's 
hand." · 

FOOD AND MORALITY 

Food and Ethical Life 
The essence of practical Vedanta as preached by Swami Vivekananda 

lies in the principle of " the self in all and all in the self " and in the 
application of this principle to spiritualise the entire life and all forms of 
behaYiour. The question of food is vital in this connection since \Vithout 
food life cannot g;o _on, an~ at; eti:icallife is impossible if food is obtained 
b}·. cruelty or_ ktll~ng .. Constdenng the problem of poverty, the con
dtttons of s~ctety m dtfferent countries, and the struggle for existence 
through whtch people were passing, the Swami sometimes allowed 
concessions regarding food, but this in no way minimises the importance 
of_ h~s m~iversal teachings abo~t food. We must follow the princi~le_ of 
~hnunatmg eve!}·. form of avmdabl~ and unnecessary cruelty and killing 
m our mode of ltvmg, and use our cltscretion and common sense as to how 
far we can go ; and we shall find that we are able to go a very long way 
indeed with the ideal as set forth by the Swami. He says : '' The duty 
of non-injury is .... obligatory for us in relation to all beings." " The 
eating of meat produces pleasure to a man but pain to the animal which 
is eaten." 
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Vedanta and Food 
\" edanta preaches the oneness of all forms of life and is against every 

kind of cruelty and killing. It is a pity that many spiritually minded 
people as \\·ell as people \dth a humanitarian and kindly disposition are 
callous about the cruelty and killing im·oh·ed in the food we take. Both 
physical and moral health should be considered in taking food, and when 
substitutes for fish, flesh and fmd can be found, men and women should 
be courageous enough to change their bad habits and refuse to take the 
food which is obtained by cruelty or killing. Discussing the problem of 
foocl from the standpoint of physical health the ~,,·ami says: ·· Proper 
diet means simple cliet, not highly spiced." Dealing with the same 
problem from the moral standpoint he remarks : " To eat meat is surely 
barbarous and \·egetahle food is certainly purer,--who can deny that?·· 
" All exciting food should be aYoided, as meat, for instance; this should 
not he taken because it by its ,-cry nature is impure. \Ve can only get it 
h,· taking the life of another. \Ve get pleasure for a moment, and another 
c;.eature has to give up its life to give us that pleasure." The sacredness 
of life is a fundamental teaching of Swami \ "iyekananda, and \Yhen we 
forget this teaching, we do harm to our moral nature. The Swami 
reiterates: .. The \'eclanta entirely denies such ideas as that animals are 
separate from men, and that they were made and created by God to be 
used for our food." 

Food and Stamina 
?.:I:any well-knmn1 doctors ha\'e told us that yegetarian foocl increases 

the stamina and vigour of people. About the value of fruit the Swami 
says : .. They who take much fruit regularly do not so soon lose their 
vouth, as the acid of the fruit dissoh-es the foul crust on the bones which 
is mainly the cause of bringing on old age." About the sustaining power 
of vegetarian food the S"·ami's opinion is dear: " The meat-eating 
animal, like the lion, giYes one blmv and subsides, but the patient bullock 
goes on all day, eating and sleeping as it works. The 'live Yankee' 
cannot compete \\·ith the rice-eating Chinese coolie." In this connection 
we should remember that there is no difficulty at all in getting the 
required protei11 for our health and growth from Yegetarian food. The 
yegetarian alternatives to meat and fish are lentils, peas, beans, 11:uts and 
cheese. The percentage of protein in cheese is greater than m beef, 
bacon and !ish, and is equal to that in chicken. The percentage of 
protein i1~ peam~ts is greater th~n in meat. l\Ii~ c~ntain_s all t~e necessa_ry 
amino-actds which make protem. The conntnes 111 ,,·luch nulk and nulk 
procluc~s ar~ sc~rce ca~1 fi.nd substitutes for milk, butter, cr~at? and 
cheese 111 milks from cl!lutecl nut creams, nuts and soya flour . m nut 
hutter ancl soya butter : in nut cream : and in soya cheese and n~t 
cheese. The simplest ciay 's menu can include any two of the protem 
substitutes mentioned above, potatoes and fresh yegetables for _car~o
]lydrates, anli the require<l fats, milk and fruit. The \" egans c_mut nulk 
a;ul milk products because of the exploitation involved in gettmg_ these, 
aiHl their strictly yegetarian food ensures good health and ts un
cloubteclly most moral. It should be known to us that me~t-eaters are 
more prone to suffer from gout than yegetarians, vegetanans recover 
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from wounds more easily and are less affede<l hy epi<lcmi~· <lis~a~es, 
veaetarian food purifies the blood and increases the expectatton of ltfe, 
and fruits have a medicinal value. 

Food and Mind 
According to the Biblical tradition the human ra~e was ?riginally 

vegetarian. This tradition is narrated in the cm~cludmg p<~rttm! of th: 
first chapter of Genesis, and is the same as that ~n ~he I~uha1.1 1 urana 
about food in the Satya Yuga (the golden age); It ts lustoncall~ t_rue ;~~i~! 
the human race emerging from the anthropotd apes follo_wed _thetr h, 1 
regarding food, and tl~ese hab~ts continue:! fo~ .a long ~nne n~ th~ foo~~~ 
gathe-ing staae of soc1etv until natural calanuttes and mcrease of pop . 
latim; led ma~v tribes a;1d clans to hunting. \Ve should reme~n?~r t~liS 
tradition toda~· when we are thinking of evolving a new c1vthsat10n 
without compe"tition, a ch·ilisation in which a moral and rational sta.ndard 
of living can become unh·ersal. The food problem has t~ be constdered 
from the social standpoint as well as from the standpomt of persm~al 
spiritual life. The right kind of food is neecled to create. a mor~l dts
position in the mind and what the Swami says about food 111 relatwn ~o 
purity of the mind is of great value: " It being so, that out of the matenal 
particles of our food we construct the instrument of thought, and that 
from the finer forces lodged in those particles we manufacture thought 
itself, it naturally follows that this thought and the instrument will be 
modified by the food we eat." ·• Pure food brings a pure mind." " C_er
tain regulations as to food are necessary ; we must use that food whtch 
brings us the purest thought. If you go into a menagerie you will find 
this demonstrated at once. You see the elephants, huge animals, but 
calm and gentle ; and if you go towards the cages of the lions and tigers 
you find them restless, showing how much difference has been made 
by food." 

Food and Population 
The Swami gives the traditional ideas about food as follows : " There 

are according to our scriptures, three things which make food impure: 
(l) ]ati-doslza, natu~a~ defects of a certain class of food, .... (2) Nimitt:'
doslza, or defects ansmg from the presence of external impurities in tt, 
.... anc~ (~1) Aslzraya-doslza: or defects that arise by the food coming 
from evtl sources, as when 1t has been touched and handled bv wicked 
persons." He was not merely interested in ideas about food bi'It also in 
useful ~letails _about it: a~d was .eager to make experiments on food. 
About tmprovu~g the dtet 111 certam parts of India, he said: " I wish to 
make an expenment whether something of the nature of flattened rice 
can be_ made out of wheat.". Experiments on food are essentially needed 
today 111 the worlc~ as ther~ IS the vroblem of the rapidly rising population 
and the food reqmred for 1t. Wlule for meat diet about two acres of land 
per person is needed, _for vegetarian diet half an acre per person can be 
sufficient. The creatton of a. world publi~ opinion for vegetarianism is 
needed today to solve the senous populatlon problem in the world. 

Militarism and Food 
A special remark of the Swami about the future of vegetarianism is 

full of significance. It seems that he was conscious of the likelihood of 
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science creating diabolical weapons and of mankind thereby becoming 
compelled to giYe up militarism for its sun·i\·al. The nuclear age is 
demanding that mankind for its security must gi\·e up militarism. 
Knowing the correlation of meat-eating and militarism, the S"·ami says: 
" While military pmYer dominates, meat-eating will prevail : but with 
the advance of science fight will grow less and then the ,·egetarian will 
con1e in." 

'' Animals are my Brothers '' 
The Swami's appeal goes to all religious people, all people interested in 

humanism, and all reasonable people : " The ideal is not to eat flesh, not 
to injure any being, for all animals are my brothers. If you can think of 
them as Your brothers, YOU have made a little headway towards the 
brotherha"od of all soulS: not to speak of the brotherhood of men! " 
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SECTION TWO 
'sPIRITUAL COMMUNISM 

Prophecies on India, Russia and China, and the Worl(l Pr~let!l!~at 
Three prophecies of Swami Vivekananda have been of g~eat stgmhcance. 

After his return to India from the \Vest in 1897, he admomshec~ the people 
of India to forget all other gods and goddesses and to worship the only 
living goddess, their "Motherland, for the foll?wing fifty ~:ears, m order ~o 
bring about her liberation. It is most amazmg_ that India_ hecame free 111 

1947 just after a period of fifty years as mentioned by hun. . . 
His second prophecy about Russia and China is more positi\"C 3:nd 

equally significant. But before coming to that I should like to ment~on 
some reflections of his on Russia and China. He wrote to :\[iss J osephme 
1viacLeod : " \Vhat the learned friend of A ---- says about Russia is 
about the same as I think mYself. OnlY there is one diflicultY of thought 
-is it possible for the Hindtt race to he Russianised? " Tlie context in 
the letter is vague, and one wonders what actually he was thinking abou~ 
Russia. The Swami kne\\· much about Russia as Leon Lamsherg (Swami 
Kripananda), a Russian Jew by birth, was one of his American disciples. 
As to China he said : " Today, China is like a disorganised mob ; but in 
the heyday of her greatness she possessed the most admirable organisation 
anY nation has Yet known. ManY of the dedces and methods we term 
modern were piactised by the chinese for hundreds and thousands of 
years. Take competith·e examination as an illustration." Now we 
come to the prophecy. Romain Rollan(l was struck by this prophecy 
and mentions it in his Life of Swami Yivekananda. In !89H, the Swami 
said to Sister Christine C~Iiss Greenstidel), one of his disciples, that the 
neA1: upheaval to usher in a new era would come from Russia or China. 
The dollar imperialism of America made the Swami sad and he said to 
M~ss Josephine ~IacLeod that America would not he able to accomplish 
this work. \Ve should remember here that Swami Yivekananda died in 
1902, and the Russian Revolution came ahout in 1917 and China became 
communist in 1949. 

TI:e third pr_oJ?hecy ~bout the inten~atioual proletariat is epoch
makmg. Pertanung to tt here are the tmportant declarations of the 
Swami: ." I:ast _will come tl:e labourer (Sudra) rule. Its advantages will 
be the distnbutlDn of phystcal comforts. . . . There will be a great dis
tribution of ordinary education." " Now is the time for the last-thev 
must have it-none can resist it. I do not know all the ditliculties abou."t 
th~ gold or silver standard (nobody seems to know much as to that), but 
tlus much I see that the gold s~andard has been making the poor poorer 
and the rich richer. . . . The sth-er standard will give the poor a better 
chance in this uneq~tal fi~ht. I_ am a soci~list." " The present mercantile 
civilisation must die, wtth all tts pretensions and humbug-all a kind of 
Lord l\Iayor's Show." " Everything goes to show that socialism or some 
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form of rule h~· the people. call it 11·hat you 11·ill, is coming on the boards. 
The people will certainly want the satisfaction of their material needs. 
less work, no oppression, no 11·ar, more food." 

The Nature of the Rise of the World Proletariat 
:\t a time when Russia is trying to establish full communism in the 

next twenty years to make the important elements of all cultures the 
common asset of the generality of people, and to remove the distinction 
between city life and country life, and the distinction bet11·een manual 
labour and intellectual labour in the new societ1·, the Swami's remark on 
the rise of the proletariat as the supreme power in society is \'cry thought
provoking. It implies a classless society in 11·hich all memhers are 
workers, unskilled, skilled and intellectual, 1Yith equal rights and privileges 
in society. He says : " A time will come, 11·hen there 11·ill be the rising of 
the Suclra class, with their Sudrahoocl : that is to sav, not like that at 
present, ,,·hen the Suclras (labourers) are becoming gre;t by acquiring the 
characteristic quality of the \'aisya (the trader) or the h:shatriya (the 
military class), but the time will come, when the Suclras in every country, 
with their inborn Suclra nature and habits, -not becoming in essence 
\'aisya or Kshatriya, but remaining as Sutlras -will gain absolute 
supremacy in every society. The first glm1· of the cla11·n of this new power 
has already begun to slowly break upon the \Vestern \\·oriel, and the 
thoughtful are at their wit's eml to reflect upon the final issue of this 
fresh phenomenon. Socialism, anarchism, nihilism. etc. are the Yanguard 
of the social revolution that is to follow ... 

On the same theme Engels says : " \Vhate1·er changes took place in 
the upper, non-producing ranks of society, society could not live 11·ithout 
a class of producers. This class, then, is necessarY under all circum
stances though the time must come, when it 11'ill J{o longer he a class, 
when it will comprise all society." The rise of the Suclra class with its 
Sudrahood implies that society will become classless, and the principle 
of " From each according to his ability, to each according to his needs " 
11·ill be realised in society. 

Proletarian Internationalism : Masses in India and the World 
The Swami ven· definiteh· Yisualises a casteless and classless India 

rising from the peasants. the workers, the hill tribes ancl the aborigines 
of the country in co-operation with the intelligentsia. He suggests that 
the upper classes should consciously link themseh·es \\'ith the common 
people and hand ov_er t<;> tlu;m ~he culture that India has e:·olYed ~hrough 
the ages. He sees m h1s mmd s eye a uew world from 1d11ch all form~ ?f 
aristocracy have disappeared, and discusses the state of the bourgems1e 
and the proletariat in the world. . 

The Swami was fully conscious of the class conllict and caste-coniltct 
in India and had a clear vision of a Renascent India, classless and casteless. 
He saYs : " However much you may parade your descent from Aryan 
ancestors and sing the glories of ancient India day and night, and how
ever much you may be strutting in the pritle of your birth, you, the upl?er 
classes of India, --do you think you are aliYe ? You are but the mumnues 
ten thousand years old! It is among those whom your ances~ors . de_s
pised as · walking carrions ' that the little of vitality that there 1s stillm 
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India is to he found : aJHl it is you "·ho are the real ' ,,·a! king_ cnrp,.;e,.; ·
Your houses, Your furnitnre look like museum ,.;pecimen,.;, so htek,.;,.; and 
antiquated tJ{ey arc : anrl e\·en an eye-\\·itness of your tm_mncrs ancl 
customs. your moYements an•lmocles of !if~:. is im:lin~:rl to thmk that he 
is listening to a grandmother's tale! \\"hen. c,·en after makit~g a personal 
acquaintance with you. one returns home. one seem:-: to thmk om· hac! 
been to ,·isit the paintings in an art-gallery!.... You are the real 
illusions, the mystery. the real mirage in the desert, you, the upper ~l~sses 
of India! You represent the past tense. with all its nlfietics o~ ton~1 
jumbled into one. That one still seems to see you at the present t11ne._ ts 
nothing but a nightmare brought on by indigestion. You are the nncl. 
the unsubstantial nonentities of the future. Denizens of the Dreamland. 
\Yhy are you loitering any longer ? foleshless and hloorlless skeleto~1s of 
the dead bodY of Past India that You are whY do you not qutckly 
reduce yourseiYes into dust atHl disapi)ear in the ai~? Aye. in your hony 
fingers are some priceless rings of jewels treasurer! up h~· your ancestors. 
and within the embrace of your stinking corpses are preserved a go_od 
many ancient treasure-chests. So long you have not hacl the opportumt_y 
to hand them over. ?\ow .... pass them on to Your heirs : aye. do tt 
as quickly as you can. You m~:rge yourselYes in tJie voir! ancl disappear. .. 
\Vhile reading this fiery passage, one must not forget his vision of the ne,,· 
era in human history to start from Russia and China. It is eYident that 
he wants India to take part spiritually in the full deYelopment of this 
new era, and asks the Indian upper classes with their culture to hecome 
identified with the common people. 

His utterance should inspire Indian thinkers. statesmen and reformers 
to expedite the process of hnilding up a classless and casteless India: 
"Let New India arise.... Let her arise out of the peasant's cottage. 
grasping the plough, out of the huts of the fisherman. the cobbler and 
the sweeper .. Let her spring from the grocer's shop, from beside the 
oYen of the fntter-seller. Let her emanate from the factor\', from marts 
and from markets. Let her emerge from the ~>ro,·es anc( forests. from 
hills and mountains. These conunon people ha~'?e suffered oppression for 
thousands of years--sufiered it \\·ithout murmur, and as a result Jun·e got 
wonderful fortitude. They have sniTerecl eternal miser\', which has 
given them unHinching vitality. Living on a handful of gram f1our they 
can convulse tl~e world : ~ive them only half a piece of hreacl, and the 
wh?le \Yorlcl wtll not he 1l1g enough to contain their energy. . . . And 
bestcles, they Jmye got the \\"otHlerful strength that comes of a pure and 
moral life.... Such peacefulness, such contentment, such love, such 
power of silent and incessant work, and such manifestation of lion's 
strength in times of action ·\\·here else will YOU find these! Skeletons of 
the past, there, before you, are your succe;sors, the India that is to be. 
Hand o\·er those treasure-chests of yours. and those jewelled rings among 
them, --as soon as You can: awl von -Yanish into air and be seen no 
more, -only keep ~-mu ears open; no sooner \\·ill yot~ disappear than 
yon will hear the inaugural shout of the Renascent India." 

It is not the aristocracY of I11<lia alone but the aristocracv of the whole 
world that should clisapi>ear. The Swami makes bold to' say : " It is 
the duty of e\·ery aristocracy to llig its own grave, and the sooner it 
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does so, the better for all." 13y rejecting e\·ery form of aristocracy, the 
~wami e\·idently rejects the monarchical form of gO\·ernment, the feudalist 
ami the capitalist forms of economic organisation, and all kinds of social 
inequality based on group priYilege, since all these constitute the foun
dations of aristocracY. 

Here is his descril)tion of the exploitation of labour by capital : " The 
\" aisya (bourgeoisie) is saying : ' You ma~lman! what you call the effulgent 
all-pen·a<ling deity. is here. in my hand, the e\·er-shining Gold, the 
:\!mighty Sovereign. Behold, through its grace, I am also equally 
pm,:erful. 0 Briihmana (priest)! e\·en now, I shall buy through its 
arace all vour wisdom. learning, prayers and meditation. And 0 great 
king, ymir sword. arms, valour and prowess will soon be employed, 
through the grace of this, my Gold, in carrying out my desired objects. 
Do vou see these lofty and e:-..-pensive mills ? Those are my hives. See, 
hm,: swarms of a million bees, the Sudras (proletariat), are incessantly 
gathering hmt~y for those hi\·_es : do you kno\\· for ,_dwm ? For me, 
this me, \Yho m due course \\'lll squeeze out from belund e\·ery drop of 
it for mv own use and profit'.·· " The squeezing out " as mentioned by 
the Swa.mi implies ho-.\· capital arises from the surplus value of labour. 

Engels says in Auti-Diiri11g: " The labourer each day costs the o\\·ner 
of monev the value of the products of six hours' labour, but he hands 
over to him each day the value of the product of twelve hours' labour. 
The difference in favour of the owner of money is-six hours of unpaid 
labour, a surplus product for which he does not pay and in which six 
hours' labour is embocliecl. The trick has been performed. Surplus 
value has been produced: money has been converted into capital." 

The Swami now tells us about the condition of the \Yorking class of 
his time, and about the basic structure of society which physical labour 
creates, all other structures concerning culture, administration, religion, 
la\v, etc., being super-structures. According to him, the working class 
constitutes " the real bach· of societv." He observes: "\Vhere are 
they, through whose physical labour ·are possible the influence of the 
Brahman, the pro,,·ess of the Kshatriya, and the fortune of the \·aisya ? 
\Vhat is their history, who, being the real body of society, are designated, 
at all times, in all countries, as · thev--the base-born'?.... The 
Suclras of countries other than India have become, it seems, a little 
awake : but they are \vanting in proper education, and have only the 
mutual hatred of men of their own class - -a trait common to Sudras." 

Fortunately the state of the ,,·orking cla~s of the world is l)Uite different 
now. _The w<;>rking class has gained supremacy in the communist 
countnes_ and II~ ~nany other countries is becoming stronger and stronger 
throug~1 tts pohttcal parties, and through the trade union and the co
operattve movements. 

The Masses, the Backbone of Society in India and other Countries 
It is amazing that when the idea of nationalism was only in a nascent 

state in_ l~1dia, the Indian National Congress cherished only :'1 ,·ague_ i?ea 
of clomtmo~l status for India, and there was 110 well-orgamsed poltttcal 
moYement 111 the country, the Swami, with his clear vision of the future 
of the masses, championed their cause throucrh his utterances: '' If these 
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lower classes stop \\·ork, where \\;11 you get your foorl awl clnthin~ from~ 
If the S\Yeepers of Calcutta stop work for a tlay_. it creates a panic ; and 
if they strike for three clays, the \\·hole town w11l be <lepopulaterl h_y the 
outbreak of epidemics. If the labourers stop \York your supply ol food 
and clothes also stops. And you regard them as low class people and 
yaunt about Your own culture! '' . 

" The lm,·e~ classes are gradually awakening to this fact_ ~~nd makmg 
a united front against this, determiner! to exact th:ir legltmmte rlues. 
The masses of Europe and .-\merica have been the lust to awaken and 
have already begun the fight. Signs of this awakening !~ave shown tlte~n
selves in India too as is evident from the number of stnkes among lo\\er 
classes no-w-a-day~. The upper classes will no longer be ab~e to repress 
the lower, try they ever so much. The well-being of the lu&her c,l;tsses 
no\\' lies in helping the lower classes to get their legitimate nghts. 

" \Vhen the masses will wake up, they will come to umlerstand ~'Ollf 
oppression of them and by a puff of their mouth you will be entuely 
blown off! It is they who have built up civilisation amongst you ; and 
it is they who will then pull it clown. Think how at the hands of the 
Gauls the mighty ancient Roman civilisation crumbled into dust. The.re
fore I say, try to rouse these lower classes from slumber by impartmg 
learning and culture to them. \Vhen thev will awaken-and awaken 
one da_Y they must-they also \\ill not forg~t your good services to them 
and w1ll remain grateful to you." 

About the Santals, an autochthonous tribe in India, the Bwami says : 
". I found them a veritable embodiment of God-such simplicity, such 
Sincere guileless love I have seen nowhere else. . . . See how simple they 
are ; can you mitigate their misery .... ? " What the Swami sars 
about the Santal~ is true of the hill tribes and primitive peoples in Indta 
and other countnes. Vl e must recognise the nobility, purity and nat~:al 
fr~edom of these people and give them modern culture and amentttes 
w1thout destroying their purity and love for freedom. 

The Swami discovers the basis of civilisation in labour, praises highly 
th~ Indian working class and bows clown before it. He says: " Ju~t 
wetgh the matter in your mind. Those uncared for lower classes of luella 
-tl~e peasants and weavers and the rest, who have been conquered by 
foretgners a~cl a:e looked_ down upon by their own people,-:-it is they 
who. from time 1mmemonal have been working silently, wtthout even 
gettmg the remuneration of their labours! But what great changes are 
taking place, slowly, all over the world, in pursuance of Nature's laws! 
Count~ies, ciYilisations a!1cl supremacy are undergoing revolutions. · Ye 
labounng masses of Incha, as a result of your silent constant labours, 
Babylon, Persia, Alexandria, Greece, Rome, Venice' Genoa, Baghdad, 
Samarkand, Spain, Portugal, France, Denmark Holland and England 
haYe successfully attained supremacy and emin~nce! And you! Well, 
who cares to think of you! '' Trade with India brought prosperity and 
power to many ancient and mouern countries. Behind this trade the 
Swami saw the exploitation of the labouring classes of India. I-!e adds: 

" Your ancestors wrote a few philosophical works, penned a dozen .or 
so epics, or built a number of temples-that is all, and you rend the skies 
with triumphant shouts; while those whose hearts' blood has contributed 
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io ~11 the, progress that has been made in the world- -well. who cares to 
praise the1~1 ? The world-cun<Juering heroes of spirituality, \\·ar and 
p~>etry are Ill the eyes of all, and the~· haYe recei...-ed the homage of man
kmd : hut where nobody looks, no one gh·es a word of encourauement 
where everybody hates --there living amid such circumstanc~s and 
displaying boundless patience, infinite lm·e and dauntless practicabilitv 
our proletariat are doing their duty in their homes clay and night, withoiit 
the slightest murmur,-well, is there no heroism in this ? }Ian\" turn 
out to be heroes, when they have got some great task to perform. - E\·en 
a co·,.,·ard gin•s up his life. and the most selfish man behaves disinterestedly, 
when there is a multitude to cheer him on ; but blessed is he who mani
fests the same unselfishness and devotion to duty in the smallest of acts, 
unnoticed by all, -and it is you who are actually doing this, ye ever
trampled labouring class of India! I bow to you.·' The phrase " those 
whose hearts· blood has contributed to all progress '' gi\·es the essence 
of the Swami's labour theory of history. 

Spiritual Basis of Communism 
The Swami finds the spiritual basis for his proletarian internationalism, 

for the new classless world community, in " \'edanta in the highest 
form," \\·ithout metaphysical or theological subtleties. He preaches the 
oneness of life and the oneness of humanity as the basis of the new society 
in which the individual realises himself in the collecti,·e, and the collective 
stands for the fullest de,·elopment of the individual. He visualises a 
classless world community and the full manifestation of spirituality in 
all members of the human race as the culmination of history. " Vedanta 
in the highest form " is a non-metaphysical, non-theological, non
mystical system of thought. It inculcates an intense feeling of oneness 
of mankind, oneness of life, and oneness of the universe. This feeling of 
oneness brings peace, freedom and happiness in the mind and prepares 
the way for hroa(lening the consciousness of men and ,,·omen to transform 
society and the world. 

\'cdanta preaches oneness that is to sav human solidarity, the soli
darity of life and the solitlarit\· of the -t;niverse. The psychological 
implication_ of Oneness is deep au~l profound, and the ~thical impli~ations 
are revolutwnan-. The Swami sa,·s: " All the social upheavaltsts, at 
least the leaders' of them, are tryi;1g to find that ~ll their comm~~istic 
or equalising theories must have a spiritual basts, and that spu1tual 
basis is in \' edanta onl v. 1 hm·e been told bv se,·eral leaders, who used 
to atten(l my lectures, that they required the \'eclanta as the basis of the 
new order of things.·' The names of all the leaders <l;re no~ rec,ordecl_. 
The Swami met Edward Carpenter and Kropotkin. ::\Iane-Lolll:se (::s,~ai?J-1 
Abhavanancla), a naturalised Frenchwoman, who was famou~ Ill s~cmlist 
circle~. became one of his disciples in ..-\.merica. The s,~·anu. contmu~s: 
" Any attempts against this perfect equality of a~ creatiOn, trrespecbve 
of birth, sex, or e\·en qualification, is a terrible mtstake, and no one can 
be sa,·ecl until he has attained to this iclea of sameness." ·:No man,_ no 
nation can attempt to gain physical freedom without phystcal equahty, 
nor mental freedom \\·ithout mental equality. . . . \Vhy _should <l: man 
think himself above any other man .... ? " " The oneness IS the rationale 
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of all ethics and spirituality. ~~urope w~nt~ it ~oc\ay j nst •:"" m_ud~ •:s oy: 
downtrodden masses do, and th1s great pnnctple IS e:·en no:' n~lc<>~bctous) 
forming the basis of all the latest poli~ica~ and socml. asptrat1?~1~ .~hair are 
coming up in England, in G~rmany, u1: !•ranee ancl1~1 Amen:a. s toe~: 
intellectual conception of th1s oneness ts not enough . one~1ess l;a 
sincerelv felt bv the heart and the cultiYation of the feelmg 0 on~n1ss 
should be the l)asis of the' new e;lucation. Showing the gre~t nefec. or 

· · · 1 f 1' 1 S · " It · · or1e of the e\·1ls o 'our tlus sptntua ee mg, t 1e , wamt says : Is . · 1 
\Vestern civilisation that von are after intellectual educatton alone1 ·- aln~. 

· t' · more se hs 1 take no care of the heart. It onlv makes man ten unes · b . · 
"Excess of knowle1ge and po.ver, ~vithout holiness, makes .human eu:gs 
devils." " Let us work for that knowledge which will bnng the feehng 
of sameness towards all mankind. You think that because you talk a 
little more polished language you are superior to the man ir~ the st.reet. 
Remember that when you are thinking this, you are not gomg tm,ards 
freedom but are forging a fresh chain for vour feet." . 

Man is a social being and he must not se-ek aggressive inclh·iclualtsm at 
the cost of his social feeling, in the name of freedom. About the mutual 
give and take in social relationships the Swami says: " To ser:re, ~very
one has the right, and not only so, but everyone is under obltgatton to 
serve others, so long as he is accepting service from others.'' As opposed 
to the individualistic way of seeking one's secular and spiritual fulfilment 
without consideration of others, he shows the wav of " One in all and all 
in one," and says: " The individual's life is in the life of the collective; 
the individual's happiness is in the happiness of the collective ; a:pa~t 
from the collective, the individual's existence is inconceivable ; tlus ts 
an eternal truth, and is the bedrock on which the universe is built. To 
move slowly towards the collective, hearing a constant feeling of inte~tse 
s~mpathy a~d s~menes_s ,~·ith i~. being happy with its happiness and bem_g 
dtstressed wtth tts afflictwn, ts the individual's sole duty. Not only ts 
it his duty, but in its transgression is his death while compliance with 
this truth leads to life immortal. This is the l~w of nature ; and who 
can throw dust into her ever-watchful eyes? " Realising ourselves in 
all, and all in ourselves is the goal, and here is the Swami's admonition: 
" Forget yourselves; this is the first lesson to be learnt whether you are 
a t~ei~t or an atheist, whether yon are an agnostic ~r a Vedantist, a 
Chnsttan or a l\Iohammedan. The one lesson obvious to all is the des
truction of the little self." 

Swamiji implies that the very process of social evolution will finally 
lead1~1en and women in all p<_trts_of the world, not only to complete social 
equahty, but also to the reahsatwn of spiritual oneness. The knowledge 
of oneness which is now taken to be something mystical in .the super
conscious state of the mind will become the common knowledge to all in 
the conscious mind, and thereby the psychological aspect of social 
evolution wi.ll reach its completion. He affirms : " The ' good of the 
world ' will he that what is now superconscious for us will in ages to come 
be the conscious for all." " A time will come when every man will be 
as intensely practical in the scientific world as in the spiritual and then 
that Oneness, the harmon~· of Oneness, will pervade the wl~ole \~o!ld. 
The whole of mankind wtll become jivanmukta, free wlulst hvmg. 
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\\"e are all struggling to\\·ards that one end." 
The S\\·ami's ,·ita! spiritt1al principles 1\"ith their psycholoaical tech

nique go with equal eJiiciency, suggestiveness and strength t; the com
munist \\·oriel and the capitalist world. These will help Russia and 
China to develop their own morality and spirituality on the basis of 
dialectical materialism. These will help also the capitalist world to trans
form itself and to bring about a peaceful social reYolution. 

His Philosophy of History 
The s,,·ami's philosophy of history is based on his llndings that the 

working class constitutes " the real body of society " and its " heart's 
blood has contributed to all progress." His ideas can be related to some 
of the verses of the Acli Pan·a and the Shanti Pan•a of the ::\Iahabharata, 
the Indian epic. It is said in these verses that the original human society 
was -.dthout caste, kingship and property and that the women in that 
society had no barriers of patriarchal family, as the relations beh\·een 
men and women were based on natural affection. It is also mentioned 
that the future human society will be similar to the ancient society. This 
reminds us of ,,·hat Morgan says in his Ancient Society about how the 
future classless society will be the classless society of the past on a higher 
le,·el, and how it will assimilate into it all the essential achievements of 
the various periods of history through \Yhich humanity has passed. The 
Swami combines the ancient and modern ideas of historical eyolution 
and states that the Brahmans (the priests), the Kshatriyas (the military 
class), the Vaisyas (the merchants) and the Sudras (the labourers) gain 
mastery over society successh·ely. This view fullv tallies \Yith the ,·iew 
that human society is passing through primiti\·e ~ommunism (the Satya 
Yuga when all were Brahmans), the slave system (\\·ith the supremacy of 
the priests and priest-kings), the feudal system (\\·ith the supremacy of 
the military class), the capitalist system (with the supremacy of the 
merchants, the bourgeoisie), and the socialist system (with the supremacy 
of the proletariat). Many historians have ignored the economic foun
dations of history, and their ideas about the rise and fall of civilisations 
can be better understood when all ci,·ilisations are seen through the 
conditions of primitive communism, slavery, feudalism, capitalism and 
communism. The Swami's philosophy of history is more ~Iarxian than 
otherwise, and he says: " To practise religion. one has to \Yorship 
the tortoise-god first. The belly is that tortoise-god." Human life and 
history is understood properly when ,,.e know the truth that religion 
and culture come between breakfast and lunch, lunch and tea, tea and 
dinner, and dinner and breakfast. Marx's historical materialism does 
not mean more than this and leaves ample room for the de,·elopment of 
spirit~ality whi;~1 pertains . to the deep~ning and the broadening. of 
conscwusness. l he real philosophy of history must study very scien
tifically the laws of social development. The labour theory of history 
which the Swami has suggested is :\!arxian in essence and is different from 
the " divine will" theory of religions, the ··great man " theory of 
CarlYle, the" Wave theory " of Sorokin, the " cycle theory " of Spangler 
and ·Tovnbee and the " chance " theorv of Fisher. 

Incidentally, in one place the Swaml says: " Thrice communism was 
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tried in Thibet and thrice it failed." Religious commnni~n: w~s tried 
b,· Hinduism Zoroastrianism. Tudaism, Butldhism. Chnstiamty and 
Islam ; the e;periments partly s~cceeded among small gro~tps_lm~ mos~~: 
failed as society in general "·as not ready for. them. C ap1tahsm "\. 
needed to co-ordinate the efforts of the lahounng classes so that ~he: 
could prepare themselve~ to gain supre_m<:c.Y over soc~~ty · . Th;~v~: 
clearlv seen as we studs htstorv through pnnnttve conununtsm, the s ' 
society, feudalism, cai)italism ·and commu~1ism. ~~~ ,,·::s tl;e em~~get~ce 
of the class society essential for the evolutton of ctnhsatton . It L qmte 
conceivable that all the developments in history might have taken P!ace 
without the destruction of the main features of primitive commumsm, 
and primitive communism could have assimilated into its system all the 
new means of production. Natural calamaties and the increase of popt~
lation made the struggle for existence very hard : violent an<l an~t
social forces coulcl not be controlled ; and the most ancient commumst 
societies in different parts of the world collapsed under the pressur~ ~f 
uncontrolled circumstances. The following assertion of the Swami lS 

significant : '' The clay will coine when men will study history from a 
different light, and find that competition is neither the cause nor th~ 
effect, simply a thing on the way, not necessarv to e\·olution at all. 
Human history is as old as a million years. Of these only the last 7000 
years from the emergence of city life and class society in about 5000 B.C. 
to the present times have known competition in society. About ~he 
most ancient and the future society the S\mmi narrates the Indt~n 
tradition: " \Ve read in the :\fahabharata that the whole world was 111 

the beginning peopled with Brahmans and that as thev began to de
generate they became divided into dilTerent castes, ancf that when the 
cycle turns round, they will go back to the Brahmanical origin." " In 
the beginnit_tg of the Satya Vuga there was one caste, the Brahmans· · · · 
In the commg Satya Vuga all the other castes will have to go back to 
the _same con~ition." ,. As we have already mentioned, behin~l th~ 
turmng of the cycle as narrated in the Indian tradition, the Swanu 
has cliscO\·ered the labour of the workina class which constitutes " the 
real body " of all social systems. '"' 

Towards Spiritual Communism 
The international proletariat, fully organised and fullY conscious of its 

own power and destiny, will gain masterv all over the \\~orld in the future. 
At the beginning of the century the Swa;ni surveved the condition of the 
world proletariat and remarked: " What avails. it if they (the Sudras} 
greatly outnumber the ot~1e: cl~sses ? That unity by which ten men 
collect the strength of a nulhon 1s yet far awa\ from the Suclras; hence, 
according to the law of nature, the Suclras it{variably form the subject 
race." Since then the situation has changed in the history of mankind. 
The proletariat have gainetl power in Russia and China, fulfilling the 
Swami's prophecy, and they in Russia, China and other communist 
countries coYer more than one-third of the population of the world. . 

The Swami presents the essence of the struggle between the two soct~l 
systems as follows : " The doctrine which demands the sacrifice of indt
vidual freedom to social supremacy is called socialism, while that which 
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atlw>cates the cause of the indh·idual is called indh·idualism." The 
capitalist conception of a free society is diametrically opposed to the 
~onununist conception of a free society toda_, .. and an ideological struggle 
IS going on throughout the \\·oriel. The S\\·ami in his spiritual com
munism shows a solution of the ideological problem by suggesting that 
the indh·idual must realise himself in the collecti\·e, and the collective 
must see to the manifestation of all the potentialities of the indiddual. 
The Swami's ideas suggest a uniform society all over the world in which 
the spiritual freedom of the individual is expressed under a system in 
which the social, political, economic ancl cultural spheres are organised on 
the basis of common ownership. If we believe in the Swami's prophecy 
about the supremacy of the proletariat throughout the world, then we 
should try our best to bring it about in all parts of the world. Three 
steps can be taken towards this goal : (I ) the creation of a strong 
spiritual foundation along the line of Swamiji in all the communist 
countries, (2) a peaceful transformation of capitalism into socialism in 
all capitalist and semi-capitalist countries. and (:~) the establishment of 
spiritual communism in India by means of a comprehensive programme 
based on Vinobaji's appeal for Gramdan (gift of villages) and Sampat
tidan (gift of property). If the Congress Party in India de,·elops an 
elaborate programme for this purpose along Swamiji's line, it will have 
the backing of the whole country. 

Prestige, competith·e spirit and inequality are the obstacles to the 
emergence of a uniform spiritual communist society throughout the world. 
About inequality the Swami says: "If there is inequality in nature, 
still there must he equal chance for ali---or if greater for some and for 
some less-the weaker should he given more chance than the stronger.'' 
There is a false idea that competition is needed for the purpose of incentive 
and progress. William Morris controverts this idea in his N eli s from 
Nowlzere and shows the efficacy of the natural desire for improvement in 
men; and the Swami savs: " There is no reason to believe that com
petition is necessary for progress. In the animal the man was suppressed, 
but as soon as the door \\·as opened, out rushed man. So, in man there 
is the potential God, kept in by the locks and bars of ignorance. \Vhen 
knowledge breaks these bars the God becomes manifest.'' The Swami 
discards all privileges: " There is first the brutal idea of privilege, that 
of the strong over the weak. There is the pri\"ilege of wealth. . . . There 
is the still subtler and more powerful privilege of intellect. The last of all, 
and the worst, because the most tyrannical, is the pri\"ilege of spirituality . 
. . . . Absolutely no privilege for anyone. The same power is i1_1 ~ver;· 
man, the one manifesting more, the other less ; the same pot~ntlaht}· 1s 
in evervone. Where is the claim for pri\'ilege ? " It is only 111 the final 
phase of communism in which all economic problems are fully solved, 
all needful things are produced abundantly, and man has learnt to love 
man intensely, that all pri\'ileges will disappear for good. . 

There are pessimistic ideas about man and society. \Ve must ~e~ nd 
of them if we are to work for the cause of the proletariat on a spu~tu~l 
basis as indicated by the Swami. The following assertion of lus 1s 
signiticant: '' '!'he misery that there is in the ,-,·orld is not natural, hence 
it is remoYable." There is a false idea that poYerty and misery are 
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c• · 1 . · 1 that 
d 1 f spiritual arowth. In one place the ,.,wann 1as saH 

nee ec or o . 1 ·t"ll ·t· ·k· a to her 
India bY remO\·ing her poverty and misery am s I s Ic m, . nal 

· ·t 1al· 1"deals should show to the world an example of hmY a ratiO . 
spu1 t . . . · l ·"tl · ·t 1 aress. 
and moral standard of hnng can go s1cle by si_c e " 1 1 spin n~ pr.o,, ae. 
His clarion call is : " You are the agents to hnng about the (,olden .\"' 
To work \Yith this con\"iction at heart! '' . . . ·eel 

The Vedantic principle of" the self in all, and allm_ the s~lf ~ho\\ 1 
to the Swami the acme of spiritual realisation, pronded hnn \\"lt~l t 1e 
real basis of ethics and clarified to him how one's 0\Yn welfare. wa~ mter
twined with the welfare of all. This spontaneously created m hun t~~e 

· 1 "t t. Tl S ·anll s picture of a new society without oppressiOn or exp 01 a 1011. . 1e • '' .. 
communism is therefore in full conformitY with the \"eel antic traclltwn, 
and his convi;tion about it was strengthe~ed when he ,,·ent to the \V~st 
and came in contact with the leaders of socialist, communist and anarchist 
thoughts. To sustain a communist system, a communist conscit?usne~~ 
is essentially needed · Russia China and other communist countnes Wll 
derive much benefit 'if they ~ccept the Swami's non-metaphysical, n~>ll
theological spiritual principles on human solidarity, the solidarity of ltfe, 
and the solidarity of the universe to strengthen their social syst~111 • 
Following him, the capitalist world should accept the final phase of society 
that is bound to come, and be ready for complete transformation through 
constitutional and democratic means. India can render best service to 
herself and the world, by following in the footsteps of the Swami and 
establishing spiritual communism without any compromise by means of 
a non-violent social revolution. 

Swami Vivekananda's Vedanta with its principle of the Oneness 
of humanity, of life, and of existence, and with its idea of the fulfilment 
of the individual in the collective has the potency of evolving a system 
of communism, especially in India, based on the common ownership of 
the me~~s of production, distribution and exchange, and on the cultural 
and spmtual . freedom of the individual and various groups. On ~he 
other hand, chalectical materialisn1 of the communist world is developmg 
a ~orr:prehensive system of morality and spirituality on the basis of the 
pnnc1ple of " one in all and all in one " and the principle : " the free 
develt?pment of the individual is the pre-condition of the free development 
of society, and the free development of society is the pre-condition of the 
fr~e. dev_elopment of the indh:idual." In developing its morality an,d 
spmtuahty the communist world will find that Swami Vivekananda s 
Vedanta can be compleme11tary to its system without damaging the main 
postulates of dialectical materialism. 

Materialism and Spirituality 
S\vami \"ivekananda knew that materialism and the spirituality of 

Vedanta could flourish side by side, \vhen he prophetically said: " It 
seems clear that modern materialism can hold its own and at the same 
time approach spirituality by taking, up the conclusions of Vedanta." 
The conclusions of Vedanta about the experience of inner freedom and 
of the unity with all suggest a state of consciousness witht?ut 
referring to any dogma relating to the ultimate reality. As spiri~u~hty 
consists only in such an experience, it can go side by side with matenahsm. 
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The Swami uses the term " modern materialism "---not dialectical 
materialism, and yet if spirituality has to arise without marring the 
materialistic ideology, then it has to be the result of a dialectical trans
formation of ordinary consciousness which is, according to materialism, 
" a property of the brain ". The Swami eddently believed in the 
emergence of such a spirituality from the normal consciousness. Lenin 
said in Materialism and Empcrio-Criticism: "To be a materialist is to 
acknowledge objecth·e truth. which is revealed to us by our sense organs . 
. . . . Sensation is a subjecth·e image of the objective world. . . . ::\Ian 
could ne,•er have adapted himself biologically to his environment if his 
sensation had not given him an objecth·ely correct presentation of that 
environment." According to the Swami, spirituality can develop in the 
normal consciousness \\-ithout questioning the view of Lenin about 
materialism ; and this ne"· revolutionary idea of spirituality is full of 
great promise in two ways. Firstly, :Marxian ideology will be able to 
absorb the essential spirituality of all the faiths of the world, and secondly, 
a spiritual under~tanding b~tween the communistic world and the 
capitalist world will be l?racticable. . . , . . . 

Swami \"ivekananda smd that he was a socmhst. 1lus assertiOn of Ius 
about himself must be linked with his prophecy about the emergence of 
the Sudra (proletariat) :ute thr<;>ughout the w?r~d so that we can realise 
the full significance of _hts assertiOn .. ~sa socxahst: he ha~ wanted firstly, 
a radical transformatiOn of all pohtJcal, ec.ononuc, socml and cultural 
institutions on the basis of complete e(JUality ; secondly, the systematic 
absorption of the cultures of the predous epochs b~· the proletariat in 
order to enrich the new epoch it ushers in; and thirdly, " Yedanta in 
the highest form " as the spiritual basis of the new ~ociet)·. l\Iarx, in 
the Cri#quc of the Gotha Pro~rammc gav~ a clea~ ptcture of th~ final 
phase of communism, and ~he . Commumst. l\Iamfesto had prevtously 
e:-..-pressed the principles of scientific commumsm as. o~posed to Utopian 
communism. Enquiring, observant an(l full of mstght as he was, 
Swamiji surely heard about the essence of the Communist Manifesto 
(which was published in 1848) when he 1~1et the \Vestern revolutionary 
thinkers like Kropotkin and others. Whlle he accepted the equalitarian 
principles, he deeply felt the need of a spirit~al basis for these principles. 

It is not generally known that conunumsm has a great moral and 
spiritual u_rge. .~Iarx wrote about this urge .. as h~ was struggling to 
finish _Capztal : I had_ to use. eyery moment m. whtch I "·as capable of 
work 111 order th~t I n~tgh_t fimsh the tas~ to wluch I have sacrificed mv 
health, my happmess 111 hfe and ,my fanuly. . . . If one chose to be ail 
ox one could,, of cours~, ~.url]-,o~le s back on the agonies of mankind and 
look aft~r ones own skm: lhts urge h~s undoubtedly created a spiritual 
foundation for c~mmumsm. ~onunumsm has to be felt bv the heart 
no_t _merely c~mce!~·ed b.f the m~ellect: ~nd here arises the i-Ieed for th~ 
spmtu~~ basts._ ~he co-~p~~a~t:·e spmt that is created through co
operatt~ e. efforts. 1~1 th~ so~tal~sed_ farms, the socialised factories and 
tl~e soc!ahst adnm~tstratlve mstl~uttons has to be intensified, and serious 
dtscusstons are gomg on today m the conununist world for the intensi
ficati~n of the communist consciousness and the formulation of communist 
morality. l\Iakarenko's moral training, based 011 the recognition of 
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goodness in human. n~tture .. in his famous colony_ of j il\·.e,J_tile. d~~i_n.q ueJ~~:; 
is well-known, ancl1t 1s obnous that the commumst consclo~Isnes.s unphes 
a deep feeling of " one in all and all in one." Tl_~-is f~elin_g 1s akn; to tl:e 
Sarvatmab/w;Ht (the feelin~ of one's self as all), nnphecl 111 ~he \ edantl~ 
consciousness. According to the S\\·ami, " \' eclanta in the lughest f~mn 
consists in the idea of the solidarity of the universe and tl:e feehng 0~ 
one's own self as all, with a comprehensive technique to cultivate ~l:em • 
and it is free from the metaphvsical and theological dogmas of tracl~tJOnal 
Vedanta. Being fullv convinced of its spiritual efficacy, the S:waml. ~ffers 
this new Vedanta to .the communist world for strengthening 1ts ~pu~tual 
basis, to the capitalist world to bring about socialism i~1 a constitutional 
way, and to India to inspire her and enable her to bmlcl ~ classless anc~ 
casteless society on a spiritual basis. The Swami believeclm the. potency 
of materialism to evolve its own spirituality, and the commumst world 
has no necessity for changing its ideology to pave the way for the ac~ep
tance of the Swami's suggestion. ·Mentioning the exchange o~ v1ews 
with some of the Western thinkers concerning social revolutiOn, he 
savs : " 1\Ianv of the leaders of the new social movements have already 
di~covered tl{at Vedanta in the highest form can alone spi ritualise their 
social aspirations." 

THE AIM OF ART 
True Art 

Swami Vivekananda was an accomplished musician, well-trained in 
Indian classical music. In India, spirituality is inseparably related to 
music, and art in general; and the Swami as a leader of spirituality felt 
a spontaneous 10\·e for all forms of art. He says about his Teacher Sri 
Ramakr~shna : '' The artistic faculty was highly developed in Sri 
Ramaknshna, and he used to say that without that faculty none can be 
truly spiritual." Swami Vivekananda's Vedanta in practical life com
prehends all spheres of life; so, Vedanta in his sense does not make any 
distinction between spiritual art and secular art. His thoughts on art 
indicate a definite direction ; and the art of his choice is what expresses 
deep and broad feelings and ideas through a technique which is rooted 
in realism, but does not imitate nature. He is for preserving the 
diversified national forms of art and suggests that the contents within 
the forms must not be parochial but universal. The Swami's views on 
art are closely allied to the three principles of art which Tolstoy has set 
forth: " (1) That the new idea, the content of the work, should be of 
importance to mankind ; (2) that this content should be expressed so 
clearly that people 11_1ay under~tand it ; and (3) that which incites the 
author to work at lus product10n should be an inner need and not an 
external inducement.'' 

It is evident that these Tolstoy an ideas on art are essentially the same 
as the ideas of socialist realism. The Swami always stood for the people 
and he conceived the art of the people, by the people, for the people. Many 
of the modern schools of art had not come into being in his time. He must 
have known of impressionism and post-impressionism when he visited 
France in the nineties of the last century, as Cezanne was active at that 
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timl', hut \\·hen Swamiji passed away in 1902 Picasso was onlv twentv 
year~ old. 'l'he _free expression of feelings in expressionism, the <1uest ~f 
the Impersonal 111 abstract art, the display of motion in futurism and 
\·orticism, the frankness in surrealism and the spontaneity of modern 
action painting are expressions of the free minds, and freedom in culture 
must be respected. But Swamiji was interested in the problems and 
aspirations of the common people. He would ha,-e liked the spirit of 
expressionism but not its distortion of forms. His views on art become 
clear when we read his criticism of Greek art which sought imitation of 
nature, and his criticism of medieval Indian art \\·hich created many 
grotes<1ue forms. It may be taken for granted that by criticising gr~
tesque art he criticises certain phases of all ultra-modern schools of art. 
He savs: 

'' Ti1e secret of Greek art is the imitation of Nature, even to the minutest 
details, whereas the secret of Indian art is to represent the ideal. The 
energy of the Greek painter is spent perhaps painting a piece of flesh, 
and he is so successful that a clog is deluded into taking it to be a real 
bit of meat and so goes to bite it. Now, what glory is there in merely 
imitating Nature? " "The Indian tendency, on the other hand, to 
represent the ideal, the super-sensual, has become degraded into painting 
grotesque images." 

In the S\Yami's view, art must not be an imitation or a magnification 
of nature as we find in Greek art ; it must not suffer from grotesqueness 
and convention as found in medieval Indian art. \Vhat is true art, then, 
in his view ? He aflirms : '' True art can be compared to a lily which 
springs from the ground, ta~es it~ nou_rishment fr_om the ground, is in touch 
with the ground, and yet 1s qmte !ugh above 1t (when full blown). So 
art must be in touch with Nature,-yet it must be above Nature." The 
essence of the art conception of the Swami is that tme art must be in 
touch with nature and yet it must be above nature. To be in touch with 
nature implies to be in touch with nature, life and society ; and to be 
abo,·e nature suggests that art must lead to a deeper and broader under
standing of nature, life and society and that through the elevation of the 
feelings and the consciousness it must inspire people to transform nature, 
life and society. Every phase of nature, life and society as depicted in 
art must tell us of the oneness of humanih·, of life and of the universe 
which the Swami preached. The particularisecl forms must tell us of 
the general and the universal. 

Art and Utility 
To spiritualise life and all its details is the fundamental object of 

\" edanta in its practical aspect. Art inspired bv Yeclanta can successfully 
accomplish this. The Swami says about th~ combination of art and 
utilitY : · 

''. Look. at those big government buildings ; can you, just by seeing 
their outlines, make out any meaning for \\·hich each of them stands ? 
No, because they are all so unsYmbolical. Ha,·e you seen the farmers' 
homes in our villages ? . . . . H~ve you seen their· granaries for keeping 
paddy ? ~'~1at a variety of painting~ even on their mud walls!· .. ·. The 
Ideal of utlhty has been imbibed to such an extent as to make 1t look 
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little short of ridiculous. Xow what we neecl is the combination of art 
and utility. Japan has clone that ,-ery quickly. and so she has ach·ancecl 
by giant strides.'' . . . 

\Vhat Japan has clone in her o xn way in combining art _and u~1hty 1s 
true of what is being clone through socialistic art in Russta, ~~1m~ and 
other communist countries. The happy blending of art and utlhty 1s the 
chosen goal of socialist realism in all forms of art. Art .must. tell us 
about the deeper aspects of life and nature and the relat10nslups. that 
man establishes with them. The Swami says : " Read man. He 1s the 
living poem." The implication of this is that both. life and J~atu~e are 
living poems. The Swami says: '' There must be a:t _u: e\·erytlung. Art 
should heautifv even·dav life and the common acttv1ttes of people. The 
Genre art ser~es this purpose well. 

Reflections on Various Forms of Art 
Swami Vivekananda wishes to see that art extols the three ideas of 

freedom, strength and sameness 3;nd ~hat it is actu~ted by feelings and 
can stimulate feelings. The arttst 1s to. conunumcate to ot~ers the 
feeling that has stirred him to produce Ius art. By freedom 1s meant 
salvation from the particulars and absorption into the impersonal prin
ciple. The Swami says that music easily leads to it. \Ve should 
remember here that the role of modern abstract art at its best is to com
municate the idea of the impersonal principle. Abstract art fails if it is 
dry, jejune and merely striking. By strength the Swami means the 
strength of transforming nature,life and society through artistic inspiration. 
Sameness implies the realisation of one in all and all in one to stimulate 
creative thoughts and activities. Here are some of his reflections on 
poetry, painting, sculpture, architecture and mythology: 

" In the universal melody three ideas stand out-freedom, strength 
and sameness." " All poetry, painting and music is feeling expressed 
through words, through colour, through sound." " The writers of all 
mythologies wrote in symbols of what they saw and heard, they painted 
fl?wing pictures. Do not try to pick out the things and so destroy the 
p1ctures ; take them as they are and let them act on you. Judge them 
only by the effect and get the good out of them." 

" Art has its origin in the expression of some idea in whatever man 
produces ; where there is no expression of idea, however much there may 
be a display of colours and so on, it cannot be styled as true art. Even 
the articles of everyday use, su~h as water vessels, or cups and saucers, 
should be fashioned so as to express an idea. In the Paris exhibition I 
saw a wonderful figure carved in marble. In explanation of the figure, 
the following words were inscribed underneath: Art unveiling Nature-
that is, how art sees the inner beauty of nature by drawing awav with 
its own hands the covering of veils." · 

" -:\Iusic is the highest art, and to those who understand it, is the highest 
worship." " Those who concentrate their minds upon what you call 
classical music, do not like common music, and vice versa. Music in 
which the notes follow each other in rapid succession holds the mind 
readily. A child loves lively music because the rapidity of the notes 
gives the mind no chance to wander. A man who likes common music 
dislikes classical music because it is more complicated and requires a 
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greater clegree of concentration to follow it." " Drama and music are 
by themseh·es religion ; any song, lo\·e song, or anv soncr. never mind-
if one's "·hole soul is in that song. he attains sal;·atio~. just In· th~t · 
nothing else he has to do ; if a man's \\'hole soul is in that his soul o-et~ 
sah·ation." " In art interest must be centred on the principal the~ne. 
1 lrama is the most diflicult of all arts. In it two things are to be satis
fietl-- -llrst, the ears, and second, the eyes. To paint a scene is one thing; if 
one thing is to be painted, it is easy enough: but to paint different thino-s 
and yet to keep up the central interest is very dilncult. Another difficulty 
is stage-management, that is, combining different things in such a manner 
as to keep the central interest intact.'' 

" The difference between architecture and building is that the former 
expresses an idea, while the latter is merely a structure built on economical 
principles. The value of matter depends wholly on its capacities of 
expressing ideas.'' 

Art in the East and the West 
The Swami says: " I have the desire to bring together all that is best 

in Eastern and Western art." The tremendous impact of modern 
\Vestern art upon the art of the East is well-known. "Testern art has a 
long history, beginning ":ith ~he cm·e-art in Altamira in Spain and 
Lascaux in France and endmg w1th modern action painting. The vitalitv 
of prehistoric art in Europe has remained unique. All the different 
European schools of art in hist<?ric periods can be broadly divided into 
three: (I} realism, (2) express10nism and p) abstractism. So far as 
Indian art is concerned, the pre-historic Harappa art was realistic, while 
the pre-historic Mohenjo-Daro art was idealistic. The Harappa art died 
out, but the J.\Iohenjo-Daro idealistic school \\·as re,:ived bv Buddhism. 
Havell highly praised medi~val Indian art but it was grotesrjue according 
to the Swami. The Buddlust art was held in high esteem by the Swami, 
and he savs about it : " I had the opportunity of seeing the beauties of 
art of nearly every civilised country in the world, but I saw nothing like 
the development of art which took place in our country during the 
Buddhist period." With the spread of Buddhism in the East and the 
\Vest the art traditions of India also reached many countries. 'What 
the Swami sa\·s about the contribution of Indian llne arts should stimulate 
historical research: " When the real history of India will be unearthed, 
it will be proved that, as in mat~~rs of religion, so in llne ~rts India is the 
primal Guru of the whole w~rld. , Hac~ the art ~f J.\Iol~enJo-Daro exerted 
anv influence upon the anc1ent Egyptmn and Sumenan art ? Has the 
Ajanta painting any allinity with the ancient Egyptian painting, sho·,Ying 
therebv mutual give and take between ancient India and ancient Egypt ? 
The S~vami's remark on the Taj ~[aha! at Agra is very touching and 
inspiring : " If you squeeze a bit of these marbles. it "·ill drip drops of 
royal love and its sorro\\·." " Every scttmre inch of this \\·ondrous edifice 
is worth a whole day's patient obseryation, and it rec1uires at least six 
months to make a real study of it." The Swami did not know the latest 
schools of modern art in Europe, and the new Indian school of painting 
developed a few years after his death in 1902. The problem of bl~nding 
the best in Eastern art and \Vestern art is perhaps more comphcated 
today than it was at the time of the ~wami, but certainly there is more 
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. 1. 1 11 1. t la,· than there was in 
opportumty to accomp tsh sue 1 a ) em mg oc ' . ' . · t tl1e 
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structure of Indian music. Attempts along t us me ' 1 "' 1 .1 clt 
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close to one another and composing big pieces of orchestraf mulstctlt to 
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t e e p of the plano and the organ ; ways can a so )e in 
assimilate the atonal music of the \Vest. There is_ a~so ampl~l sc~~ •our 
India for assimilating Western part singing ; that w1ll mcre~se 1 1~1' ~g lCl 
of Indian music. There can be give and take between Indtan1 J~ e \~1 st 
Western ballet, India assimilating vigour from the \Vest an<. t 1e rt' ~ 
assimilating grace from India. In painting and sculpture. Indtan a 1s s, 
preserving the essentials of Indian forms and contents, can morte 
thoroughly use the technitlues of the various schools of \Vestern ~: ,' 
and make comprehensive use of oils light and shade, and perspectn·e. 
Already, Indian acrhitecture and \Vestern functional architecture are 
becoming blended. Artists and art critics will find the following obser-
vations of Swamiji interesting: 1 

" Each nation has a characteristic of its own. In its manners an< 
customs, in its mode of living, in painting and sculpture, is found ~he 
expression of that characteristic idea. For instance, music and dancmg 
~n ~he :West are all pointed in their expression. In dance, tl_tey look as 
lf Jerking the limbs ; in instrumental music the sounds pnck the ear 
like a swordthrust, as it were; so also in voc~l music. In this country, 
~m the other hand, the dance has a rolling wave-like movement and there 
lS the same rounded movement in the varieties of pitch in vocal song. 
So also in instrumental music." 

" It (W~stern music) is very good; there is in it a perfection c;>f har~ 
many, which we have not attained. Onlv, to our untrained ears lt d?es 
not sound well. . . . When I began to list~n to their music with attentton 
and study it minutely, I came more and more to understand it an~ I 
was lost in admiration. Such is the case with everv art. In glanc~ng 
at a highly finished painting we catmot understand where its beauty ltes. 
1\-~oreover, unless the eye is, to a certain extent, trained, one cannot appr~~ 
Cl~~e the subtle _touches and blendings, the inner genius of a work of ar~. 

In ou~ mustc, the cadence., or a duly regulated rise and fall ~f vot~e 
or sound, 1s ~ery good. The l•r.ench detected and appreciated tlus tra~t 
first, and tnecl to adapt and mtroduce it in their music. After thetr 
doing this, the whole of Europe has now thoroughlY mastered it." 

" In martial tune, harmony is greatly needed. \Ve sadlv lack harmony, 
hence it (martial tune) does not show itself so much.·. . . Every ra~; 
(primary melody) may be made martial, if it is set in harmony, and the 
instruments tuned accordingly. Some of the Ra"inis (secondary 
melodies) can be clone likewise." " 

Remarks on Art in India as He Saw It 
There had been a lack of " realistic observation " in India for many 

centuries; that is the reason why science did not develop in India. 
India should carefullv consider the Swami's remark on this lack: 

'· That the Hindus· absorbed in the ideal lacked in realistic observation 
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is e\·id~nt fron~ tl~is : )take painting awl scnlptttrc. \Vhat do ,·on see in 
tl~e Hmdn pamt~ngs . . All sorts of grotesrrne and unnatural figures. 
\~hat_ clo you see In a Hnl'l? temple ? Ch<l:rtur-bha1_1ga (bent fo~tr times) 
=".ara~ ana, or some such tlung. nut take mto constderatio11 am· Italian 
picture or Grecian statue. \Vhat a study of nature yon find in. them! " 

I-~ere are the Swami's reflections on music in Northern and Southern 
~nd~a : " There is science in Dhrupacl, Kheyal, etc., but it is in Kirtan, 
~.c. t.n Jfathura and Viraha awl other like compositions that there is real 
music --for there is feeling. . . . The science of Dhrupacl, etc., applied 
to the music of Kirtan, will produce the perfect music.·· " In the South, 
some of the ragas (tunes) are sung and remembered as independent 
ragas, whereas they are derivations of the six primary ones. In their 
music there is very little of 1\furchhana or oscillating touches of sound .... 
\Ve have no martial music, no martial poetry either; Bha,·abhuti is a 
little martial." 

'' \Vhat real music we ha,·e lies in Kirtan and Dbrupad, the rest has 
been spoiled by being modulated. . . . Do you think that singing the 
short and light airs of Tappa songs in a nasal voice, and flitting like 
lightning from one note to another by fits and starts, are the best things 
in the world of music ? Not so. Unless each note is given full play 
in every scale, all the science of music is marred." 

The Swami says about the qualities of the architecture and cottages 
in Rajputana : " People say Calcutta is a city of palaces, but the houses 
look much like so many boxes placed one upon the other! They convey 
no idea whatever. In Rajputana you can still find much pure Hindu 
architecture. If you look at a Dharmashala, you ''"ill feel as if it calls 
you with open arms to take shelter •Yithin, and partake of its unqualified 
hospitableness. If you look at a temple, you are sure to find a divine 
presence in and about it. If you look about a rural cottage, you will 
at once be able to comprehend the special meanings of its di!Terent 
portions, and that the "·hole structure bears evidence to the predominant 
nature and ideal of the o·,,·uer thereof. This sort of expressi,·e architecture 
I have seen nowhere else e . ..:cept in Italy." 

Art and the People 
Art must pervade the entire life of the people. It must no~ crea~e 

only those things which are exclusively for developing aesthetic sens~~ 
bility. It should not be merely for the contemplation of the·· few elect. 
Art for art's sake is good so far as it makes artists and art Im·ers free from 
social conventions and cants. But if art remains sophisticated, it ca~n?t 
fulfil its mission to elevate the generality of people. William ?lforns m 
Britain conceived " a glorious art, made bY the people, for the people, 
as a happiness to the maker and the user~" Lenin said : " It shot~ld 
unite the emotions, the thoughts and the will of these masses and raise 
them to a higher level." Just as the Swami wanted to bring \ • eclanta 
to the common people, so he wanted to free art from isolation and make 
it universal in order to beautify all the details of the life of the common 
people and to spiritualise their. consciousness. \Ve have knmn1 already 
what he has said about the combination of art and utility so that all 
useful things in life can be beautiful and spiritually elevating. He 
reiterates that art that aims to be universal must be characterised by 
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simplicity and a depth of feeling and it should express the beautiful in 
evervthing that man has to come in contact with : 

" Simplicity is the secret. :.ry ideal language is my :.raster's language, 
most colloquial and yet most expressive. It must express the thought 
\vhich is intended to be conveyecl." " Feeling is the soul, the secret of 
even·thinrr. There is more music in common people's songs and they 
shot~id be ~ollected together." " Art is representing the beautiful. There 
must be art in everything.'' 

INDIA AND THE WEST 
The New India 

Just at the beginning of this century Swami Yivekananda sang the 
song of the Renascent India which was to he casteless and classless, was 
to establish religious and communal unity, and -.vas to feel happy to ~e:ve 
mankind spiritually. He preached that life was meant for :eahsmg 
freedom and removing the shackles of nature, society and the mmd, and 
for serving the world, meaning thereby, serving mankind and the s~b
human creatures. He was fully convinced of the spiritual and mat~nal 
awakening of India and said: " In my mind's eye, I see the future gtant 
slowly maturing, the future India, the youngest .... of the nations of 
the earth as well as the oldest." This rise of India was, to him, for peace 
and happiness of all nations. He felt sure that India had a spiritual 
message to deliver to mankind-a messacre to strengthen the spiritual 
foundation for a world communitv of fr;e nations. He asked India's 
men and women to understand cl~arh· India's mission to the world, and 
said : " Fifty centuries are looking on. you : the future India depends on 
you. Work on." \Vhat is this work? It is the work of free India to 
promote peace, non-violence, non-aggressive nationalism, conciliation in 
national and international fields, and human unitv, and to preach 
spirituality in a spirit of cultural service \\·ithout anv idea of proselytising. 

A Casteless Society 
Swami Yivekananda has wanted a casteless societv in India. Caste 

will receive its death-blow from the process of inclust~ialisation that has 
commenced in India : and the S\vami's followers and admirers can 
expedite the process of the elimination of caste through inter-caste, 
inter-racial and inter-religious marriaae, and svstematic and organised 
inter-caste, inter-communal and inter~relicrious ·social contacts and give 
and take, .such as c?tm;mnal mea.ls, prefe~ably vegetarian, to which no 
one can rmse any obJectton. It \\'111 he a very fruitful spiritual adventure 
for young men and young women of the upper classes if they boldly defy 
false social prestige and seek husbands and wives from the Harijans. If 
the Brahmins of Ind!a feel th<l:t the Spirit (Brahman) within them is 
always pure, they wtll not hesttate to remove all external obstacles 
\vhich stand in the \vay of full social er1uality. l\Iany people inside and 
outside India have the wrong impression that caste is ingrained in 
Hinduism. The Hindu tradition as preserved in the Mahabharata says 
that there was a time when caste did not exist and there will be a time 
when societv \Yill be casteless. At a time when caste and untouchability 
exist only like a scab on the skin of society, a little systematic effort will be 
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sullicient to establish complete social C( JUa!ity in India. The Swami's rem k. 
on. ~aste should_ now receiYe th_e U!ldiYided attention of the people of In~Ia ~ 

.. -\11 caste e1ther on the 1~nnc1ple of birth or of merit is bondage." "I 
hm c no d~mht that, _accordmg to the ancient view in this countn·, caste 
,,·as herechtary, and 1t cannot also he doubted that sometimes the-Sudras 
\~ould be oppressed more. than the Helots among the Spartans, and the 
?\ egroe~ ~mong the Amencans." " ~!odern caste distinction is a barrier 
to Imha s progress. It narro\\"S, restricts, separates. It will crumble 
before the ach·ance of ideas." " The excesses about caste distinction 
obtain most among peoples who are least honoured among mankind.': 
" Buddha was the only great Indian philosopher who \\·ould not recognise 
caste, and not one of his followers remains in India. All the other philo
s?phers pandered more or less to the social prejudices.·· " Caste is 
s1mply a crystallised social institution, which after doing its service is 
no\\" lilling the atmosphere of India \\;th its stench, and it can only be 
removed by gi\ ing back to the people their lost social individuality." 
The Indian CO\·ernment by suitable legislation is restoring to the common 
people '· their lost social int!i\·idualitv ". Societv should whole-heartecllv 
co-operate with the GO\·ernment to remO\·e iinmediately the scab ~f 
untouchability and caste from the social body. 

A Classless Society 
Throughout India it is known no\\" that the politico-socio-economic 

goal is a classless society. The major political parties have preached the 
idea of a classless society to the people in general. The problem is to 
know all its implications and all the steps that haYe to be courageously 
taken to bring it about. The gulf that now exists between the classes 
and the masses, between the inteiiigentsia and the common people, is 
cultural and economic. The cultural gulf has to be bridged by ( 1) re
mo,·ing illiteracy, (2) increasing the status of the prO\·incial languages in 
the pro\"incial Uni\·ersities, (:~) making Hindi the all-India language as 
soon as possible, (4) converting ail the English dailies into l-~indi 
dailies and (5) persuading the non-Hindi-speaking Indians to learn H,mtli, 
and Hinci.i-speaking people to learn other pro\"incial languages. 1 hese 
are some of the ways through which cultural equality beh\·een the clas~es 
and the masses and the cultural unit\· of India can be promoted. 1 he 
economic gulf has to be remO\·ed thro"uah planned economy by applying 
comprehensiYely all the principles of ;ocialism to society. Th~se. two 
steps, cultural and economic, are essential if S\Yami \"ivekanan~a s. l~eas 
\dth all their implications have to be made real in a just ~ncl JUd~ctot~s 
way along the path of least resistance. About the economic gt~l~ 111 Ius 
time the Swami says most indignantly : " A country w~1e!e milhons of 
people liYe on the flowers of the ::Uohua plant, and a mJilwn or two of 
Saclhus and a hundred miilion or so of·Brahmins suck the blood out of 
these poor people, without even the least effort for their ~melioratio~
is that a country or hell ? '' '· We are so many Sannyasms wanclenng 
about ·and teaching the people metaphysics, -it is all m~clness. ". The 
economic situation is certainlY much better than \Yhat 1t \\·as tn the 
S\vami's time. The present L~m·ernment is building at the founda~ion, 
and it will take time to sho\\" tangible economic results. But there ts no 
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l!xcuse why beggars in villages. towns awl cities should n.:maiu as tlti!Y 
are. After all, the society is feeding them, and there is no re~S(lll why 
the Panchayats, the municipalities, and corporations should not mtrm~t~ce 
some kind of public assistance to soh·e this problem of begg~rs. I.he 
beggars can also be helped by means of .\1 uslltlri- Villslw (collectiOn of nc~ 
for relief, which is well-known in India), organised through stud~nts 
associations and thus the beggars' appearance in public can be avo~decl. 
The Swami continues his strictures: ·· I consider that the great nattonal 
sin is the neglect of the masses and that is one of the causes of our clow~l
fall. No amount of politics would be of anv avail until the masses 111 

· · 1 f " " The 
Inclta are once more well-educated, well fed anc~ w~ll carec 0~·, . . . 1 e 
one problem you have is to give the masses thetr nghts ... · [}us ts t 1 

only country where poverty is not a crime. They (our masses) an: met~ 
tally and physically handsome ; but we hated and hated them until th~. 
have lost faith in themselves.'' The servants and maid-servants 111 

~ndia. should enjoy proper rights as in \Vestern countries, and the 
mtelligentsia should not feel it beneath their dignity to. do nec.essary 
manual labour. There should not be anv shame in carrymg ones own 
luggage while travelling and men and \~omen of all classes should feel 
happy in doing their o~vn shopping and carrying their shopping bags 
without the. servants' help. The problem of the masses br~ngs t~s to 
the p~pulatton ~roblem. Here is a statement about pop~att<?n b~ th': 
Swamt, an enqlllry about which should be made by Indtan htstonans · 
"We are. sai~-I think on the authority of Ferishta, the oldest l\!oham
medan htstonan-to have been six hundred millions.... Now we a~e 
about two h:und~ed millions." We urgently need birth control in lu~ta 
today, and tt will be interesting to know how such a large popttlatton 
was fed in ancient times. 

A Spiritual Communist India 
:r~e intelligentsia of the New India should try to understand the true 

sptnt of the Swami's utterances about the future of the Indian masses. 
~e certai~y ~reates great hopes in the minds of the common people, a~ul 
tf the Indtan mtelligentsia are inspired by the gospel of spiritual equalit): 
he preaches they need have no fear from his utterances. 'fhe Swamt 
says : '' :rhe only hope of India is from the masses. The upper class~s 
are phystcallY: and morally dead." Fortunately the Indian int~lligentsta 
of today, havmg the background of the freedom movement behind them, 
are not exactly like the upper classes that the Swami saw in India in his 
time. :rhe vision of the Renascent India that the Swami had is truly 
revolutionary. He clarifies the vision of the future India by saying that 
it must arise from the peasants, the factory workers, the fisher~en, .the 
cobblers, the sweepers, the grocers, the fritter-sellers and the hill tnbes 
of India. In his spiritual communist India based' on this vision he 
evidently presupposes a new intelligentsia closelv linked with the masses 
and inspired by the idea of the spiritual oneness that Vedanta has pre
served in India. The three assertions of the Swami are very important 
in this connection. Firstly, he links the new India with the Satya Yuga 
of Indian tradition, in which there was no class, or caste, or priest, or king, 
and in which there was no patriarchal family. Satya Yuga is a great 
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~hal.lengl~ against all the institution:-; of feudalism and of patriarchal 
fan~lly, based on caste, that ha\'e e\'ol\'ecl in I nclia. The Swami asks us 
to mtr~Hluce Satya Yuga again. certainly on a higher Je,·eJ, and says: 
... I hche\·e that :-::atya Yuga \\·ill come \\·hen there will be one caste, ~me 
\ l'C!a: peace and harmony. This idea of Satya Yuga is what would 
rc\'I\'tfy India. Bclic\'e it .. , \Ve must realise the implications of this 
significant passage ; one caste implies no caste or dass; and one \'eda 
means scientific spirituality baser! on calmness of the mind and the 
feeling of the oneness of mankind, of life, and of existence. SecondlY, 
the S\\·ami '.'.'ants the industrialisation of India, and belie\·es that it will 
definitely lead to ~ocial equality. He says: " The Suclra caste will exist 
no longer, their work being done by machinery." It means that a techno
logical re\·olution in the new society will transform all into skilled and 
intellectual workers \l·ith equal rights and emoluments. Thirdly, he 
\\·ants spiritual communism. He says, " Before flooding India with 
socialistic and political ideas, first deluge the land with spiritual ideas," 
because spiritual illeas haYe to provide the moral basis of socialistic and 
political ideas for their purity and permanence, and because the Indian 
masses, ami the Indian people in general, can accept socialistic and 
political ideas more easily and more effectiYely if they are presented 
through spiritual ideas. By spiritual ideas the S\mmi does not mean 
metaphysical and theological ideas of Indian tradition ; he means the 
conception of the solidarity of the uniYerse with all its implications. 
About the Indian National Congress he said in the nineties of last century: 
" I regard the ::\fm·ement as significant, and heartily 1\·ish it success." It 
will be a real tribute to the Swami if the Congress Party accepts the con
ception of spiritual communism and builds up the country accordingly by 
using all the constructi 1·e elements of the capitalist and communist 
systems, and by using the essence of Indian spiritual tradition. 

Scientific Spirit and Social Freedom 
Swami \'ivekananda was fully conscious of the spiritual glory of ancient 

India, but he was also keenly alive to the deficiency of independent 
thought in Indian history. Thoughts in India, pertaining to various 
spheres of life, have been more traditional than free, and in the history 
of our metaphysical thoughts the same traditionalism is evident if we 
subtra~t the thoughts of the great Buddhist philosophers. Insight ~nd 
analy~tcal thoughts in Indian history are great indeed, but obsen·atwn, 
expernnent and mathematical reasoning as we find in ancient Greece and 
mode~n Europe have been conspicuous by their absence. The. schools 
of plul~sophy that have developed in India have been theologtcal. and 
dogmatic : great spiritual ideas have been evolved but a solely ratw,n~l 
~mtlook, apart from Buddhist thought, has been extremely rare. 1h:ts 
IS \:'hy physical, biological, and social sciences have not d~veloped 111 

Incha, and India has to learn them from the \Vest. Swami Vnrekana~da 
urg~d Indians to develop a scientific spirit and believe~ that. Indu~:n 
gemus would express itself comprehensivelY in modern tunes if Indta 
added a scie~1tific spirit to her insight and analytical thinking. Althou~h 
modern Incha can feel proud of the personalities she has produced. lll 
every sphere of thought, India would be wise to remember the wanung 
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of S\':ami \"h·ekananrla : ·· I wlependent thought \\'t' ha\"L' almost none 
I · 1 · 1 · 1 re the results t~ speak of,_ and hence the d~art _1 o! ~ 10s,c _sciences \\' nc ~_a . s;Jcial 

ot obsen·atwn anrl generaltsattons. Science. hnm<ull~lll .u~d · 
freedom are the result~ of indepell'.:ent thinking, and Young 1 ll<ha should 
ne,·er forget the need of these. . 

Tradition as opposed to reason has been responsible for the lack.<~! 
del'elopment in lntlian institutions. There haYe always been pos~l
hilities of great de.-elopments in Indian Ja,,-s and cust01~1s but those 
possibilities haYe not been thought out as rationally as Ill the \Ves\ 
Indian societY \\'ould ha,·e been different today if India harl pr~sen·ec 
the rational thinking and reformative zeal that dawned on her durmg the 
Buddhist period. The basic ideas of republicanism, s_oc~al freedom, 
economic equality and freedom of women were there, yet 1t IS onl;.: ~f~e~ 
the impact of the \Vest on India that she is realising the potc1~t1ahtl~s 
of the basic ideas of e<1uality and freedom as implied in the \_edantlc 
thought. The Swami rightly says: " The degeneration of Incha came 
not because the laws aml the customs of the ancients were bad, but 
because they were not allowed to be carried to their legitimat~ cm_l
dusions." As regards the ne\\· societY that should come into bemg l1l 

India, Swami \"iYekananda is positiv~. He says: " Can you make a 
European society with India's religion? I belieYe it is possible and mu~-~ 
be." \Vhich European society ? The European society th~t Swalll1J1 
knew was the result of the Renaissance the Eno-lish revolutwns of the 

' 0 ' 1 seventeenth century, the American war of independence, the I• rene l 
revolution and the revolution of 1848. The European Society's cul
mination is indicated by the Russian re\'olution of 1917. In giving forms 
to her different institutions India should remain aware of it. 

Children, ~:JOys and girls, and young men and young women in India 
must gro·~v m an at_mosphere of freedom and equality. l\!istake~ 1~1ay 
be comnuttecl, but 1f they are committed with sinceritv of conv1ct10n, 
then cert~inly they :vill n~t do any lasting harm. C~-education, fo~ 
instance, IS most des1rable m every phase of education and the Swam1 
s~ys:. " Could anything be_mor~ ~omplete than the equality of boys and 
gnls m our old forest muvers1t1es ? Read our Sanskrit dramas-the 
story of Shakuntala, and see if Tennyson's Princess has anything to 
te~ch us.': ~~ eda~1tic_ freed<;Hn that the Swami preached has to be realised, 
\nth all 1ts nnphcat10ns, m modern Indian societv. Young men and 
you~1g wo~n~n mn~t courageously develop indepe~1dent will and free 
choiCe ; CIVIl marnage anc~ needf~l divorce are expressions of freedom, 
ancl they m~st_ co~n~ to Inchan soc1ety. In social relationships in general 
the \" eclantlc_ mcltY1dual freec~om must be balanced by the principle of 
\" eclant~c eth1cs : . the \\'ell-beu~g of one is the well-being of all, and the 
\\'ell-bemg of all IS the_ \\'ell-ben~g of one. People with reformative zeal 
in India should remam una~ratcl, remembering the following courage
giYing utterance of the Swann : '' Uberty is the first condition of growth. 
Just as man must ha,·e Iibert;. to think and speak, so he must have 
lihertv in food, flress, aml marriage, and in every other thing, so long as 
he clo~s not injure others." The starting of spiritual communist colonies 
for e\·ol\"ing new institutions, social, economic, political and cultural, will 
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hl· along the Swami's lines. He said : " The grand plan is to start a 
colon~· in Central India." 

To be National in Form but International in Spirit 
The S\\'ami \\·as for the preservation o~ the national forms in l'Ulture. 

manners anrl customs, and wanted to Improve them consciouslY bY 
assimilating the good things of other nations. He \\'as against imit-atioil. 
of e\·ery kind. Imitation has a degenerating effect on character because 
it arises out of a feeling of inferiority and it does harm to the intearitY 
of culture and character. In the cultural re,-iYal in everY countn~ tlie 
goal should be to he national in form but international in siJirit. Si\:amiji 
said : " One who does not beJieye in himself is an athei<>t," and self
respect does not come to a nation which does not presen·e its integritY 
in speech, in the use of its language. in the expressions in art and liter
ature. The spiritual damage of foreign inlluence in every country lies in 
the loss of self-respe::t, neglect of the treasures of one's own culture, and 
the imitation of the waYs of the powerful nations. Nations maY remain 
culturally conquered, although they may be politically free. The cultural 
integrit\· of a nation cannot be presen•ed if there is no regard and love 
for the -national language and national dress. The path that the Swami 
has shown is the path of assimilation and evolution--not imitation. 
Gandhiji stuck to the national form in dress and speech. and his way 
was fully in keeping with what the Swami thought. The Swami's 
strictures on imitated dress should he remembered b\· Indians: ·• \Vln· 
not wear one's country-dress, as befits gentlemen ? .. - \Vhat the Swanii 
saYs about the dress of the boys and the voung men remains true even 
toclay after the advent of Gandhiji : " Bo)·s and young men noi\'-a-days 
adopt a peculiar mode of dress which is neither Indian nor Western, but 
a <JUeer combination.'' An all-India school-dress for bovs and "irls will 
be a step in the right direction, m.1d if the GoYernment takes sucl1 a step 
it will bring a great sense of umty and self-conll.c~ence to Indian boys 
and girls. The use of unnecessary English "·ords \\'hile speaking in the 
mother-tongue and the use of unnecessary English words in brackets 
while writing in one's own language shows the want of cultural integrity, 
and Indians should gi\•e up such tlemoralising habits. \\'ithout meaning 
am· disrespect to English or any other foreign language. For inter
national contacts Imlians should learn English and other languages very 
earnestlY, but slavish imitation should al\\'ays be shunned as it damages 
the integrity of character and culture. The Swami reproachfully says: 
·• \Vhat sense is there for your going in for European shirts and coats ? " 
" \Vhen I see Indians dressed in European apparel and costumes, the 
thoughts come to my mind ,---perhaps they feel ashamed of their 0\\'11 

nationalitv and kinship with the ignorant, poor, illiterate, dmn1-trodden 
people of -India.'' 

There should not be chauYinism of any kind, aml \\'e should strive for 
evoldna a human culture by blending the cultures of the East and the 
\Vest, but that universal human culture \\'ith national forms and inter
national spirit should come naturally by increasing the sense of self
respect and self-confidence of every race, nation or tribe. The follo\\'ing 
utterance of the Swami is as good for India as for other countries in Asia, 
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Africa and Latin America: ·• \Ve must always keep the wealth of 
our own home before our e\·es, :-;o that e,·eryone down to the ma:-;ses may 
alwavs know and see ,,·hat ·his o\\'n anceo.;tral property is,---we must exert 
ourselves to do that ; side bv side. \\'e shoul<l be hraxe to open Otl~ <loors 
to receive all m·ailahle light from outside. Let rays of light c~>me m · · ·. · 
from the four corners of the earth : let the intense tlood of hght. llo.w 111 

from the \Vest,--what of that? \Vhatever is weak and corrupt IS !table 
to die,-\\·hat are we to do about it ? If it goes, let it go, what harm docs 
it do to us ? 'What 1s strong and invigorating is immortal : who can 
destroy that? " 

Religious Unity 
India is not merelv the land of the Hindus but of the followers of other 

faiths as well. Thr~ugh the ages men and women of the great establis~led 
faiths of the world, Bene-Israels, Christians, Zoroastrians and 1\fus~nns 
came and made India their home. Certain faiths such as Buddhism. 
Jainism aud Sikhism developed in India, and many communities ~rew 
in number. If India succeeds in establishing a real unity of all fmths, 
without marring in any way their individual features, she will not merely 
make herself spiritually strong, but also set an example of harmony 
before the world. The State in India has taken the ,,·isest step by 
making itself secular, for a secular state, accepting some common moral 
and spiritual principles, is able to look after the interests of all com
mun!-t~es impartially. It is the duty of the people of India to establish 
a. sp1nt of harmony and r~conciliation anrl live happily through mu~ual 
g1ve and take. Here the 1deal of Sri Ramakrishna who was for a t1me 
Hindu, for a time llfuslim, and for a time Christim~ but al\\'ays human 
and spiritual, i~ before India. The Swami says: " He (Sri Ra~nakrishna) 
was the harbmger of pe<l;ce--the separation between Hmclu~ and 
"Mohammedans, between Hmdus and Christians, all are nnw tlungs of 
the past. The fight about distinctions that there were belonged to 
another era." Alas ! the Swami's new era has not vet come, because 
although the theoretical preaching of the harmonv ~f faiths has been 
known in India, no organised and systematic efforts ha,·e vet been made 
to. ~)ring the' religious. commtmities together socially' culturally and 
sp1n~ually. C~o~er soc1al con~~ct of young people and men and women 
of different rehg1ous commumttes should be devised. A common school 
meal, prefe.rabl?· veg.etarian, for boys and girls of all commur~ities ,'~'ill 
cement a kmsh1p wluch can .b~ of great value in Indian public ltfe. I he 
places of \Yorshlp of the rehgwus communities should be visited by the 
members of all communities, and families of different communities should 
come in .close contact \\·ith one another. These steps will be very fruitful ; 
these "\Vlli stren~then the purpose of the inter-religious conferences that 
are held by vanous orgamsattons. The Swami visualises a close contact 
between Islam and Hinduism in the future India and remarks about 
Islamic socia~ eq~mlity : " If ~ver the followers of any religion approached 
to this equahty Ill an appreciable degree in the plane of practical work
a-dav life, .... it is those of Islam and Islam alone. For our own 
:Motl~erlancl a junction of the two. great systems, Hinduism and Isl<l;m-;
Vedanta brain and lslam body -IS the only hope. I see in my nund s 
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e~·e the t~utnr~ India risin~ out of this chaos and strife. gloriom; and invin
c.:ib_Ie_. mth \ edanta bram and Islam body." The main initiative for 
rehgw~u; unity should come from the majority communitY and the 
S\Yaml a<h·ises the Hindus: " \Ve will and must o-o on builditicr churches 
for Christians an~] mosques for the ::\Iohammedans until ,,~ conr1uer 
through 10\·c. until we haYe demonstrated .... that it is gentleness that 
has the strength to live and to fructify." Any aggressive communal 
movement in India will be against the teachings of Sri Ramakrishna and 
Swami \"iyekananda. 

True Spirituality 
There is an idea. that spirituality flourishes in a society in which there 

is suffering and misery, and that in an affluent society people are fully 
satisfied \\'ith a life of pleasure and they do not care for any spiritual 
achievement. Swami \'iYekananda did not belieYe in such an idea. To 
him spirituality consists in the expansion of the heart and the deepening 
and the broadening of the consciousness. and it can develop fully in a 
society which by its organised efforts has soh·ed the problems of food, 
clothing, shelter, medical treatment and the general culture of all its 
members. For the preservation of spiritualit·y he suggests that " Each 
generation should be inspired afresh ", and hoping that India will be able 
to combine spirituality and needful prosperity says : " It is a curious 
thing that the inner life is often most profoundly developed where the 
outf,!r conditions are cramping and limiting. But this is an accidental
not an essential-· association, and if we set ourseh·es right here in India, 
the world will be righted." 

There are three obstacles to the spontaneous groy;th of spirituality in 
a society : (I) the mediation of priests to achieve things by occult means, 
(2) the crushing of individuality of a people by -.nong social institutions, 
and (~{) the intluence of the nch upon religious organisations. In the 
history of India these three obstacles of the priests, the caste and the 
wealthy people are clearly noticed. Real spirituality being a spon
taneous unfoldment of the potentialities of consciousness, its mani
festation is hampered when occult powers are sought, the life remains 
convention-ridden, and rich men dictate in a gross and subtle manner 
the ways of spiritual growth. The Swami's reflections oa these obstacles 
are here: " Priestcraft is the bane of India." '· The caste system is 
opposed to the religion of the Vedanta." "To pay respects to the rich 
and hang on them for support has been the bane of all the Sannyasi 
communities of our countn·." It is clear that onlv in a casteless and 
classless society, true moraiity and true spirituality- can flourish, a1~d a 
lover of spirituality should seek a radical change in society for the nght 
kind of morality and spirituality. 

According to the Swami, the main feature of spirituality lies in the 
expansion of the heart--in the capacity of realising and feeling on~self 
in others, and in the sympathy and fellowship that such a feelit~g br~n!?s 
with it. The heart may not open in spite of meditation and ntuahstlc 
practices for a long time, if one does not consciously feel the n~ed. for 
such an opening of the heart. India has been fortunate that the pnnc1ple 
of Oneness has not been to her a merely intellectual or mystical concept, 
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but has been closely linked with the uncler:-;tan<ling of the heart. The 
S\Yami says : ·· Here .... the human heart expanded till it included not 
only the human, but birds, beasts and plants." The concept of the 
spiritual oneness of the whole uniYerse \\·ith its deduction about the 
unity of mankiml, of life and of existence, ami the comprehensiYe system 
of ethics based thereon constitute the essence of Indian spirituality. 
This idea of oneness is needed in India ami in all countries, and it must 
not remain submerged under the multifarious metaphysical theories, 
theological dogmas and ritualistic practices. ShmYing the importance of 
this essential concept of spirituality the Swami says : " The great idea 
that the \Yorld \\"ants from us today .... is that eternal grand idea of the 
spiritual oneness of the \\·hole uniYerse. . . . It is the one great life-gi,·ing 
idea which the mute masses of Inclia want for their uplifting, for none can 
regenerate this land of ours without the practical operation of this idea 
of the oneness of things." This is a very simple idea, replete with deep 
meaning and pmYerful enough to transform life and society, and it forn~s 
the core of the teachings of the Cpanishacls. The S\\"ami extricated 1t 
from the metaphysical and ritualistic subtleties of the Cpanishaclic 
literature and enlivened it for India and the world. He declares: " The 
greatest truths are the simplest things in the world, simple as your own 
existence. The truths of the Cpanishads are before vou. Take them 
up, live up to them, and the sah·ation of India will be" at hand." 

\Vhat are the simplest truths of the l"panishafls ? The tranquillity and 
calm that can be felt in the mind and that makes one free, serene·and 
impartial, the feeling of one's self as all, and all as one's self. the idea of 
~he solidarity of the universe, of life and of mankind, the law of uniYer~al 
mter-relationship, and the i<lea of Oneness as the foundation of etluc_s 
co~vey to us great truths. These great truths ,,·ith all their social imph
catlOns have to be systematically preached in India, and there has to l~e 
~comprehensive \·edanta :\im·ement in India along Swami \·ivekananda s 
hnes. In the history of religions one can find the conflict between tl:e 
person and the principle. The person gets the upper hand _an~l he lS 
extolled so much that his principles are forgotten. ·· The d1sc1ples of 
all the p;ophets have always inextricably mixed up the ideas <?,f the 
Mast;r \\"l~h the person, and at last killed the ideas for the person, says 
the Swami. \Ve must always remember this warning. 

India and the West 
The S\\:ami's interests were never limited to India. He knew full well 

what lncha sl~ould give ~o the \Vest and what India should receh·e from 
th; \Vest. 1 he world 1s becoming so small now, thanks to modern 
science and modern organisations, that the famous Sanskrit saying " The 
thre~ w_orlcls are my country ··,need not he any longer figurath·e. Narrow 
patn?tlsm has no ro<;>m now in the modern \\·oriel, and Indian spiritual 
1cleal_1sm le~cls us strmght to the universal humanity. The political, eco
nomic, socml, cultural and spiritual interests of all nations are intertwined 
now and there should be conscious give and take between nations and races 
in ~ve~y sp~ere of thought .~nd activity. The Swami aptly said at the 
begmmng of the century: You must not forget that m\· interests are 
international, and not Indian alone." · 
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'l_'lte Illain ~rend o~ ~l~e c!vilisation ?f the \Vest has been rational ; the 
~I,wm_trend ol th~ c1nl;satton ~f Inclm has been intuiti,-e and spiritual. 
1 he hnal synthesis of (.reek rattonal thoughts was achie,·ed bv Zeno the 
founder of Stoicism, and it is of significance that this synthesis took 
place \\·hen .-\lexancler's im·asion had linked India \\"ith the West. The 
Stoic idea of jus naturale de,·eloped the concept of jus gentium in Rome, 
anc~ the ,-ery same id~a has been behind the modern concepts of inter
national ]my and behmd the great revolutions of the \Vest. The left 
wing of the re,·olutionaries at the time of the first French re\·olution was 
inspired by the ideas of liberty, equality and fraternity based on jus 
uaturalc and concei,·ed communism ; ::\!arx knew it well and strengthened 
the concept of communism by prO\·ing scientifically that the directional 
trend of capitalism was towards communism. Here we find that a 
fundamentally Greek concept has moulded modern Europe. Christianity 
has supplied the European hwnanity with great emotions, but the 
influence of Christianity in Europe has been personal and sectional. 
Christian communism of the earliest Christian community was a source 
of inspiration to certain revolts in Europe that took place before and 
after the Renaissance ; its trace is there in l\fore's Utopia. But it has 
not inlluenced the main trend of European development. Swami 
Yh·ekananda has sought a happy marriage of Greek-European thought 
and Indian thought for the good of both Europe and India. The final 
expression of Greek-European thought is in the modern communism of 
Russia and China, and the real issue before India is to accomplish this 
marriage of communist thought and Indian thought. Marxism is a very 
comprehensive system, having the capacity for systematising all social, 
cultural and scientific de,·elopments. It requires the philosophy of 
oneness to enable the individual to link himself wholeheartedly with the 
collective. India has this philosophy of oneness to offer. There are 
three adventures before mankind : the conquest of nature, the conquest 
of society and the conquest of the mind. In the conquest of nature, 
European science and the Indian conception of the solidarity of the 
universe must blend ; in the conquest of society, the European concept 
of communism and the Indian conception of " the self in all and all in 
the self " must blend ; in the conc1uest of the mind, all the findings of 
Freud, Jung, Adler and Soviet psychologists and the Indian findings 
about the deepening and broadening of the consciousness must blend. 
The Swami avers : " The combination of the Greek mind represented by 
the external European energy, added to Hindu spirituality, would be an 
ideal societv for India." " India has to learn from Europe the conquest 
of external-nature, and Europe has to learn form India the conquest of 
internal nature. Then there will be neither Hindus nor Europeans
there will be the ideal humanity which can conquer both the natures, 
the external and the internal." " The history of the past has g<?ne to 
develop the inner life of India, and the activity (i.e., the outer life) of 
the West. Hitherto these have been divergent. The time has now come 
for them to unite.'' 

India has to assimilate the Western material civilisation for her own 
welfare as well as for the good of the \Vest. She wants this material 
civilisation for the liberation of the masses, and her assimilation will 
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hasten the development of a scientific spirituality \Yhich the whole world 
needs. }.Iaterialism should not frighten us and let us not whitewash 
materialism by calling it realism as some philosophers do. In materialism, 
matter which is self-evoh·ing eYolves life and consciousness. Indian 
spirituality shows the way of deepening and broadening the consciousness 
and thus leads materialism to its culmination. The material civilisation 
of the \Vest is today conquering the world, because it is essentially needed. 
\Vho can stand against it? India should be bold enough to accept it 
wholeheartedly. Says the Swami: " \Ve talk foolishly against material 
civilisation. The grapes are sour. Even taking all that foolishness for 
granted, in all India there are, say, a hundred thousand really spiritual 
men and ·women. Now, for the spiritualisation of these, must three 
hundred million be sunk in savagery and starvation? Why should any
one starve ? . . . . Material civilisation, even luxmy, is necessary .... 
No priest-craft, no social tyraru1y! :!\fore bread, more opportunity for 
everybody!" "What we should have is what we have not, perhaps our 
forefathers even had not ;-that which the Yavanas had-that, impelled 
by the life-vibration of which, is issuing forth in rapid succession from 
the great dynamo of Europe the electric flow of that tremendous power 
vivifying the whole world. \Ve want that. \Ve want that energy, that 
love of independence, that spirit of self-reliance, that immovable fortitude, 
that dexterity in action, that bond of unity of purpose, that thirst for 
improvement. Checking a little the constant looking back to the past, 
we want that expansive vision-infinitely projected forward ; we want 
that intense spirit of activity (Rajas) which will flow through our very 
veins, from head to foot.'' 

What is the final goal for India and the West ? The evolution of a 
civilisation which is neither Indian nor \Vestern, but human and spiritual. 
The Swami felt that Indian spirituality should go to the world for this 
purpose and says: " For a complete civilisation, the world is waiting, 
waiting for the treasures to come out of India, waiting for the marvellous 
spiritual inheritance of the race, which, through decades of degradation 
and misery, the nation has clutched to her breast." 

CONCLUSION 
Swami Vivekananda's Message 

The_ si~:Uficance of the creative ideas in the speeches and writings of 
Swamt ~-Ivekanancl~ should be realised today all over the world. He 
was a rome of great Ideas, and the spiritual food he has left for mankind 
is invaluable. In the preceding chapters certain important aspects of his 
message have been discussed. 

In his_ view, Vedanta is not merely. an old system of thought·; it is the 
strmi_natl~m of the knowledge of ~he East and the West, and in every new 
age It will re_ach a I;e_w sy_nthesis of. knowledge. Today v edanta has to 
be a synthesis of spmtuahty and science ; its ideas about the solidaritY 
of the universe, the unity of life and the unity of mankind have to b.e 
blended with the findings ?f n;odern astro-physics, biology and anthro
pology. Some of the leachng Ideas of the Swami concerning the new role 
of Vedanta have been dealt with in the chapter on Vedanta. 
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The ne\\· spirituality that the humanists are seeking today has already 
been presented by Swami \.iYekananda ; and it is most astounding that 
he has shown how a new morality and spirituality can grow on the basis 
of modern materialism. A scientific spirituality to deepen and broaden 
the consciousness and to establish personal and public relationships 
based on spiritual oneness has been pointed out by him, and the world 
is in great need of such a spirituality. 

People are becoming more and more conscious of the hollowness of an 
ethical system which promises incliYidual moral perfection in aloofness 
in a non-ethical society. An individual is always inseparably linked with 
the various institutions of societv ; and for his own ethical fulfilment he 
has to see to it that these instihitions have a moral foundation. :Moral 
relationship must be a spontaneous expression of the oneness of all lives, 
and each individual must realise his intimate spiritual link with the 
collective. These points are of special significance in the \\·oriel today 
and hm·e been specially emphasised by the Swami. 

Psychology should sho\\· people how to achie,·e inner harmony and 
completion, and ho\\· to build up personality and character. Spiritual 
freedom, inner harmony, and a keen social sense characterise the psycho
logy that the S'Yami has presented in the light of the ancient psychology 
of India. His psychology does not seek destructive self-analysis or 
ultra-individualistic fulfilment. In many ways Adler's psychology is 
near to his. The depth that Jung has shown, the frank exposure of all 
layers of the mind that Freud has sought, the expansion that Adler has 
prescribed through the" social feeling," and the dispassionate observation 
of physiological and psychological phenomena that the modern psycho
logists need are found co-ordinated in his writings, when the apparently 
disconnected passages are brought together and systematised. 

When the torture and killing of animals, perpetrated by the human 
race, is judged without any bias, it is revealed that there has not yet been 
a real ch·ilisation in any part of the world. The Swami's ideas about 
animals should be studied carefu.lh·, as true ch·ilisation must consider not 
merely human equality but also the needs and rights of the subl;mman 
creatures. The power of science and organisation is now at the disposal 
of man ; and most probably by the end of this century all crude aspects 
of economic exploitation of man by man will cease, and a great. oppor
tunity for liberating animals on a world-wide scale \Yill arise. It IS time, 
therefore, that we should attend to the call of the new conscience that 
the Swami has attempted to evoke. 

True moralib· cannot come to man so long as the food he takes is 
obtained through non-ethical means. This morality implies first!~~· ~he 
removal of all kinds of economic exploitation, and secondly, the ehmm
ation of cruelty and killing invoh·ed in obtaining food. The Swami's 
reflection on food is therefore, very important. 

Guided by a feeling of oneness and a sense of justice, S~vami \·i:eka
nauda studied societv in India and the \Vest. His Teacher Sn Ramaknshna 
once identified himself with a sweeper and did the work of the sweeper so 
that he could realise true equality ; at another time lie felt a de-ep 
unity with a man who was being assaulted, and his heart-felt sympathy 
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. g,ginati~n _brought t~e. mark of the blow o.n hi~ () 
ollg 1_1117\faster s tcleal of sptntual Oneness, the Swallli :vlt l 

~a .... d st~ .... g JJ.IS 'rtdess produ_cers of all countries. who had l) f(:'lt )Clrh-
" rl» pe - d 1 . ~~ 11 .•. faUo"-pe pro ~staves, _an ~ Jscoverecl the trencl of l~tstory leac]· lt ~1 lttty 

,dtb !ocl ,vag~£ soveretgn~ by the producers in a JUSt societ,.ll~P; t~'-~s. 
serf~ ·e1llellt sottrces as "ell as the resources of nature '"Ottlc lit '" ~he 
achte" Jl.!ll1 re ott welfare. . He suggested a spiritual f~unclatiC'ltl h(:' /1Ich 
the h~r cotll~ and here "e find the substance of spmtual col l f()l' l.tlJy 
used f ocief:?, teachings. ltllltt ~ttch 
a ju~t J it! }1.1~ list world there are the ideologies about inci· . ltJsln, 
illlPhe }1.e cal?~adernocracy. In the communist world there a~"1dll;:q· 

~~ t}istll art ut the transforn:ation of capitalism into comtnun~ cliff~~Stn, 
cap1ta gies abO tllaods the solution of the ideolocrical problems itl s~. ~nt 
ideolo rage d~f a uniform social system is ~ttroduc~d throu a P~ac he 
nuc~ea :s,rert \.ill surely be. m?-ny different interpretations of tfb:ottt ~~ul 
wa) id there ' v local vanabons of it. A philosophy of co 1~. sy5 t le 
wodr ~et)' ttlartn.erosity and solidari+..· must be evoh·ecl tollctliatt' em 

0 ' . ge · ~) f · · "' on a vsb.lP• urtifv all nations. The acceptance o spmtual co J:'l'ol'ltot, 
fellO'e and tote social goal will help to create understanding itlllltlllttllis e 
Peac . ttla bli 1 . bl h Itt the ultl d to est~ . s 1 amtty between the two ocs, and to tr ~ Cant-
as urtist worl. 'to soctalism by constitutional means. . The 11~ a 11sf0 r 11 
1ll italisfll tn dation for communism that the Swamt suggest~cf for ~ 
cap_..tual fotthn socialist and communist thought in America and to the 
sp!<• f t e d . th . . . . l3 . 
leaders ? ortant to a) an tt was m hts tune. . rttain 
. _, 0 re u:nPt nee of what the Swami savs about art ts that it 11 ts ,.... ubs a tl . - . 1 f l'tlst 'fhe s . t"on of nature, 1at 1t must exr)ress tdeas anc eeling 11ot ...... ,ta 1 h . f . s at d be an tv... levating t e mmd. Art is not merely or JOY and Pl c 1 be 
helpful tn e ble us to know comprehensivelY think courage011 • 1~asure. t ena . . - ' . tl s Y f It mus d act enthustasbcally. Art has to be a stnm ating f ' eel 
deeply, ~nto know, feel and control nature, life, mind and societ~cto~ to 
enable. u full of sorrow and suffering ; art must give us strength to ~h The 
world_ 1\d. Th~ Swami emphasised freedom and strength. ange 
the wor signtficant processes of the modern world are the Pro 

'fhe t·:'~tion and the pr?cess of spiritualisation. '~he whole \V~~~s ~: 
wes~er~ b coming westermsed through the introductwn of the s . d 15 
raptclly e olitico-socio-economic institutions of the West. 'l'he CI~hnce 

d the P · · · 1 · 1 d' w ole an is also seekmg a sp~ntu?- umty throul?h t 1~ co-r:r tna~ion of the 
world d spiritual forces m dtfferent countnes. The Swamt was f ·'I . attere . 1 . tu ' sc . s of these two processes and sought then 1annony 111 India a d 
conscto~d He preached the spiritual principles, devoid of doctrine a~d 
the wort; establish this harmony throughout the vmrld, and urged India 
doglll~~ld and spread these principles for the peace of the worlcl. 
to ;p mprehensive Vedanta Movement is urgently needed in the world 

br~~g the essentials of the teachings of Swami Vivekananda to the 
j~refront and to clarify the spiritual and social implications of his 111.essage. 
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